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ABSTRACT

Dynamically-typed programming languages are popular and widelyused, but their lack of static type guidance may hamper program
maintenance. As a result, language designers have sought to augment
dynamically-typed languages with static type-checking for several
decades. Gradual typing has emerged at the forefront of these efforts,
allowing programmers to add type annotations to existing untyped
programs in a piecemeal fashion. These annotations are checked statically and translated to dynamic checks at the boundaries between
typed and untyped code to ensure sound interoperation.
Despite the abundance of publications on gradual typing, several
roadblocks still remain that prevent its adoption in practice. First,
gradual type systems lack the expressivity to support the flexible
object-oriented patterns, especially mixins expressed with first-class
classes, that are used in dynamically-typed languages. Second, the
dynamic checks that are installed for sound interoperation often slow
down the program. Worse yet, no systematic evaluation method exists for these gradual typing overheads.
I present an expressive design of a gradual type system for objectoriented programming and introduce an effective method for the systematic evaluation of its performance characteristics.
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Part I
PRACTICAL GRADUAL TYPING

As scripts grow into full-fledged applications, programmers should
want to port portions of their programs from scripting languages
to languages with sound and rich type systems.
– Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen (2006)

1

INTRODUCTION

Programming language designers have created dynamically-typed
languages for over five decades. For the past twenty years, working programmers have flocked to dynamically-typed programming
languages such as Ruby, Python, and JavaScript. In response to this
trend, language designers have pursued the incremental augmentation of such languages with static type annotations. The unifying
goal of this effort is to mitigate the drawbacks of dynamic types—the
increased cost of documentation, maintenance, and refactoring processes due to the lack of static types—without giving up the allure of
dynamic typing.
These efforts have culminated in two schools of thought: gradual
type systems and optional type systems. Implementations of both kinds
allow a programmer to add type annotations to an existing untyped
code base. After adding such annotations, the resulting code base
may contain both typed and untyped code. Where the two schools of
thought differ is in whether and how these annotations are enforced
and the guarantees that they provide.
A gradual type system allows sound interaction between the typed
and untyped portions of the program. At the interfaces between these
typed and untyped fragments, the programmer writes down type annotations. In order to ensure sound interoperation, the language must
make sure that even untyped fragments uphold the type interfaces.
To this end, gradual type systems translate the types at the interfaces
into dynamic checks.
There is an abundance of theoretical work in gradual type systems (Ina and Igarashi 2011; Siek and Taha 2006, 2007; Takikawa et
al. 2012; Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen 2006; Wolff et al. 2011), and
several burgeoning research implementations have appeared: Typed
Racket (Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen 2008), Gradualtalk (Allende et
al. 2013), Reticulated Python (Vitousek et al. 2014), Safe TypeScript (Rastogi et al. 2015), and most recently StrongScript (Richards et al. 2015).
Meanwhile, an optional type system (Bracha 2004) does not guarantee sound interoperation. The type system catches type errors in
typed portions, but such errors in untyped portions are not checked
either statically or dynamically. Instead, the programmer depends on
the runtime system of the language to catch all remaining errors. This
style of interoperation has been adopted by several industry projects
such as Strongtalk (Bracha and Griswold 1993), Hack for PHP,1 MyPy

The reasons for the
popularity of
dynamically-typed
languages are out of
scope for this
dissertation.

1 See hacklang.org and Verlaguet, Commercial Users of Functional Programming, Boston,
MA 2013.
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for Python,2 TypeScript,3 and Flow for JavaScript4 . Additionally, several optional type systems have been presented in the academic literature, such as optional typing for Clojure (Bonnaire-Sergeant 2012;
Bonnaire-Sergeant et al. 2016) and for Lua (Maidl et al. 2014).
This dissertation focuses on sound gradual typing instead of optional typing. The rationale for this focus is that as an academic work,
this dissertation has the opportunity to tackle the more principled
version of the problem of adding type annotations to an untyped language. For example, a sound type system can offer accurate documentation and enable optimizations and refactorings that are guaranteed
to be valid. Optional type systems cannot offer these guarantees.
The theory and practice of gradual typing is inspired and influenced by a long line of work on adding typed reasoning to untyped
programs. Milestones along that path include soft typing and staticdynamic language interoperation.

� ����� ������� �� ��� ������������ �������
����� ��� ������� ���������

The idea of adding type annotations to untyped programs is not new.
The history of optional type annotations can be traced as far back as
MACLISP, which allowed users to declare (unchecked) type specifications (Moon 1974, §14.2) in an otherwise untyped language. These
annotations are primarily used as hints for the compiler rather than
for maintenance purposes.
In 1968, Reynolds proposed an algorithm to allow the construction
of “data set descriptions” (essentially types) for a pure and untyped
subset of Lisp (Reynolds 1968). Later in the 1990s, the soft typing community proposed the use of type inference to reconstruct types for
dynamically-typed programs. In Fagan and Cartwright’s original formulation of soft typing, the type checker does not reject programs
and instead inserts dynamic checks to ensure the well-typedness of
the program (Cartwright and Fagan 1991). In Fagan’s words, they
view “the type-checker as a program transformation tool” (Fagan 1992).
This transformation process retains the meaning of the original program. The insertion of checks avoids rejecting valid programs that
the inference process cannot typecheck precisely, which helps the
soft type system retain the flexibility of the underlying untyped language. Some subsequent soft typing efforts focused only on the type
inference half, ignoring the insertion of dynamic checks. For example, Marlow and Wadler’s subtyping-based type inference system for

2 See mypy-lang.org
3 See typescriptlang.org
4 See flowtype.org
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Erlang (Marlow and Wadler 1997) and Nyström’s soft typing for Erlang (Nyström 2003).
Despite a long-line of academic work (Cartwright and Fagan 1991;
Aiken et al. 1994; Henglein and Rehof 1995; Flanagan et al. 1996;
Wright and Cartwright 1997; Meunier et al. 2006), soft typing failed
to leave a mark on programming practice because of the difficulty in
scaling the approach to real-world systems. For example, the types
inferred by soft typing can be “excessively large” (Flanagan 1997, pg.
96). In other cases, it is difficult to balance the accuracy of analysis
results and the cost of the analysis. For example, the authors of a
soft typing tool for PLT Scheme decided to “abandon the use of the
existing MrSpidey framework" (Meunier et al. 2005, pg. 268) due to
the cost of analyzing the case-lambda form accurately. Despite these
difficulties, the key ideas of soft typing, such as inserting dynamic
checks for type safety, live on in contemporary systems.
There are several approaches outside of the soft typing effort that
attempt to accommodate dynamically-typed languages using type inference. For example, DRuby uses type inference to typecheck unannotated Ruby code, but also inserts dynamic checks to ensure that
user-written annotations are accurate (Furr et al. 2009). Since DRuby
rejects ill-typed programs instead of transforming them, it is not considered a soft typing system.
Instead of starting with an untyped language, other language designs add dynamic typing onto a statically-typed base language by
integrating a Dynamic type. The CLU (Liskov et al. 1979, §7.7) and
Amber (Cardelli 1985) languages spearheaded this approach, and subsequent publications (Abadi et al. 1991; Bierman et al. 2010) laid out
the semantics of the Dynamic type more formally. In a language with
Dynamic, a programmer may inject any statically-typed value into the
Dynamic type. Operations on such values are not statically checked.
Extracting a statically-typed value from type Dynamic requires a coercion, much like the checks in gradual typing. While this allows the
relaxation of static typing, it does not accommodate the grown programming idioms of a typical dynamically-typed language.
In the 2000s, several researchers investigated language interoperation.
Unlike gradual typing, this line of work focuses on gluing together
languages with different semantics such as Scheme and Java (Gray
2008; Gray et al. 2005), Scheme and ML (Matthews and Findler 2009),
or JavaScript and Java (Gray 2010). Since these languages may also
have different type disciplines, some of the techniques, such as the
use of contracts to enforce interface consistency, are similar to those
used in gradual type systems.

5

� ����� ������� �� ������� ������

The idea of gradual typing was co-invented in 2006 (Siek and Taha
2006; Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen 2006), building on ideas developed along the previously mentioned lines of research. The first paper by Siek and Taha was published in September of that year, and
presented a functional calculus with a Dyn type—similar to Dynamic
from Amber—that is used for untyped code fragments. Since their untyped (Dyn-typed) fragments can interoperate with typed fragments
at a fine granularity, we refer to their approach as micro-level gradual
typing. When a value of type Dyn is used in a more precisely typed
context, a cast is inserted (automatically) to ensure type safety. They
coined the term “gradual typing.”
Concurrently in October, Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen proposed
the idea of “interlanguage migration,” and presented a calculus that
allows the migration of untyped modules to typed modules. Their
model guarantees type safety through a constraint inference process.
The constraints are used to generate contracts to interpose between
typed and untyped modules. Since this approach operates at a coarse
module granularity, we call this macro-level gradual typing.
Soon thereafter, Siek and Taha presented the first object-oriented
account of gradual typing (Siek and Taha 2007). Their micro-level
model is a simple object calculus with no inheritance or object extension. There are numerous publications that follow up on these two
lines of work, with and without objects (Dimoulas et al. 2012b; Herman et al. 2007; Siek and Taha 2007; Wadler and Findler 2009).
Both the Siek and Taha approach and the Tobin-Hochstadt and
Felleisen approach serve as the bases for gradual type system implementations. The Siek and Taha approach is exemplified in Gradualtalk (Allende et al. 2013), Reticulated Python (Vitousek et al. 2014),
and Safe TypeScript (Rastogi et al. 2015). The Tobin-Hochstadt and
Felleisen style is the basis for Typed Racket (Tobin-Hochstadt and
Felleisen 2008).

������

Since 2006, many theoretical publications on gradual typing have followed up on the original two. Several research implementations, starting with Typed Racket, have also been developed. Yet both the theoretical models and the prototype implementations fail to tackle two
important problems for gradual type systems.
First, most of the dynamically-typed scripting languages that programmers use are object-oriented. These object systems are typically
more flexible than their statically-typed counterparts. For example,
languages such as Python or Racket come with classes as first-class
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run-time values, allowing class composition at runtime. While users
of dynamically-typed languages embrace this flexibility and develop
matching programming idioms, these linguistic features challenge
the designers of gradual type systems. No existing gradual type system in the literature handles expressive class or object composition,
or put constructively, the problem calls for research on gradual type
systems for object-oriented untyped languages.
Second, no gradual type system in the literature is comprehensively
evaluated on its performance. Worse, publications in the literature report catastrophic slowdowns when using gradual typing of at least
4x (Takikawa et al. 2015), 10x (Vitousek et al. 2014), and 72x (Rastogi et al. 2015). Performance is therefore a major concern. Such performance issues are due to the dynamic checks between typed and
untyped fragments. For practical use, the cost of these checks must
be reasonable or the programmer will be forced to cope with problematic slowdowns after equipping their program with types. Existing gradual type systems with sound and precise blame fail to make
these costs reasonable. This situation calls for a systematic evaluation
of the performance of gradual type systems in order to pinpoint and
fix these drastic overheads in the future.
In light of these two problems, I investigated how to design a gradual type system that both supports flexible class composition and
comes with a systematic evaluation of its checking costs.
This brings me to my thesis:
expressive gradual typing for object-oriented programming languages is possible and can be systematically evaluated on its
performance characteristics.
This thesis consists of two pieces. First, that a gradual type system can
support expressive object-oriented features such as class composition
using first-class classes. Second, that a systematic evaluation of the
dynamic checking costs, and therefore the overall performance of a
gradual type system, is possible and beneficial.
The dissertation supports the first part of the thesis through the
design and construction of a gradual type system that supports firstclass classes. The second part is validated by the application of a
novel performance evaluation framework on the same gradual type
system. The evaluation itself yields a negative result, meaning the
system is not performant in many cases. Nonetheless, it demonstrates
the thesis of this dissertation and points the way towards identifying
performance bottlenecks.

7

��������

In support of the first piece of the thesis, I have extended Typed
Racket (Tobin-Hochstadt 2010), a gradually typed sister language of
Racket (Flatt and PLT 2010), to support a spectrum of object-oriented
constructs and idioms. I evaluated the effort on three axes: soundness,
expressiveness, and performance. Soundness requires a formal model
that demonstrates that our dynamic and static semantics uphold type
invariants even when typed and untyped components interact. Secondly, the system must support the idioms that have emerged in realworld untyped object-oriented programs. The last axis concerns the
second part of the thesis and is explained in more detail below.
Typed Racket is an ideal foundation for this research program because it is currently the most mature research implementation of
gradual typing and has been under active development since 2006.
Furthermore, its untyped sister language features an expressive object system with first-class classes that is well-suited for exploring
the first part of the thesis. Racket itself provides a suitable platform
for experimenting with gradual type systems due to its extensibility via syntactic and linguistic extensions. However, these syntactic
extensions also present an engineering challenge. The class library
that comes with Racket is itself built using syntactic extensions. Since
Typed Racket typechecks the fully expanded core language of Racket,
it must recover information about surface-language class expressions
that are lost in the expansion process.
To support the second part of the thesis, I present a performance
evaluation method for gradual type systems and apply it to Typed
Racket including its object-oriented extensions. The method is based
on the idea that an evaluation of gradual typing must consider how
a programmer gradually transitions a code base from an untyped to
typed state. The end result of this evaluation shows that there are
many configurations in which Typed Racket is far from a performant
implementation of gradual typing. While this conclusion is troubling
for gradual typing, given that Typed Racket is the oldest and most
mature implementation, it also paves the way for further investigations into the root causes of these performance problems and their
elimination.

��� ��������� �� ���� ������

Chapter 2 introduces the design of Typed Racket’s object-oriented
extension informally with examples. This chapter also provides some
background on the use of objects and classes in Racket programs.
The content of this chapter is taken from “Gradual Typing for First-
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Class Classes” in OOPSLA 2012 co-authored with Christos Dimoulas,
T. Stephen Strickland, Sam Tobin-Hochstadt, and Matthias Felleisen.
Chapter 3 explains the formal underpinnings of that design in order to establish that the system is founded on a sound core language.
The formalism relies on the notion of complete monitoring presented
by Dimoulas et al. (2012b) at ESOP for modeling effective contract
systems. This chapter is based on the formal sections of the OOPSLA
2012 publication mentioned above.
Chapter 4 describes how the model in chapter 3 can be scaled up
to work with real-world object-oriented programs in Racket. Specifically, the chapter explains the additional practical design principles
extracted from the effort of implementing Typed Racket’s support
for object-oriented programming. This chapter is based on “Towards
Practical Gradual Typing” from ECOOP 2015 co-authored with Daniel
Feltey, Earl Dean, Sam Tobin-Hochstadt, Robert Bruce Findler, Matthew
Flatt, and Matthias Felleisen.
The next part of the dissertation starts out with chapter 5, which
lays out the qualitative evaluation of the system described in the previous chapters. This chapter supports the first piece of the thesis by
showing that the object-oriented Typed Racket implementation is expressive enough to support real-world programs. The discussion in
this chapter originated in the ECOOP 2015 paper.
The two following chapters (chapter 6 and chapter 7) present two
performance evaluations that together support the second part of
the thesis. The first presents a narrowly-scoped formative evaluation
taken from the ECOOP 2015 publication. The second presents a more
in-depth summative evaluation based on the paper “Is Sound Gradual Typing Dead?” from POPL 2016 co-authored with Daniel Feltey,
Ben Greenman, Max S. New, Jan Vitek, and Matthias Felleisen.
Chapter 8 details the related work and its relationship to the present
work. It covers previous approaches to typed-untyped interoperation,
other gradual type systems, and type systems for flexible class or object composition. This chapter combines and refines the related work
discussions from all of the previously mentioned publications.
Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation, discussing possibilities for
future work, especially with regards to open problems in type system
tooling and further evaluation.
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Part II
A D E S I G N & M O D E L F O R F I R S T- C L A S S
CLASSES

The easiest way to understand a mixin is to view it as a function
from classes to classes. In that case, inherit stands for a form
of function application. With this understanding, an improved
formulation of inheritance is possible.
– Bracha (1992)
The three chapters in this part of the dissertation describe
the design of a gradual type system that can accommodate
first-class classes.

2

DESIGN BY EXAMPLE

This chapter motivates the fundamental design elements of Typed
Racket’s object-oriented programming extension. It starts out with an
informal overview of Racket’s class library and its support for firstclass classes (Flatt et al. 2006). Then it lays out how Typed Racket can
accommodate programming idioms that use first-class classes. While
the design is developed with Racket in mind, many of the lessons
learned should apply to other languages with dynamic class and object composition, such as Ruby, Python, or JavaScript.

����������� ���� �����-����� �������

In order to enable object-oriented programming in Typed Racket, it
is necessary to accommodate first-class classes and the programming
patterns they support, particularly mixins (Bracha and Cook 1990).
While these programming patterns are widely used in Racket programs, they greatly complicate gradual typing. To illustrate the problems, we present a series of examples using Racket syntax.
The architectures of graphical user interface (GUI) toolkits showcase the benefits of object-oriented programming, including the use
of dynamic class composition. Our goal is, however, to expose the pitfalls of migrating untyped object-oriented code to a typed world. To
that end, we start with a hypothetical untyped sample library for text
editing widgets and then migrate some of the code to an evolving
explicitly typed dialect of the language.
������� �� ������ The editor% class in figure 1 extends widget%,
a base class provided by the hypothetical GUI library. The new subclass uses super-new to call the constructor of widget%. It defines three
new public methods: on-key for handling key events, on-paint for
drawing the contents to the screen, and save-file for saving the content of the editor.
The first position in the class form, which specifies the superclass,
is notably not limited to just the names of classes. We can supply any
expression as long as it evaluates to a class. This feature allows the
definition of runtime mixins.

“These are your
father’s parentheses.
Elegant weapons, for
a more... civilized
age.” –
Munroe (2007)

By convention, class
names are suffixed
with % in Racket.

������ The term “mixin” has several meanings in the programming languages literature. In this dissertation, it refers to “abstract
subclasses” (Bracha and Cook 1990) that may be applied to differ-
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"editor.rkt"
#lang racket
; import a widget% class
(require (only-in "gui.rkt" widget%))
(define editor%
(class widget% ; superclass position
(super-new) ; call superclass constructor
; method definitions
(define/public (on-key key)
(case key
[("C-x") (do-cut)]
...))
(define/public (on-paint) ...)
(define/public (save-file name) ...)
(define/private (do-cut) ...)
...))
(define (modal-mixin base%)
(class base%
(super-new)
(field [mode command])
(define/public (toggle-mode)
(if (eq? mode command)
(set! mode insert)
(set! mode command)))
(define/override (on-key key)
(if (eq? mode command)
(on-key/cmd key)
(on-key/ins key))) ...))
Figure 1: Editor module

14

ent parent classes. Concretely, a mixin in Racket is simply a function
that take a class as an argument and subclasses it using the class
form. With mixins, programmers may parameterize classes over base
classes and thus decouple features from specific points in class hierarchies. The bottom half of figure 1 presents a sample mixin that adds
simple modal editing—as in vi—to an arbitrary base editor class.
Specifically, modal-mixin adds a mode field that controls which keybindings are active, initially set to the command mode. The mixin explicitly overrides the on-key method so that it dispatches key handling to the appropriate method.
We can apply the mixin to create a concrete modal editor:

Like C#, Racket
requires that
override methods
be explicitly
identified.

(define modal-editor% (modal-mixin editor%))
Not all applications of modal-mixin to base classes are successful. For
example, if the base class already implements a toggle-mode method
or lacks an on-key method, then the mixin application fails with a
runtime error.
In other words, public method definitions require the absence of
the method in the superclass while override definitions require their
presence. A type system for object-oriented Racket must express these
restrictions in order to accommodate mixins and related patterns of
composition.
As defined, modal-mixin can be applied to any class that lacks the
method toggle-mode and that has the method on-key. Thus, modal-mixin’s
functionality is not tied to a particular class hierarchy and is composable with other editor features. More concretely, we can compose
modal-mixin with other mixins from our editor library to produce
several combinations of functionality:
The DrRacket IDE
(define ide-editor%
(modal-mixin
(line-num-mixin (indent-mixin editor%))))
(define word-processing-editor%
(modal-mixin
(spelling-mixin (search-mixin editor%))))

and its GUI
framework use this
exact pattern to
construct text
editors with varying
functionality.

In short, mixins are polymorphic with regard to the specialization
interface (Lamping 1993) that the mixin expects. With this in mind, we
need to consider how to accommodate these programming patterns
in a typed setting.
A First Design for Typed First-Class Classes

From our previous discussion, we can identify two requirements for
a typed sister language: it must support class polymorphism and its
types must express constraints on method presence and absence. One
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possibility is to use a type system with bounded polymorphism and
subtyping for class types. This choice is problematic, however, because runtime inheritance and subtyping are at odds.
Consider this code snippet:
(define typed-editor%
(class widget%
(super-new)
; type annotations start with :
(: on-key (-> String Void))
(define/public (on-key key)
(case key
[("C-x") (do-cut)] ...))
(: on-paint (-> Void))
(define/public (on-paint) ...)
(: save-file (-> String Void))
(define/public (save-file name) ...)
(: do-cut (-> Void))
(define/private (do-cut) ...)))
It defines a typed variant of the editor% class from figure 1. The
revised definition is like the untyped one but adds type annotations
to methods. Our hypothetical width subtyping on class types lets a
programmer cast a class to a narrower type, i.e., the type system can
forget methods or fields. If the type system allowed width subtyping
on class types, typed-editor% could be downcast to the type
T = (Class ([on-paint : (-> Void)]))
This is fine for a client that uses instances of the class, as the instances would have the type
(Object ([on-paint : (-> Void)]))
and therefore support only calls to the on-paint method. However, inheritance is now unsound because the type system has no knowledge
of whether methods are actually present or absent.
Concretely, given width subtyping the following definition will
type-check but raise a runtime error because the public method on-key
is redefined:
(define piano%
(class (cast T typed-editor%) ; subsumption
(super-new)
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; already defined in superclass
(: on-key (-> Note Void))
(define/public (on-key key)
(play-sound key))))
In short, naive width subtyping for class types is unsound with
respect to Racket’s inheritance semantics. Even for a language like
Java without first-class classes, a naive approach would fail because if
methods and their type information may be forgotten, a subclass can
override a method with a different and incorrect type.
��� ������������ Another possibility is to repurpose row polymorphism (Wand 1994), studied in the context of type inference for objects (Rémy 1994; Wand 1994), object calculi with object extension (Fisher
1996), and extensible records (Gaster and Jones 1996; Harper and
Pierce 1991). Functions over extensible objects, like mixins, also require polymorphism over row members with constraints on their
presence or absence. In contrast to width subtyping, row polymorphism prohibits forgetting class members. Instead, row polymorphism
abstracts over the features of a class type—both method signatures
and types of fields—using constraints on row variables to express
absence and row signatures to express presence.
With row polymorphic types, the type of modal-mixin from figure 1
could be written as follows:
We use the row
(@ (r #:lacks on-key toggle-mode)
(-> (Class ([on-key : (String -> Void)]
#:row-var r))
(Class ([toggle-mode : (-> Void)]
[on-key : (String -> Void)]
#:row-var r))))
The mixin’s type is given as a function type that is polymorphic
over a row variable r, which, in turn, is constrained to lack on-key
and toggle-mode members. These particular constraints are needed
because r is a placeholder for the rest of the methods or fields, which
should contain neither on-key nor toggle-mode. If r has an on-key
method, it would conflict with on-key in the argument class that the
mixin overrides. Similarly, since modal-mixin adds toggle-mode to its
base class, whose type contains r, the row variable r must also lack
the toggle-mode method.
Quantified row variables are instantiated like ordinary type quantification. Applying a row abstraction to a concrete row type requires
that the row satisfies the constraints on the variable. Thus, the variable r above can be instantiated with the concrete row

polymorphism
syntax from the
Typed Racket
implementation
described in
chapter 4 rather
than the
math-derived syntax
from the literature.

{[on-paint : (-> Void)] [insert : (-> String Void)]}
but not with the row
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{[on-key : (-> String Void)]}
or a row that extends this signature, due to the constraints on on-key.
By using row polymorphism, we make a tradeoff with subtyping. Class abstractions specify polymorphism explicitly in their type,
rather than allowing the use of the subsumption rule. That is, we
shift the burden of typing to the implementor of a mixin. This does
not complicate the application of mixins because, in practice, type application of rows can be inferred (Wand 1987). In contrast, our type
system does allow width subtyping on the types of objects, since objects in Racket cannot be extended after creation as in object calculi
or highly dynamic languages like JavaScript.
In other words, we aim to make our design pay-as-you-go. Programmers need to be aware of row polymorphism only when dealing with mixins and other uses of first-class classes. Meanwhile, programmers need not consider row polymorphism when dealing with
objects, and can instead reason about their programs using familiar
subtyping rules. As chapter 4 points out, however, this design choice
comes with its own limitations in practice.
Protecting Typed Code from Untyped Code

Strickland and
Felleisen’s class
contracts are not
designed with our
particular gradual
type system in mind,
especially with
respect to row
polymorphism.

Types are only half of the gradual typing story. Runtime monitoring
of type system invariants is the other half. Typed Racket handles them
with higher-order behavioral contracts (Findler and Felleisen 2002) in
the macro-level style of Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen (2006).
In Typed Racket, untyped and typed code interoperate at the granularity of modules. Interactions between modules are mediated by
contracts. That is, when exporting values to untyped modules from
typed modules and vice versa, the language turns types into appropriate contracts. For the object extension of Typed Racket, every type
for a class is translated into a run-time contract specialized to classes
(Strickland and Felleisen 2010). Such a contract specifies clauses that
protect methods and fields of the contracted class. These class contracts are necessarily specified separately1 from the definition of the
class, since classes are values and are not defined in a static hierarchy.
Our contract-based approach does not naïvely adopt the class contracts of Strickland and Felleisen (2010) as-is because we wish to formulate types that are polymorphic in method and field clauses. Figure 2 presents illustrative diagrams for three different semantics for
methods or fields not specified in a class contract.
Strickland and Felleisen’s original formulation of class contracts
are transparent: they allow unmentioned methods or fields to pass
1 The followup by Strickland et al. (2013) to Strickland and Felleisen (2010) explains in
detail why the contract ought to be specified separately and contrasts the approach
with Eiffel’s style.
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Classes

Contracts

Clients

(def/pub (m1 x) ...)

(def/pub (m1 x) ...)

(def/pub (m1 x) ...)

(def/pub (m2 x) ...)

(def/pub (m2 x) ...)

(def/pub (m2 x) ...)

m1 : c1 -> c2

m1 : c1 -> c2

m1 : c1 -> c2

(m1 o)

✓

(m2 o)

✓

Transparent

Opaque

(m1 o)

✓

(m2 o)

X

Sealing

Figure 2: Kinds of class contracts

through without any enforcement. Our design requires two additional mechanisms for handling unmentioned behavior in order to
fully protect typed code: opaque class contracts and sealing class contracts. Opaque contracts disallow any unmentioned behavior by raising a contract error at the boundary. Sealing contracts allow unmentioned behavior to pass through the boundary but require a matching
unsealing to access it.
������ ��������� Suppose we import editor% from the untyped
module in figure 1 into the following typed module:
"typed-editor.rkt"

#lang typed/racket
; type annotated import from untyped
(require/typed "editor.rkt"
[editor%
(Class [on-key (-> String Void)]
[on-paint (-> Void)] ...)])
(send (new editor%) on-key "C-x")
Since the editor class is untyped, we must specify an import type
for the class so that Typed Racket can type check its uses. The given
class type specifies the signatures of the individual methods. To protect this import, a natural choice would be to translate the type into a
class contract that checks the matching predicates for the base types.
Unfortunately, the existing class contracts implement transparent behavior, i.e., they require that the methods mentioned in the contract
have the specified behaviors but make no guarantees about any unspecified methods.
Hence, transparent contracts cannot protect typed code properly,
even in this simple case. Recall that editor% in figure 1 implements
a method that is absent from its import type, namely save-file,
and thus a transparent import contract would allow the method to

Due to its modular
approach and its use
of explicit typing,
Typed Racket
requires the
programmer to
annotate these
imports rather than
inferring types
globally.
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pass through. Consider the following code fragment that continues
"typed-editor.rkt":
...
(define my-editor%
(class editor%
(super-new)
; error: save-file must be absent in editor%
(: save-file (-> String Void))
(define/public (save-file filename) ...)))

The implementation
described in
chapter 4 adds an
option to Racket’s
underlying class
contract combinator
to implement this
semantics.

Given transparent contract semantics, this subclassing results in a
name conflict in this typed module because the type system does not
know that editor% provides save-file. That is, the code would typecheck but signal a runtime error blaming the typed module for an
error that the type system seemingly ruled out.
To close this safety gap, we introduce and use opaque contracts so
that typed code cannot accidentally import classes that contain unknown methods. Note that the introduction of opaque contracts and
the prohibition on subtyping for class types have the same underlying
cause, namely the desire to retain familiar inheritance semantics.
������� ��������� For every feature in our type system, we need
a corresponding feature in the contract system to enforce its invariants at runtime. Thus, we need some form of parametric contract to
protect row polymorphic functions on classes. Consider what happens when an untyped mixin is imported into this typed module:
"typed-modal.rkt"
#lang typed/racket
(require (only-in "typed-editor.rkt" editor%))
(require/typed
"editor.rkt"
[modal-mixin
(@ (r #:lacks on-key toggle-mode)
(-> (Class ([on-key : (String -> Void)] #:row-var r))
(Class ([toggle-mode : (-> Void)]
[on-key : (String -> Void)]
#:row-var r))))])
(modal-mixin% editor%)
This module imports modal-mixin from figure 1 with a parametric
type and calls the mixin on the editor% class from "typed-editor.rkt".
Assuming modal-mixin is defined properly, no runtime error can blame
the typed module.
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Suppose, however, that the programmer who wrote "editor.rkt"
adds another public method to modal-mixin, as in the revised version of "editor.rkt". Even if the creator of typed-modal.rkt does
not adapt the type to the new situation, our contract system must
discover the additional method and signal a violation—otherwise the
type system would be unsound. One apparent option is to map the
type to an opaque contract, which prohibits the flow of modal-mixin
across the module boundary. Unfortunately, opaque contracts would
also rule out the application of a correct version of modal-mixin that
adds methods other than on-key, say switch-world:
(define (modal-mixin base%)
(class base%
... ; as above
; new method not mentioned in type
(define/public (switch-mode) ...)
...))
Instead, we introduce and use sealing contracts, which prevent the
addition or use of sealed methods until a corresponding unsealing
contract is applied. Sealing contracts use unforgeable keys generated
at run-time to prevent unauthorized access. This prevents modal-mixin
from adding unspecified methods but allows unspecified methods
from the base class to flow through mixin application. In other words,
sealing contracts for mixin types reflect their key feature, polymorphism over base types.
Metaphorically speaking, sealing contracts establish a private channel through one component to another. We use such a channel to send
a typed class through an untyped mixin, ensuring that the mixin cannot tamper with the protected names of the class en route. A sealing
contract at a negative position (e.g., function argument) establishes
an entrance to the channel. Dually, a contract in a positive position
(e.g., function result) establishes an exit. The ends of the channel are
locked with unforgeable keys, allowing only authorized code to send
and receive values on the channel.
Our revised system seals classes because class types are polymorphic. Classes that pass through sealing contracts are not completely
inaccessible, however. Instead, sealing is applied at the granularity
of class members such as methods and fields. Attempts to invoke a
sealed method name, access a sealed field name, or extend a class
using a sealed name all fail with a contract error. In contrast, sealing
contracts do not impose any access limitations on exposed methods.
This establishes the connection with row polymorphism: class types
allow the use of concrete members at the specified type but disallow
the use of abstract members from a row variable.
Like most object-oriented languages, Racket also contains stateful
operations. In general, the combination of polymorphic contracts and

Our sealing
contracts are related
to parametric
contracts as in Guha
et al. (2007) or
dynamic sealing as
in Matthews and
Ahmed (2008). See
chapter 8 for more
details.
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"state.rkt"
#lang racket
(define storage #f)
(define (state-mixin base-class)
(cond [(not storage)
(set! storage base-class)
base-class]
[else storage]))
"broken-client.rkt"
#lang typed/racket
(require/typed "state.rkt"
[state-mixin
(@ (r) (-> (Class #:row-var r)
(Class #:row-var r)))])
(send (new (state-mixin editor%))
on-key)
(send (new (state-mixin modal-editor%))
toggle-mode)
Figure 3: Misuse of state in a mixin

state requires some care to ensure soundness. In particular, the precise timing for key generation on seals is crucial. One choice is to generate keys for seals when a contract is applied, e.g., when an untyped
value is imported into a typed module. For example, consider the situation in figure 3. The "state.rkt" module exports state-mixin and
"broken-client.rkt" imports the mixin with a type that suggests it
is the identity function on classes. Suppose that keys for seals are generated once as the mixin is imported. The first time that state-mixin
is called, editor% is sealed on entry to the mixin and unsealed on
exit. Sending the on-key message is thus acceptable, and no contract
errors are raised.
The next line is a call to state-mixin, perhaps formulated under
the assumption that it behaves like the identity function—a possibility suggested by its row-polymorphic type. This time, the mixin is
applied to modal-editor%, which would be sealed with the same key
as editor%. This allows state-mixin to return editor% without triggering a contract error, but that would cause a method missing error
for toggle-mode. In short, even though the code would type-check in
our hypothetical type system, it would trigger a run-time type error.
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"search.rkt"
#lang racket
(define (search-mixin base-class)
(class base-class
(super-new)
(define/public (search string)
...
; bad call to save-file
(send this save-file 0))))
"search-client.rkt"
#lang typed/racket
(require (only-in "typed-editor.rkt" editor%))
(require/typed
"search.rkt"
[search-mixin
(@ (r #:lacks autosave)
(-> (Class #:row-var r)
(Class [search (-> String Void)] #:row-var r)))])
(define searchable% (search-mixin editor%))
(send (new searchable%) search "x")
Figure 4: Invalid method invocation in a mixin

To be sound, our system must generate these seals at each mixin
invocation. This ensures that editor% and modal-editor% are sealed
with distinct unforgeable keys and that the second call to state-mixin
signals a contract error.
������ ��������� Contracts for objects work like class contracts,
except that they transparently protect particular instances. Since object types offer width subtyping, contracts on objects need not enforce
the kind of opacity that class contracts enforce.
Same-component restrictions for method invocation

While opaque contracts ensure that untyped code cannot access methods not listed in interfaces, dynamic uses of inheritance (e.g., mixins
or traits) create a potential hole in this protection. Consider the example in figure 4. An untyped mixin imported into the "search-client.rkt"
module has a method search that assumes the existence of a save-file
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editor%
save-ﬁle

typed
untyped

(class/c)

searchable%
search

(class/c [search (-> string? void?)])

(send obj search "x")

Figure 5: A snapshot of the class hierarchy after unsealing

method in its base class. Moreover, search provides a faulty argument
to save-file. When search is invoked on an instance of searchable%,
an error occurs due to that faulty argument. Since the type given in
the client module does not mention save-file and the class is unsealed by the time it is instantiated, sealing contracts do not catch
this faulty method invocation. That is, a method invocation from untyped code to typed code can be unsafe and must be rejected unless
a contract protects the method.
To prevent faulty access via mixins, we require method calls to
dispatch to either a method defined within the same component or
a contracted method. That is, if untyped code invokes a method that
is not protected by a contract, its definition must reside in untyped
code as well. The same condition applies to typed code.
Figure 5 illustrates this restriction graphically. The diagram shows
the object interactions established by the code in figure 4. There are
two relevant component transitions here: one between the editor%
class and the mixin from the untyped component, and one between
searchable%—created by the mixin—and its use in the typed component. A contract protects both boundaries, but the inner contract dis-
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allows the call to save-file because the contract specification does
not include that method.
The problem with cross-boundaries access was discovered during
a first, failed attempt to establish the soundness of our type system
design. Conversely, the failure suggested this constraint on protected
method calls. Fortunately, this constraint does not reduce the expressiveness of purely typed or untyped code, but it requires that invocations that transfer control from typed to untyped code (and vice
versa) are properly monitored by the contract system.
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3

THE MODEL

Our examples in chapter 2 exposed thorny problems about using dynamic class composition in a gradually typed setting. This chapter
presents a formal model in order to communicate how we solve these
problems in our design. The model is both a vehicle for a compact
presentation of our design and a platform for proving its soundness.
We consider type soundness the baseline property of any type system, to be preserved even when typed components are linked with
untyped code.
The chapter starts with an explanation of the syntax, type system,
and operational semantics of the model in section 3.1. Section 3.2
follows up with an explanation of the guarantees of soundness of
the system and the strategy we use to prove it. In particular, section 3.2.3 formally encodes what it means for a gradual type system
to be sound via the Blame Theorem, inspired by the work of TobinHochstadt and Felleisen (2006) and Dimoulas et al. (2012b).

The name “Blame
Theorem” is due to
Wadler and
Findler (2007).

����������� ����� �����-����� �������

The model that we present in the following sections, called TFCC, is
based on the design ideas presented in chapter 2, and thus its syntax
is similar to Racket and Typed Racket. TFCC inherits many details
from the CFCC model of class contracts by Strickland et al. (2013)
and the CPCF model by Dimoulas et al. (2012b).
Our calculus, following CPCF, allows the embedding of typed terms
in untyped terms and vice versa. The interactions between such terms
are mediated by monitors with contracts. A monitored term can be
thought of as a server module that exports services to its context, i.e.,
its clients. This metaphor connects the model to Typed Racket’s style
of macro-level gradual typing.
Syntax

This section introduces the syntax of the formalism. It starts with a
look at the untyped portion of the language in figure 6 and then proceeds to the typed portion in figure 7. The latter shows the grammar
of types and the non-terminals that differ from the untyped ones due
to the addition of type annotations.

Recall from
chapter 1 that
macro-level means at
a module
granularity.

The formalism is
typeset using the
Redex (Felleisen et
al. 2010) modeling
language.
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����������� The expressions in the language include values, variables, applications, primitive operations, conditionals, method invocation, object instantiation, field mutation, contract monitors, and
classes. The set of values includes booleans, numbers, class values,
objects, and -abstractions. Method invocations are written

(send e0 m e1)

We denote sequences
of terms with ellipses
as in (e ...).

We assume that
these sequences of
method and field
names contain
distinct names.

where e0 is the receiver, m the method name, and e1 the argument to
the method.
The expression

(class e ([f v] ...)
([mp xp ep] ...)
([mo xo eo] ...))
consists of a superclass expression e, field names (f ...) paired with
corresponding initial values (v ...), and definitions of public methods (mp ...) and override methods (mo ...). If the superclass expression
evaluates to a suitable value, a class reduces to a class value class/v
with a unique key  that is used for tracking private fields. The term
object% represents the root of the class hierarchy. Field declarations
produce mutable local fields, which are only accessible from within
method bodies. We include state so that the calculus can express examples that introduce potential unsoundness in the absence of appropriate dynamic sealing, as explained in chapter 2.
����� Fields make objects stateful. The get-field and set-field! expressions, respectively, get and set field values locally. Fields are referenced via the non-terminal f*, which can be a field name f or an
address a allocated in the store.
����� The grammar of types include Num and Bool, function types,
class and object types, and row-polymorphic types. Object and class
types consist of rows, which contain sequences of method signatures.
Rows are defined inductively in the grammar in a manner similar
to lists. We also write rows using a shorthand with curly braces so
that they look similar to the examples in chapter 2. For example,

{[on-key t1] [on-paint t2]}
is a row with labels on-key and on-paint and types t1 and t2. It corresponds to the following construction:

(Row [on-key t1] (Row [on-paint t2] {})).
The notation for an extended row with a row variable may contain a
variable appended to the end of the sequence, as in

{(on-key 1) (on-paint 2) }.
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e ::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

v
x
(e e)
(op e)
(if e e e)
(send e m e)
(get-field * f* e)
(set-field! * f* e e)
(new e)
(class e
[(f v) ...]
[(m (x) e) ...]
[(m (x) e) ...])

op ::= num? | bool?
bool ::= boolean
int ::= integer
v ::=
|
|
|

bool | int
cv
o
( (x : t) e)

cv ::= object%
| (class/v  cv
[(f v) ...]
[(m (x) e) ...]
[(m (x) e) ...])
o ::= (object/v cv [(f a ) ...])
f* ::= f | a
* ::=  | 
Figure 6: Untyped Expressions
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t ::= s | ( ( #:lacks m ...) s)
s ::=
|
|
|

Num | Bool
( s s)
(Class e-row)
(Object row)

row ::= (Row [m t] row)
| {}
e-row ::= (Row [m t] e-row)
|
| {}
e ::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

v
x
(e e)
(e [row])
(op e)
(if e e e)
(send e m e)
(get-field * f* e)
(set-field! * f* e e)
(new e)
(class e
[(f : t v) ...]
[(m (x : t) : t e) ...]
[(m (x : t) : t e) ...])

v ::=
|
|
|
|

bool | int
cv
o
( (x : t) e)
( ( #:lacks m ...) e)

cv ::= object%
| (class/v  cv
[(f : t v) ...]
[(m (x : t) : t e) ...]
[(m (x : t) : t e) ...])
Figure 7: Typed Expressions
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Formally, a row is either a pair of a label-type pair and another
row as in (Row [l t] row) or the empty row {}. An extended row (the
non-terminal e-row) may also contain a row variable  in place of the
second argument. This row variable can be substituted with a suitable
concrete row.
With ( e-row1 row2) we concatenate two rows. Only the first argument may be an extended row, meaning that the concatenation will
use the row variable from the first argument if one exists.
����� ����������� Expressions for the typed part of the language
require type annotations for all variable declarations. Methods require a return type annotation in order to correctly assign a type to
the receiver variable. Since the design relies on abstraction over rows,
we also include row abstractions

This avoids the need
to specify the result
when both rows
contain row
variables. See the
appendix for the
definition.

( ( #:lacks m ...) et)
and row applications (et [r]). The labels in the #:lacks clause specify
the absence constraints on the row variable.
��������� A monitor (mon k,l
j c e), see figure 8, separates a program into two components (Dimoulas et al. 2011): e and the context
of the mon term, mediated by the contract c. The superscript labels k
and l name the server and client components respectively. The label j
names the component of the c contract.
The contracts in our language check type-like properties at runtime.
In contrast to Eiffel, our higher-order contracts describe the behaviors
of entire objects, including their methods (Findler and Felleisen 2002;
Strickland and Felleisen 2010).
The model’s contract language includes flat or predicate contracts,
function contracts, class contracts, and contracts for parametric functions. Figure 8 presents the syntax of contracts in two parts: precontracts are surface syntax, which are elaborated into (core) contracts.
Our reduction semantics is defined only over the core syntax, and we
assume an appropriate elaboration from the surface syntax to the core
syntax. We include the surface syntax only to illustrate the connection
to the design in chapter 2.
����� ��������� The contracts applied to class values come in
two varieties: opaque and sealing. Opaque contracts differ from transparent class contracts (Strickland and Felleisen 2010) in that they enforce the absence of methods not mentioned in a contract. This feature
of class/c● ensures that typed modules can safely import classes from
untyped modules.
Sealing contracts class/c* have meaning only within a row polymorphic contract. They are used to specify whether a given contract
position should be polymorphic. For a negative position, an elaboration from pre-contracts to core contracts translates class/c* to a sealing

The non-terminals

k, l, and j all range
over component
labels. The
non-terminals are
interchangeable.

The variable case is
required by our
choice of semantics
and occurs only in
intermediate
reduction steps.
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c ::=
|
|
|
|
|

Pre-contracts:
(flat op)
( c c)
(/c ( #:lacks m ...) ( c c))
(class/c ([m ( c c)] ...))
(class/c* ([m ( c c)] ...))
(object/c ([m ( c c)] ...))
Contracts:

e ::= ....
| (mon k,l
j e e)
| (blame lj )
c ::=
|
|
|
|
|
|

(flat op)
( c c)
(/c ( #:lacks m ...) ( c c))
(class/c ([m ( c c)] ...))
(seal/c ([m ( c c)] ...) (m ...) )
(unseal/c ([m ( c c)] ...) )
(object/c ([m ( c c)] ...))

v ::= ....
| (G k,l
( #:lacks m ...) ( c c) v)
j
cv ::= ....
| (G k,l
cv ([m ( c c)] ...))
j
| (SG k,l
cv ([m ( c c)] ...) (m ...) )
j
o ::= ....
| (OG k,l
o ([m ( c c)] ...))
j
 ::=  | 
Figure 8: Contracts and guards
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contract seal/c; it becomes an unseal/c contract in a positive position.
Both seal/c and unseal/c contain , which is either a variable or a key
for unlocking seals.
The runtime syntax also includes guards. Guards are values that
act like contract monitors whose purpose is to delay higher-order
contract checks. Since guards are values, they can also pass through
contract boundaries. The labels on guards serve the same purpose as
the labels on monitor expressions. When the evaluation of a guard
triggers a contract violation, the appropriate label is used to blame
the responsible component. As with monitors, the superscripts k and
l identify the server and client components while the subscript j identifies the contract component. The parametric guard

Guards as we
present them
originate in CPCF
with mutable
references (Dimoulas
et al. 2012b). They
are also similar to
obligation
values (Findler and
Felleisen 2002).

(G k,l
( #:lacks (m ...)) ( c c) v)
j
behaves like a function. When applied, it generates a fresh seal key
for its contract. This ensures that keys cannot be forged using state,
as explained in chapter 2.
Since contract checking for a class is delayed until its methods are
invoked, we use

(G k,l
cv ([m ( c c)] ...))
j
to retain the contracts in the class hierarchy. Similarly, the sealing
guard

(SG l,k
cv ([m ( c c)] ...) (mu ...) )
j
wraps a class cv in order to retain seals until they are checked. Object
guards OG implement corresponding checks for object values.
�����-������� ����������� In our model, contract monitors play
only one role. They mediate between typed and untyped components.
Hence it suffices to use just two labels, instead of unique labels per
components: u for untyped, t for typed.
Our reduction semantics models exchanges of values between components with substitutions of monitored values, which embeds typed
values within untyped code and vice versa. A typed-in-untyped embedding is valid if the monitor’s contract is related to the type of the
embedded term; an untyped-in-typed embedding is valid if it typechecks in the typed context with the contract interpreted as a type.
The bijective function T, defined in figure 9, specifies the natural correspondence between contracts and types.
Type System

This translation is
not just an artifact
of the model. The
actual
implementation of
Typed Racket
implements a similar
function.

The type system of TFCC augments a simply-typed -calculus with
subtyping, limited mutable variables, object types, and class types.
The key typing rules are shown in figure 10, with the rest in the
appendix. The rules use a judgement
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T(flat num?)
T(flat bool?)
T( c1 c2)
T(/c ( #:lacks m ...) ( c1 c2))
T(class/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...))
T(seal/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...) (m1 ...) )
T(unseal/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...) )
T(object/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...))

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Num
Bool
( c1 c2)
( Tc1 Tc2)
(Class {[m T( c1 c2)] ...})
(Class {[m T( c1 c2)] ... })
(Class {[m T( c1 c2)] ... })
(Object {[m T( c1 c2)] ...})

Figure 9: Contract-type correspondence

|e:t
that states that a term e has type t assuming free variables are assigned types in  and store locations are assigned types in . The environment  also tracks the constraints on free row variables. That is,
the environment may track constraints of the form [ (m ...)] which
maintain that the variable  lacks the methods names (m ...). Store
typings are used to type-check operations on the private fields of objects.
Row abstractions are checked using T-RowAbs. Applications of abstractions to rows (T-RowApp) require that the provided row matches
the absence labels on the abstraction’s bound variable using the

  row \ (m ...)
judgement. This judgment just requires that the concrete row lacks
the given method names.
The interesting typing rules are those involving class and object
types. A class is well-typed (T-Class) if its superclass is a valid class
and allows extension with the new public and override methods.
These conditions are ensured by the judgements that a row lacks specific members (m ...),

  e-row \ (m ...),
and that a row has specific members,

  e-row  (m ...).

This is equivalent to
substituting any free
row variables with
the empty row.

If the superclass type contains a row variable, then all methods must
be compatible with the absence labels on the variable. Fields and
methods must all be well-typed in the usual sense. Method bodies
are checked under the assumption that the receiver has type

(Object Re-row),
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, [ (m ...)] |   e : t
 |   ( ( #:lacks m ...) e) : ( ( #:lacks m ...) t)
 |   e : ( ( #:lacks m ...) t)

  row \ (m ...)

 |   (e [row]) : t [  row]

[T-RowAbs ]

[T-RowApp ]

[T-Root ]

 |   object% : (Class {})
 |   es : (Class e-rows)
e-row = e-rows  {[mp (

tp1 tp2)] ...}

tobj = (Object R e-row )
  e-rows \ (mp ...)   e-rows

(mo ...)

self = , [this tobj], [f tf], ...
self, [xp tp1] |   ep : tp2

...

self, [xo to1] |   eo : to2

...

 |   vf : tf

...

 |   (class es ([f tf vf] ...)
([mp (xp : tp1) : tp2 ep] ...)
([mo (xo : to1) : to2 eo] ...))
: (Class e-row)

[T-Class ]

 |   e0 : (Object row)
m:(

t1 t2)

row

 |   e1 : t3
t3 <: t1
 |   (send e0 m e1) : t2

[T-Send ]

 |   e : (Class row)
 |   (new e) : (Object row)

[T-New]

 |   cv : (Class row)
(t ...) = (a) ...
([f t] ...) = FieldTypes cv
 |   (object/v cv ([f a ] ...)) : (Object row)

[T-Object ]

Figure 10: Selected type rules
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Depth subtyping is
omitted for
simplicity, but we
conjecture that its
addition poses no
problems.

where Re-row denotes the class’s row but without the row variable
if e-row contains one.
Object instantiation (T-New) requires that the instantiated class has
a concrete type, i.e., any row variables have been instantiated. That is,
if a class expression is polymorphic, the row variable must have been
eliminated by the (r-app e row) form. Method invocation is checked
by T-Send.
Since objects have concrete rows, an object type is a subtype of another if the corresponding rows are subtypes via the standard width
subtyping rule. Meanwhile, there are no non-trivial subtyping rules
for classes because row polymorphism replaces subtyping for classes,
as detailed in chapter 2.
We defer judgments for interactions between typed and untyped
code to section 3.2.3, where we explain the soundness theorem for
mixed type programs.
Operational Semantics

Our operational semantics uses contextual reduction rules (Felleisen
et al. 2010). Figure 11 presents the evaluation contexts for our language and figure 13 lists the core reduction rules, which in turn
rely on the metafunctions described in figure 16. The reduction states
<e, S> of our language consists of an expression e and a store S. The
double width arrow indicates rules that do not affect the store, while
the single width arrow indicates rules that affect both the expression
and the store. These rules show the basics of how class construction
and method calls work. The reflexive-transitive closure of the reductions determines the evaluation function. Figures 13 and 14 expand
the reduction relation in order to explain the semantics of contracts.
The typed language has the exact same semantics as the untyped
one. For some purposes, we assume that the types are first stripped
from typed expressions; in other cases, we assume that the reduction
system carries type information through the reduction steps.
The reduction rules in figure 12 define the conventional behavior
of -expressions, primitives, and conditionals; we omit the obvious
definition of . The semantics of first-class classes is straightforward
as well. The evaluation contexts ensure that class expressions reduce
only after the superclass expressions are reduced to values. A class
successfully reduces to a value (Class) when all of its override methods are present in the superclass and its public methods absent. In
addition, the construction of a class value triggers the generation of
a key , which is substituted into method bodies in order to ensure
field accesses remain private.
Method invocation (Send) triggers only if the given method m is
present in the class hierarchy of the receiving object. The rule relies on
a metafunction to look up the target method in the class hierarchy of
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E ::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

[]
(E e)
(v E)
(E [row])
(op E)
(if E e e)
(send E m e)
(send v m E)
(get-field * f* E)
(set-field! * f* E e)
(set-field! * f* v E)
(new E)
(class E
[(f : t v) ...]
[(m (x : t) : t e) ...]
[(m (x : t) : t e) ...])

Figure 11: Evaluation contexts

the receiver object. The Pull function traverses the hierarchy to locate
the method.
The rules for state manipulation are conventional. Creating a new
object from a class (New) chooses unallocated addresses in the store
and reduces to an object value. Similarly, getting and setting fields
(Get, Set) just involves looking up and replacing values in the store.
Note that the semantics requires that the key  in the object value and
the getter/setter is consistent.
Figures 13, 14, and 15 introduce the semantics of contract monitoring. Since reductions may result in contract violations, reductions
may produce the error term (blame lj ) that pinpoints the misbehaving
component l as violating contract j. Blame is propagated through all
evaluation contexts.
Contracts control how monitors behave. Depending on the kind of
contract, monitors reduce to additional monitors or guards, which
either immediately check the contract or delay checking in higherorder cases. When immediate checks fail, contracted values reduce to
a blame term.
The reduction rules for monitors deserve special attention. Monitoring an immediate contract reduces to a conditional expression (FlatC).
If the predicate fails, a contract error is signalled. A monitor for a function contract reduces to a wrapped function (FunC), which monitors
argument and result contracts with appropriate blame (Findler and
Felleisen 2002).
Monitors with class or object contracts reduce to specialized guards.
These guards wrap the appropriate classes or objects for higher-order
contract checking (Strickland and Felleisen 2010). Since our class contracts are opaque, they enforce the additional constraint that the con-
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(( (x : t) e) v)
(op v)

e [x  v]

δop, v

[Beta]
[Delta]

(if #t e1 e2)

e1

[IfTrue]

(if #f e1 e2)

e2

[IfFalse]

(class cv
[(f : tf v) ...]
[(mp (xp : tp1) : tp2 ep) ...]
[(mo (xo : to1) : to2 eo) ...])

[Class]

(class/v  cv
[(f : tf v) ...]
[(mp (xp : tp1) : tp2 ep [  ]) ...]
[(mo (xo : to1) : to2 eo [  ]) ...])
where (mp ...)  (mo ...) = ,
(mp ...)  Methods cv = ,
(mo ...) Exposed cv,
 fresh
(send o m v)

[Send]

(em [(f ...)  (a ...)] [this  o] v)
where em = Pull o, m,
([f a ] ...) = ObjectFields o
<E[(new cv)], S>

[New]

<E[(object/v cv [(f a ) ...])], Snew>
where ([f v ] ...) = Fields cv,
Snew = S[a  v ...],
(a...) fresh
<E[(get-field  a o)], S>

[Get]

<E[v], S>
where (object/v cv [(f1 a1 1) ... (f a ) (f2 a2 2) ...]) = o,
v = S(a)
<E[(set-field!  a o v)], S>

[Set]

<E[v], Snew>
where (object/v cv [(f1 a1 1) ... (f a ) (f2 a2 2) ...]) = o,
Snew = S[a  v]
Figure 12: Reductions for the base language
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tracted methods exactly match the actual methods of the protected
class (ClassC). This constraint protects against the invocation of unspecified methods, which would otherwise violate safety as illustrated with the typed editor% example in chapter 2. Similarly, object
contracts ensure that the protected object actually has the contracted
methods (ObjectC).
When monitors create guards, the latter track the contracts that
need to be carried along for method invocation. Thus, the Pull metafunction delivers more than a method definition. When looking up a
method, Pull attaches the appropriate contracts to the method as they
are discovered in the class hierarchy. If Pull succeeds, the call reduces
to the wrapped expression applied to the argument value.
Two other details are necessary to understand method invocation.
The receiver of a method call (i.e., this) is wrapped in contracts found
between the method definition and the caller by the ProtectThis metafunction. Doing so ensures that dynamically dispatched calls are protected with the expected contracts. Furthermore, the semantics also
ensures that methods can be invoked only if both the caller and
method are in the same component. This prevents a mixin from invoking a method without protection, preventing the faulty invocation from the search-mixin example in chapter 2. In other words, all
method invocation must either be dispatched locally or through a
contract monitor.
The remaining contract forms track sealing and unsealing of methods in order to ensure sound interactions between typed and untyped
code in the presence of functions that manipulate classes. Such a function must be monitored by a parametric contract, which reduces to a
parametric guard (@C). The guard behaves like a function, but with
additional monitoring (@G-App). An application of the guard results
in the generation of a seal key . It is crucial, as demonstrated through
broken-mixin in chapter 2, that every application is sealed separately
in order to prevent violations of row parametricity due to state.
The contracts contained in a parametric contract are either sealing
or unsealing contracts. A sealing contract checks that all of the contracted methods are present in the class and reduces to a seal guard.
Similarly, an unseal contract reduces to an unsealed class protected
with a guard.
The semantics of sealing requires additional side conditions for the
class and method invocation cases. For class expressions, the semantics requires that none of the public or override methods are sealed
in the superclass.

The “same
component” in this
case means that the
callee and caller are
both typed/both
untyped, or a
contract is used to
monitor the callee.

An Example Reduction Sequence

Let us illustrate the operational semantics of sealing with a sample reduction sequence based on the example in figure 4 from chapter 2. In
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(class cv
[(f : tf v) ...]
[(mp (xp : tp1) : tp2 ep) ...]
[(mo (xo : to1) : to2 eo) ...])

[Class]

(class/v  cv
[(f : tf v) ...]
[(mp (xp : tp1) : tp2 ep) ...]
[(mo (xo : to1) : to2 eo) ...])
where (mp ...)  (mo ...) = ,
(mp ...)  Methods cv = ,
(mo ...)  Exposed cv,
(mp ...)  NotSealed cv,
 fresh
(class cv
[(f : tf v) ...]
[(mp (xp : tp1) : tp2 ep) ...]
[(mo (xo : to1) : to2 eo) ...])

[ClassErr ]

(blame lj )
where HasBarrier cv, (mp ... mo ...),
(mp ...)  Methods cv = ,
(mo ...)  Methods cv,
(l j) = LocateBarrier cv, (mp ... mo ...)
(send o m v)

[Send]

(e [this  e0] v)
where (m0 ... m m1 ...) = Methods o,
SameOwner o, m, , ,
e = Pull |o|l, m,
e0 = ProtectThis |o|l, m, |o|l,
([f a ] ...) = ObjectFields o
(send o m v)

[SendErr ]

(blame kj )
where (m0 ... m m1 ...) = Methods o,
not SameOwner o, m, , ,
(k j) = OwnerLimit o, m, , , 
Figure 13: Reductions for classes and objects with contracts
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(mon k,l
j (flat op) v)
(if (op v) v

[FlatC]

(blame kj ))

(mon k,l
j ( c1 c2) v)
( (x)

(mon k,l
j c2

(v

[FunC]

(mon l,k
j c1

x))))


(mon k,l
j (class/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...)) cv)

[ClassC ]

(G k,l
j

cv ([m ( c1 c2)] ...))
where (m ...) = Exposed cv


(mon k,l
j (class/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...)) cv)

[ClassCErr ]

(blame kj )
where not (m ...) = Exposed cv
(mon k,l
j (object/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...)) o)

[ObjectC ]

(OG k,l
o ([m ( c1 c2)] ...))
j
where (m ...)  Exposed cv

(mon k,l
j (class/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...)) cv) [ObjectCErr ]

(blame kj )
where (m ...)  Exposed cv
Figure 14: Reductions for contracts and guards, part 1
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(mon k,l
j (seal/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...) (m1 ...) ) cv)

[SealC]

(SG k,l
cv ([m ( c1 c2)] ...) (m1 ...) )
j
where (m ...) = Exposed cv,
(m1 ...) - (m ...)  Exposed cv = 
(mon k,l
j (seal/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...) (m1 ...) ) cv)

[SealCErr ]

(blame kj )
where (m ...)  Exposed cv or (m1 ...) - (m ...)  Exposed cv  
(mon k,l
j (unseal/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...) ) cv)

[UnsealC ]

(G k,l
(Unseal cv ) ([m ( c1 c2)] ...))
j
where (Sealed cv ), (m ...)  Exposed cv
(mon k,l
j (unseal/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...) ) cv)

[UnsealCErr ]

(blame kj )
where not (Sealed cv ) or (m ...)

Exposed cv

(mon k,l
j ( /c ( #:lacks m ...) ( c1 c2)) v)

[∀C]

( G k,l
( #:lacks m ...) ( c1 c2) v)
j
(e v)
((mon k,l
j ( c1 c2 [  ]) v1) v)
k,l
where ( G j ( #:lacks m ...) ( c1 c2) v1) = e,
 fresh

[∀G-App ]

Figure 15: Reductions for contracts and guards, part 2
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name

domain, range / purpose

HasBarrier

o or cv, (m ...) ﬁÑ #t or #f
checks if some m is inaccessible due to a guard.

LocateBarrier

o or cv, (m ...) ﬁÑ (l l)
returns the blame labels for the closest inaccessible m in the object
or class hierarchy

SameOwner

o or cv, l or  ﬁÑ #t or #f
checks if m is owned by the calling context

OwnerLimit

o or cv, l or , l or , l or  ﬁÑ (l l)
returns the label of the calling context of m and of the contract
boundary where ownership of m was lost

Pull

cv, m ﬁÑ o
returns m’s implementation as a -term wrapped with the
necessary contracts

ProtectThis

o, m, o ﬁÑ o
traverses the first object and its hierarchy to apply all contracts needed
needed to protect the second object when it is a receiver of a call to m

Sealed

cv,  ﬁÑ #t or #f
checks if cv contains a seal guard that is locked with 

Unseal

cv,  ﬁÑ cv
removes seal guards locked with  in the class hierarchy

Notsealed

o or cv ﬁÑ (m ...)
returns unsealed methods in the hierarchy

Exposed

cv ﬁÑ (m ...)
returns all the exposed method names in the hierarchy

Methods

o or cv ﬁÑ (m ...)
returns method names in the hierarchy

Fields

o ﬁÑ ([f v ] ...)
returns the fields’ initial values in the class hierarchy

ObjectFields

o ﬁÑ ([f a ] ...)
returns the object’s field values

FieldTypes

cv ﬁÑ ([f t] ...)
returns a mapping of field names to types from a class

Figure 16: Metafunctions are defined inductively on the structure of the first
argument
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In these examples,

[-] denotes an empty

that example, a typed program invokes the search method on an object whose class was constructed by the application of an untyped but
monitored mixin. That example is encoded by the following sequence
of definitions, starting with the application in c:
c = ((mon u,t
j ctc mixin) editor%)
e = (send (new c) s “x”)
mixin = ( (c) (class c [-] [(s (x) (send this sf 0))] [-]))
ctc = (c ( #:lacks) fctc)
fctc = ( (seal/c () () ) (unseal/c ([s sctc]) ))
sctc = ( (flat string?) (flat void?))

list of methods or
fields to distinguish
them from reduction
holes [].

The mon term monitors the module import that embeds the mixin
into its use in the typed component with a contract ctc. The model
encodes the untyped mixin from that example as a function from
class c to an extension with s—short for search. The contract ctc corresponds to the type in the example where sctc is the corresponding
contract for s.
The monitored mixin is applied to the editor% class, meaning the
reduction starts from this evaluation context:

(send (new [] editor%) s “x”)
First the monitor itself reduces to a guarded function that installs
a sealing contract on application. Next we reduce the application of
the guarded mixin to the editor%, sealing editor% as it is substituted
in the mixin’s body.
Here is the result of these first few reduction steps:

(mon u,t
j (unseal/c [s ctc] )
(class/v (SG t,u
editor% () () )
j
[-] [(sc (x) (send this save-file 0))] [-]))
The superclass of the class value is a sealed version of the editor%
class; the unsealing contract remains wrapped around the class value.
The unsealing yields a guarded class:

(G u,t
(class/v (G u,t
editor% ())
j
j
[-] [(sc (x) (send this sf 0))] [-])
([s sctc]))
Finally, this guarded class is instantiated as an object containing the
class. At this point, the method invocation of s is evaluated, which
sets up the body of s as the redex. The body, in turn, calls the sf
method. This method invocation triggers the SameOwner metafunction with the sf method as an argument. This metafunction fails because the method lacks a contract between the method’s invocation
on this and the implementation in the editor% class in the hierarchy.
Thus, the final result is (blame uj ) as expected.
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Type soundness establishes a minimal logical standard for a programming language. In this section, we use the formal model to prove that
our design meets this criterion. The discussion in this section gives an
overview of the approach; more details are available in appendix A.
Our proof of soundness requires two steps. First, we must prove that
the type system is sound with respect to the execution of typed programs. Second, we must show that mixing in untyped components
does not violate the invariants of the typed components. That is, the
interpretation of types as contracts at component boundaries must
prevent any type-like runtime error assignable to typed components.
For the proof of soundness, we employ the usual progress and
preservation technique (Wright and Felleisen 1994). For the soundness of types as contracts, we show that the contract system is a complete monitor (Dimoulas et al. 2012b), meaning components do not
export their values without appropriate contract protection. Based on
these two steps, we finally show that typed components of mixedtype programs cannot be blamed for violations of type invariants.
Type soundness

The reduction relation we use for typed terms is the relation for untyped terms from figures 12, 13, and 14 except that the reductions
carry along type annotations. Applications of row abstractions are
reduced in a fashion that is analogous to the reduction of function
application, but types do not affect reductions in any other way.
In this setting, typed programs cannot go wrong, in particular they
cannot call undefined methods.
Lemma 1. (Type Soundness) For all et, if  |   et : t, either
‚ for all e1 such that <et, > ãÑ* <e1, S1>, there exists an e2 and S2
such that <e1, S1> ãÑ <e2, S2>
‚ <et, > ãÑ* <vt, S1> where  |   vt : t1 for some  and  | 1  S1
and t1 <: t.
Recall from section 3.1 that  |   S says store S is typable under  and . As mentioned, the theorem requires two conventional
lemmas: progress and preservation. The statement of both calls for
a typing judgment applicable to intermediate states, i.e., states with
non-empty stores for private fields. Other than that, the details are
straightforward and omitted.
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Judgment
Description
; l  e
Well formed programs
; (k ...); (l ...)  c
Well formed source contracts
; ;  ; l  e
Well formed terms
 k,l ;  ; (k ...) ; (l ...)  c Well formed contracts
~S
Well formed stores
Figure 17: Relations for Well Formed Programs

Complete monitoring

Complete monitoring (Dimoulas et al. 2012b) is a formal criterion for
the design of a contract system. It imposes two conditions on a correct
contract system: complete mediation and correct blame assignment.
Complete mediation requires that the contract system does not allow values to pass between components without a contract check—
possibly the always-true contract—where contract monitors act as
component boundaries. Put differently, at any point in time every
value is owned by one and only one component. Intuitively, owner
denotes the component that may affect the flow of the value (e.g., export the value to another component). If the owner wishes to share
a value with other components, it must do so under the auspices of
a monitor or guard. Ownership of terms is formalized via ownership
labels, i.e., expressions e are annotated with an owner label l, e.g., |e|l.
We use lo to indicate the implicit owner of the whole program.
Correct blame assignment requires that upon contract failure, the contract system blames the contract party responsible for the breach of
the contract. A party is responsible for a contract failure if a value it
owns fails an immediate contract check, and it is obliged to uphold
that particular contract. To indicate responsibility for immediate contract checks, we use obligation annotations. For instance, (flat op) is
annotated with obligation labels (l ...) as (flat op)l.... If a component
l has an immediate contract as an obligation, it must ensure that when
a value crosses the boundary protected by this contract, the contract
is checked appropriately.
Complete monitoring assumes that component boundaries agree
with ownership annotations and that obligations match the labels on
monitors. To check this relationship, we define the relation ; l  e
which ensures the well-formedness of e with respect to a label l and
environment . When traversing a term via the relation’s judgments,
the ownership of its subterms can change only via monitors. When
this happens, the ownership annotation on the guarded expression
must match the positive label of the monitor while the negative label
should coincide with the owner of the context. The judgment does not
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allow any other ownership annotations that may change the owner
of a term. The environment  records the owner of each binding
encountered by the judgments.
The relation for well-formed programs relies on the definition of an
additional judgment ; (k ...); (l ...)  c that checks that contracts
are well-formed. It picks up the positive and negative labels of each
monitor and ensures they coincide with the obligation annotations on
the positive and negative pieces of the contract of the monitor. After
all, the client (negative label) of a guarded component is responsible
for the values it consumes while the server (positive label) is responsible for the values it produces.
Unfortunately, this strict distinction between negative and positive parties does not hold for classes and methods. The receiver of
a method invocation is an object that, via substitution, traverses the
class hierarchy from the call site to the method implementation. Depending on the direction of this migration, the roles of clients and
servers on the contract boundaries reverse (Strickland et al. 2013).
Thus, for each method contract the server and the client share responsibility for all pieces of the contract. We account for this codependence by allowing obligation annotations to have sets of labels
and by adjusting the judgments accordingly.
Sealing and unsealing contracts pose further challenges for proving the correctness of the contract system. We guarantee that sealing contracts show up only in negative positions with respect to the
corresponding row variable  by marking sealing contracts with the
annotation, (=  -). Similar annotations, (=  +), decorate unsealing
contracts. The environment  tracks the bound row variables and
their polarity, + or -. The well-formed source contracts relation ensures that sealing contracts appear in the right places.
The judgments for well-formed programs and contracts provide
the foundation for complete monitoring. Complete monitoring aims
to establish that if each term in a program has a single owner initially,
then each term has a single owner throughout the evaluation of the
program. Embedded foreign terms can exist inside a host component,
but only if they are wrapped with a contract monitor. Accordingly, we
change the reduction semantics to propagate ownership annotations
as values flow through the program. This change is independent of
the contract system and does not affect the meaning of the program.
Host components assimilate values only when the values are primitive and satisfy their contracts. In any other case, values accumulate
more owners as they flow from one component to another.
If a contract system is a complete monitor, then all annotations in
a value’s stack of ownership labels must be identical. Otherwise, the
contract system would allow values to cross component boundaries
without appropriate protection. We make redexes that involve values
with stacks of non-identical owners stuck states, which renders vio-
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lations of the single-owner policy manifest. To differentiate between
the latter stuck states and stuck states due to type errors we introduce (error k), dynamic type errors. Thus, a contract system that is a
complete monitor renders states unreachable if they are stuck due to
a value having multiple owners.
Definition 1. (Complete Monitoring) A reduction relation Ñ for TFCC
is a complete monitor if ; l0  e0 implies:
‚ <e0, > Ñ <v, S> or,

‚ <e0, > Ñ* <(error k), S> or,

‚ for all e1 such that <e0, > Ñ* <e1, S1>, there exists e2 such that
<e1, S1> Ñ <e2, S2> or,
‚ if <e0, > Ñ* <e1, S1> Ñ* <(blame kj ), S2>, there exists

k...
v) and for all such e1, v = |v1|k and
– e1 = (mon k,l
j (flat op)
k P (k ...) or,
k...
– e1 = (mon k,l
v) and for all
j (class/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...))
k
such e1, v = |v1| and k P (k ...) or,

k...
– e1 = (mon k,l
v) and for all
j (object/c ([m ( c1 c2)] ...))
k
such e1, v = |v1| and k P (k ...) or,

k...
– e1 = (mon k,l
v)
j (unseal/c (=  +) ([m ( c1 c2)] ...) )
k
and for all such e1, v = |cv| and k P (k ...) or,

k...
– e1 = (mon k,l
v)
j (seal/c (=  -) (m1 ...) ([m ( c1 c2)] ...) )
k
and for all such e1, v = |cv| and k P (k ...) or,

– e1 = (send o m v) where OwnerLimit o, m, , ,  = (k j)
or,

– e1 = (class cv ([f v] ...) ([mp xp ep] ...) ([mo xo eo] ...)) and where
LocateBarrier cv, (m ...) = (k j) and (m ...) = (mp ... mo ...)
In addition to eliminating stuck states, the definition of complete
monitoring requires that the system blames a component only when
a violation is due to one of the component’s unmet obligations. This
corresponds to the fourth bullet in the definition above.
For example, consider the last sub-case where

e1 = (class cv ([f v] ...) ([mp xp ep] ...) ([mo xo eo] ...)) and where
LocateBarrier cv, (m ...) = (k j).
This corresponds to the [ClassErr] case in the reduction semantics in
which a class expression reduces to blame because the class expression is trying to add a sealed method. Since class expressions do not
reduce to blame in any other case, no other sub-case allows e1 to take
the form of a class expression.
Accordingly, our definition includes cases for all of the other immediate checks that the contract system makes and for all conditions
that ensure sealing and unsealing are handled properly.
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Lemma 2. Ñ is a complete monitor for TFCC.
To prove that Ñ is a complete monitor for TFCC we also employ
subject reduction. The proof combines a progress and a preservation
lemma which establish that reduction preserves the subject and does
not lead to stuck states:
Lemma 3. (Progress) If ; ;  ; l0  e0 and    ~ S0, <e0, S0> ãÑ
<e1, S1> or e0 = v or e0 = (error k) or e0 = (blame kj ).
Lemma 4. (Preservation) If ; ;  ; l0  e0,    ~ S0 and <e0, S0>
ãÑ <e1, S1>, then there exist 1, S1 such that  Ñ 1,  Ñ 1, 1; ; S1 ; l0  e1
and 1  1 ~ S1.
The two lemmas use a subject different than the judgment for wellformed programs. Even though the latter guarantees the absence of
stuck states and correct blame, it is not general enough to handle
terms produced during evaluation. The judgment for well-formed
terms, ; ;  ; l  e, is an extension of the relation for well-formed
programs that can accommodate intermediate terms such as objects,
class, values and guards. See appendix A for proof sketches.
Proposition 1. If ; l0  e0 then ; ;  ; l0  e0.
The new relation uses two additional environments,  and . The
first, store coloring, records the owner of the contents of each store location. Its function is similar to that of store typing in type soundness
proofs. The relation    ~ S ensures that store coloring is synchronized with the contents of the store.
The second, key coloring, records the owner of each sealing and
unsealing key. Components obtain keys as they generate them and
each component should only seal and unseal values with keys it owns.
The environment  guarantees that the keys stored in sealing guards
have the appropriate owner.
In addition, key coloring checks whether contracts remain wellformed after row variables are replaced by keys. We specify this constraint with an extension of the relation for well-formed contracts,
 k,l ;  ; (k ...) ; (l ...)  c. It refers to the key coloring when it
checks sealing and unsealing contracts. In these cases, the owner of
the seal must match the party that performs the sealing or the unsealing. We determine this party by picking up the labels from monitors,
decorate key coloring with them, and swapping their position when
we go from positive to negative position as we traverse contracts. If a
sealing contract is in a positive position, the owner of the key should
be the server of the monitor since it is the component that must protect the sealed value from its context. Similar constraints apply to the
other cases for sealing and unsealing contracts.
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Judgment
||
||
||
||

e:t
e
cv ~ row
o ~ row

Description
Well typed mixed terms
Well formed mixed terms
Well typed mixed class values
Well typed mixed objects

Figure 18: Relations for Well Typed Mixed Programs

The Blame Theorem

Now that we have established complete monitoring for TFCC, we
can prove type soundness for programs that mix typed and untyped
code.
From type soundness for typed code, we know that purely typed
components are safe from type errors. In mixed programs, typed
and untyped components interact by passing values through contract
monitors. A monitor (mon u,t
j c e) embeds an untyped value into a
typed context because u is the server and t is the client. Similarly,
a monitor (mon t,u
j c e) embeds a typed value into an untyped context. Since the boundaries between untyped and typed components
are monitored by the contract system, we need the contract system
to protect values that flow across the boundaries as strongly as the
type system. For that reason we impose contracts on the interfaces
between typed and untyped components to simulate the types that
the typed components expect. Of course, untyped components may
not live up to the expectations that types express, but the contracts
catch such impedance mismatches.
In a sound system, since typed code always respects the type discipline, a typed component should never break any contract used to
mediate values between typed and untyped code. Intuitively, soundness for mixed programs means that the contract system never blames
a typed component.
The first step to formalize soundness is to extend the notion of
well-typed terms to include mixed programs. The first two relations
in figure 18 jointly express these roles. The first one type-checks typed
components using the contracts to types translation to create a type
for embedded untyped components. The second relation traverses untyped components and delegates type-checking of embedded typed
components to the first relation. Again we use the contract on the
interface between an untyped and a typed component and the contracts to types correspondence from figure 9 to construct a type to
check against the typed code.
Theorem 1. (Blame Theorem) If  |  |   e, it is impossible that <e, >
ãÑ* <(error t), S> nor that <e, > ãÑ* <(blame tj ), S> for any S.
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The cornerstone for proving the blame theorem is a preservation
lemma for mixed terms. According to complete monitoring the only
source of blame for typed components is a violation of a first-order
contract check on a typed value. Due to type soundness for typed
code, however, if all first-order contracts that guard typed values correspond to the type of the values, the checks never fail. Indeed, the
preservation lemma for mixed programs guarantees that reduction
always results in well-typed mixed terms. This implies that all firstorder checks have the desired property.
Lemma 5. (Mixed Preservation) If 0 |  | 0  e0,  | 0  S0 and <e0, S0>
ãÑ <e1, S1> then there exist 1, 1 such that 0 Ñ 1, 0 Ñ 1, 0 |  | 1  e1
and  | 1  S1.
The proof of mixed preservation demands an extension of the top
two relations of figure 18 to intermediate terms. Sealing and unsealing contracts make this extension challenging. As explained, in section 3.1, sealing is a mechanism for hiding details of a class provided
to a component. Unsealing reveals the hidden details to the owner of
the class after the component returns its result. Thus when the semantics seals a typed class, the contracts on the sealing interface do not
fully reflect the type of the sealed class but only its visible parts. We
overcome this obstacle and prove preservation even in the presence
of sealing using the  environment, which maps keys to row types
and we update it upon mixin application. For uses of untyped mixins
from typed code, we map the newly created key to the row provided
with row application. In the reverse case we map the new key to the
empty row.
Recall that after unsealing a class value that contains a sealed superclass, the sealed methods become reachable again. However the
contracts in the class hierarchy do not reflect the types of the newly
revealed methods. The last two relations of figure 18 reconstruct these
types via a traversal of the class hierarchy that propagates the types
of typed methods appropriately.
Constructing the types of untyped code is not the only difficulty of
proving preservation. In fact, it is even more crucial to establish that
typed and untyped code do not intermingle in an unprotected manner. Fortunately, complete monitoring solves this problem and guarantees that a monitor or a guard always mediates the interaction between a typed and an untyped component. This insight significantly
reduces the effort of proving preservation as we just have to ensure
that the contract we attach to a migrating typed value corresponds
to the value’s type. Put differently, the proof of the blame theorem is
reduced to showing that monitors and guards related reductions of
well-typed mixed terms result in well-typed mixed terms.
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4

SCALING THE DESIGN

The preceding two chapters explain the basic design for supporting object-oriented programming with mixins in Typed Racket and
present a formal foundation for that design. Scaling that design to
work for real Racket programs requires additional effort. This chapter
presents the additional features that Typed Racket needs to support
in order to typecheck object-oriented Racket programs.
The ideas in this chapter are organized around a set of design principles, which are divided into two categories. The first consists of the
theoretical ideas presented in chapter 2 and chapter 3. Section 4.1
briefly recaps these ideas, recharacterized as “theoretical principles.”
The second is a set of new practical principles that arise from implementing the design, also described in section 4.1.
Section 4.2 illustrates the design principles with a series of examples, focusing on how Typed Racket accommodates existing untyped
idioms. Like chapter 2, our examples use the domain of GUIs to illustrate the ideas. The remainder of the chapter sketches additional
design challenges and limitations.

�� ���������

Figure 19 presents the design principles in two columns that correspond to the two categories: the theoretical principles on the left and
their induced implementation concerns on the right.
����������� ���������� (�–�) Racket supports classes as firstclass values, giving rise to patterns such as mixins and traits (Flatt
et al. 2006). Class expressions produce class values that freely flow
through the program, including functions and data structures:

If chapter 2 is fresh
in the reader’s mind,
the reader may wish
to skim these first
four principles.

; several class values used at run-time
(define (make-class base-class)
(class base-class
(super-new)
(define/public (new-method arg) ....)))
(define c% (make-class object%))
(list c% c% c%)
The first line shows a mixin: a function that maps a class to a subclass. The second line shows a use of the mixin, the third one a list of
three class values.
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Design principles from theory

1

2

class types dier from object types

dynamic class composition
requires structural types

3

object types need subtyping
class types need row polymorphism

4

soundness checks need
opaque contracts
and contract sealing

Design principles & choices from practice
derive instance types
from class types

A

help type denitions
specify inheritance

B

make type denitions
mutually-recursive

C

infer types for class members (locally)

D

collapse layers of proxy values
eliminate intermediate run-time checks

E

Figure 19: Design principles for Typed Object-Oriented Racket

We could also
combine nominal
and structural
typing, as
Gradualtalk (Allende
et al. 2013) does. We
have not
investigated this,
although we
conjecture that
nominal typing
complicates sound
interoperation for
Typed Racket.

Since class values may appear anywhere and without a staticallyknown name, we cannot simply identify classes by their names as in
nominal type systems such as those of Java or C#. Instead we introduce
class types that are compared structurally. Put differently, classes are
not identified just by a name, but by the types of their members (i.e.,
methods, fields, etc.). This matches up with principle (2) in figure 19;
it is also unsurprising as other researchers have proposed a similar
approach (Allende et al. 2013; An et al. 2011; Bracha and Griswold
1993; Ren et al. 2013; Vitousek et al. 2014).
Furthermore, the type system must distinguish the types of classes
from the types of objects, because expressions can yield either of
these; see principle 1. In addition, class types must support polymorphism because mixins are parametrized over base classes. To accommodate this idiom, Typed Racket’s type system borrows row polymorphism from the extensible object literature; see principle 3.
By (3), the type system restricts row polymorphism to class types
and disallows width subtyping; allowing both is unsound as chapter 2
explains. Conversely, it accommodates existing design patterns via
object types that have width subtyping but lack row polymorphism.
Unlike an ordinary type system, a gradual type system must also
support the sound interoperation of typed and untyped code. In
Typed Racket, higher-order contracts mediate these interactions. Concretely, when a typed module in a gradually-typed language exports
to/imports from an untyped one, the type system must translate any
type specifications into contracts that uphold the type’s invariants at
run-time. On top of ordinary class contracts (Strickland and Felleisen
2010), principle (4) requires sealing contracts for protecting mixins
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and opaque contracts that prevent untyped programs from accessing
hidden methods on objects. These contracts are applied to the actual
class values that flow to untyped code, and thus the untyped code
always interacts with typed values through a protective wrapper that
identifies type violations by blaming the responsible untyped code.
��������� ���������� (�–�) Principles based on a small calculus never suffice for a real-world design. In the process of creating
Typed Racket’s gradual type system, five additional design concepts
emerged, which we consider as fundamental as the theoretical ones.
The separation of class types from object types calls for a linguistic
mechanism that derives types of instances from types of classes or
vice versa. The key to this syntax design is to choose a convenient
default choice. From this perspective, it is important that instance
types are easily synthesizeable from a class type. On the other hand,
the type of an instance lacks information—e.g., the constructor—that
is needed to reconstruct the type of the class. This insight naturally
leads to a choice that makes class types the primary vehicle and introduces an Instance type constructor for the derivation of object types
from class types.
While a gradual type system for dynamic classes demands the introduction of structural types, writing down such types imposes a
significant notational overhead. In practice, class definitions consist of
nests of deeply interwoven “has-a” or “is-a” relationships. For example, one class type from Typed Racket’s standard GUI library consists
of 245 method signatures, and moreover, the type refers to instances
of 23 other class types plus itself. Not surprisingly, some of these 23
class types refer back to the original class type. In short, a gradual typing system for a dynamic object-oriented language needs a powerful
construct for defining large mutually recursive types.
To accommodate sharing of features in class types, Typed Racket’s
Class type constructor comes with an optional #:implements clause
that allows a given class type to copy another class type’s member
definitions. Principle (B) captures this point.
One way to accommodate nests of self-recursive and mutuallyrecursive type definitions is to encode them with µ-types (Constable and Mendler 1985), which already come with functional Typed
Racket. Simple experiments in writing types for our GUI library expose the drawbacks of this approach. Therefore Typed Racket instead
provides define-type, a novel form of mutually-recursive structural
type definitions1 . It makes up for the lack of type recursion through
class names that nominally-typed language such as Java get for free.
These named class types are not nominal as in Java because the equiv-

Some of these design
choices, such as how
the types are written,
came up during
syntactic
prototyping before
the implementation
began. Others came
up during
implementation.

This refers to the
text% class, which
implements text
editing.

1 Superficially, Typed Racket’s mutually recursive type definitions resemble OCaml’s
mutually recursive classes, but the two differ starkly. Our design separates the class
type definitions from the definitions of the actual classes and allows semantic forward declarations without imposing syntactic overhead.
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alence between two type definitions is always determined by structural comparison and recursive unfolding. At the same time, our type
definitions retain the simple syntax of type aliasing.
Real-world programming also means reducing the number of required type annotations. A gradual type system therefore needs an
algorithm that reconstructs some types automatically (principle D).
Module-level type inference à la Hindley & Milner causes too many
problems, however. Hence, Typed Racket locally infers the types of
class members when possible, e.g., fields initialized with literal constants. This is analogous to how Typed Racket will synthesize the
types of top-level definitions when type annotations are not provided.
Finally, by its very existence, the theoretical work (Greenberg 2015;
Herman et al. 2007, 2010; Siek and Wadler 2010) on collapsing higherorder run-time checks implicitly conjectures that layering proxy wrappers around values causes a degradation in the performance of gradually typed programs. In contrast, the extensive use of functional Typed
Racket over six years in open-source and industrial projects had up to
now not provided practical evidence for this prediction. The addition
of object-oriented features to Typed Racket reveals that the possibility is indeed real. The naïve extension of Typed Racket suffers from
exponential growth in object wrappers on real-world examples. It is
likely that higher-order object-oriented programs are prone to these
kinds of interactions due to the widely used model-view architecture.
In any case, our work finally demonstrates the practical need of optimizing for space usage.
Constructively put, we articulate principle (E). All implementations
of sound gradual type systems with structurally typed classes need
a way to merge layers of proxy wrappers. One such implementation
in the literature, Reticulated Python (Vitousek et al. 2014), strictly follows Siek and Wadler’s theoretical proposal of collapsing casts into
“threesomes” (Siek and Wadler 2010). Typed Racket employs an alternative solution, which is sketched at the end of chapter 6.

�������� ���� ���� �������

To provide evidence that our design ideas from the previous section
scale to real code, we walk through a series of examples extracted
from our case studies, described in detail in chapter 5. In particular,
the examples demonstrate how to add types to untyped code, how
typed and untyped code interact, and how the type and contract systems can handle untyped idioms.
���������� �� �������� �������� Recall that the gradual-typing
thesis states that a maintenance programmer ought to be able to augment an existing untyped code base with types in order to benefit
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from their software engineering advantages, and to ensure that future programmers will continue to receive those benefits. Our illustration starts with an excerpt from the Racket Esquire program in figure 20 (Flatt et al. 1999), which implements a bare-bones interactive
editor combined with a Lisp-style Read-Eval-Print-Loop. The excerpt
showcases the definition of a typical mixin.
This particular mixin, named esq-mixin, adds REPL capabilities
to a base text editing class, such as the text% class from the GUI
standard library on the last line.
The body of the mixin uses class to derive a subclass from base-class,
the function’s parameter. The rest of the class form contains typical elements of object-oriented programming: a call to a superclass
constructor, several private fields, public method definitions, and an
overriding method definition. The inherit form both ensures that the
superclass contains the given method names and allows the given superclass methods to be called without explicit super calls. The call to
new-prompt in the class body executes when an instance of the class
is constructed. In general, any expressions in the class body are run
as part of the class’s instantiation process.
Our code snippet in figure 20 calls for two pieces of type information: the mixin’s argument and the public methods in the mixin’s result. Furthermore, since the mixin is polymorphic, we explicitly specify a row variable for the mixin’s type. Figure 21 shows the mixin
with a type annotation that encodes the required information.
The top of figure 21 displays a definition for Esq-Text%, the type for
esq-text%. We also use it for the type annotation on esq-mixin. We
take advantage of the Class constructor’s built-in support for type
inheritance to make Esq-Text% inherit from the Text% type defined in
Typed Racket’s base type environment.
Since esq-mixin is a row polymorphic function, we annotate it with
the All and -> type constructors. Given the two type definitions Text%
and Esq-Text%, we can describe the domain and result types of the
function type. Both Class types specify two key pieces: the types are
row polymorphic due to the #:row-var r clause and the types inherit from existing structural types Text% and Esq-Text%, respectively.
The former indicates that the class contains an unspecified set of additional methods or fields that are determined when the mixin is
actually applied.
The method types inherited from Text% and Esq-Text% are used to
type-check the body of the mixin. For example, the types of inherited
methods such as insert are deduced from Text%. The types on the
public methods are given in the definition of Esq-Text%. The types
for the public methods document the methods’ arguments and their
effectful nature.
In this example, Typed Racket requires a single annotation to typecheck the mixin, which reflects principle D from figure 19 about re-

The original Esquire
program did not use
mixins, and therefore
we modified the
sample code slightly
to showcase the
mixin style.
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(define (esq-mixin base-class)
(class base-class
; run the superclass initialization procedure
(super-new)
; inherit methods for use from the superclass
(inherit insert last-position get-text erase)
; private fields
(define prompt-pos 0)
(define locked? #t)
; public methods
(define/public (new-prompt)
(queue-output
( () (set! locked? #f)
(insert "> ")
(set! prompt-pos (last-position)))))
(define/public (output str)
(queue-output
( () (let ([was-locked? locked?])
(set! locked? #f)
(insert str)
(set! locked? was-locked?)))))
(define/public (reset)
(set! locked? #f)
(set! prompt-pos 0)
(erase)
(new-prompt))
(define/override (on-char c)
(super on-char c)
(when (and (equal? (send c get-key-code) #\return)
(not locked?))
(set! locked? #t)
(evaluate
(get-text prompt-pos (last-position)))))
; method call during class initialization
(new-prompt)))
; application of the mixin
(define esq-text% (esq-mixin text%))
Figure 20: Racket Esquire, untyped
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; in module Library
(define-type Esq-Text%
(Class #:implements Text%
[new-prompt (-> Void)]
[output (-> String Void)]
[reset (-> Void)]))
(: esq-mixin
(All (r #:row)
(-> (Class #:row-var r #:implements Text%)
(Class #:row-var r #:implements Esq-Text%))))
(define (esq-mixin base-class)
; as before
(class base-class ....))
Figure 21: Racket Esquire, typed

ducing the burden on the maintenance programmer. In particular,
none of the private members or inherited fields need annotations.
����������� ���� ������� ���� Imagine that esq-text% is integrated into a complete project where other code—say an IDE system—
remains untyped. In order to ensure that the widget’s type invariants
are upheld, the system must dynamically check that the untyped code
uses the widget safely.
Concretely, consider a program divided into Library and Client
modules. The Library module provides the Esquire text editing functionality, while the Client module uses it as part of a larger program.
Since the Client imports the esq-text% class, the class value itself
flows from the Library, passing through a boundary between the
typed world and untyped world on the way.
Now consider a concrete snippet from the Client module:
; in module Client
(require "library.rkt")
(define repl-text (new esq-text%))
(send repl-text output 42)
The method invocation with send clearly violates the String type
specified on the output method. Although the type-checker would
catch such a mistake for the Library module, it is unable to inspect
the untyped Client code.
Instead, the type-checker translates the type to a contract that ensures the type invariants. Figure 22 shows the result of (automatically)
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(Class #:implements Text% ; includes many other types
[new-prompt (-> Void)]
[output (-> String Void)]
[reset (-> Void)])
translates to
(class/c #:opaque
... ; many cases elided from Text%
[new-prompt (-> void?)]
[output (-> string? void?)]
[reset (-> void?)])
Figure 22: Translating a type to a contract

translating the type for the Esquire class to a matching class contract.
As explained in chapter 2 and section 4.1, these class contracts are
opaque, meaning they disallow the export of a class with methods
not explicitly listed in the type.
When classes flow from untyped modules to typed modules, the
typed code must specify types for these imports. Suppose that we
need to import the text% class directly from the standard, untyped
GUI library. Assuming Text% is defined, the typed portion could use
an import specification like this:
(require/typed racket/gui [text% Text%])
The require/typed form in Typed Racket imports the given bindings
with the given type specifications. As before, these types are translated to contracts, ensuring that the imports live up to the desired
specifications.
������ ��� �����-������� �������������� Let us illustrate the
typed-untyped interoperation with an example of a mixin from the
Big-Bang event-based functional I/O library. The library uses mixin
methods such as these:
; if no callbacks are provided (on-key, on-pad, on-release),
; don t mix in
(define/public (deal-with-key base-class)
(if (and (not on-key)
(not on-pad)
(not on-release))
base-class
(class base-class
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(super-new)
; the method invokes the callbacks
; supplied by the user
(define/override (on-char e) ...))))
This method accepts a class argument named base-class and, when
appropriate, returns a subclass that adds a custom key event handler.
The method’s implicit precondition requires that the class base-class
already contains a on-char method to be overridden. The remaining
members of the class are unconstrained.
To import a class with such method, a programmer may write
(require/typed "world.rkt"
[world%
(Class ...
[deal-with-key
(All (r #:row)
; method types elided
(-> (Class #:row-var r [on-char ...])
(Class #:row-var r [on-char ...])))])])
The (automatic) translation of a row-polymorphic function type into
a contract requires a seal for the deal-with-key method:
(sealing->/c (X) [on-char]
(and/c X (class/c [on-char ...]))
(and/c X (class/c [on-char ...])))
The sealing->/c combinator creates a function contract that generates a fresh class seal when the wrapped function is applied. The occurrences of X in the body of the combinator are replaced at run-time
with either a sealing or unsealing operation depending on whether
the variable occurs in a negative or positive position. Each seal lists
those class members that are left unsealed (here, the on-char method);
all unmentioned members are hidden. Thus the method contract above
explicitly seals off all members from the argument class base-class
in the implementation except on-char. This prevents the mixin from
adding or overriding any methods other than on-char, which matches
the polymorphic type and expresses the intent of the method in a precise manner.

The sealing->/c
syntax is inspired by
the parametric->/c
combinator in
Racket’s standard
library, which
handles ordinary
parametric
polymorphism.

�������� �� ��������-��������� ���� ����������� The practical relationships between classes requires the use of mutually-recursive
type definitions, see figure 19 (C). The type for the text% class is
highly illustrative:
(define-type Text-Object (Instance Text%))
(define-type Text%
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(Class ... ; 244 other method types
[set-clickback
(-> Natural Natural
(-> Text-Object Natural Natural Any)
Void)]))
The set-clickback method for text% objects installs a callback triggered on mouse clicks for a region of the text buffer. The type for
that callback function recursively refers to the Text% type via the
Text-Object definition. No explicit recursive type constructors are
necessary to write the type down. Under the covers, Typed Racket
establishes the recursion through the type environment, even though
Text% is not a nominal type.

�������������� ����������

Realizing the design described in this chapter required solving several Typed Racket implementation challenges. The two most notable
challenges consist of handling Racket’s complex class macro and
compiling types to class and object contracts efficiently.
Macrology

As of Racket v6.4,
there are 26 core
forms.

Since Racket is a macro-extensible language, Typed Racket needs to
handle user-written syntactic forms in its typechecking process. The
standard implementation technique for Typed Racket integrates the
typechecker into the macro expansion process, allowing Typed Racket
to observe the fully expanded core Racket code (Tobin-Hochstadt and
Felleisen 2008; Tobin-Hochstadt et al. 2011). In doing so, Typed Racket
can limit its type rules to the relatively simple and few core forms.
While simple kinds of macro extensions are straightforward to
typecheck using this strategy, it does not work for forms like class
or unit which have complicated binding structure and complex associated type rules. The original publication on the implementation of
Typed Racket acknowledges this limitation directly:
The second major limitation is that we cannot typecheck code
that uses the most complex PLT Scheme macros, such as the
unit and class systems. These macros radically alter the binding
structure of the program. In order to typecheck them, our system
would need to be extended to either infer this type structure
from the results of macro expansion, or to understand units and
classes natively. (Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen 2008)
In order to support the class system, we adopt the second strategy
that Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen suggest and add native support
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for class expressions to Typed Racket. In order to accomplish this,
we instrument the class macro in order to control the expansion of
class expressions. To minimize any dependency of the Racket base
libraries on Typed Racket, this instrumentation occurs entirely via a
typed class macro that Typed Racket provides in its base libraries.
This macro overrides the built-in Racket macro.
The typed class macro has essentially two tasks:
‚ To analyze field, method, and other class clauses in order to
inform Typed Racket what fields and methods exist in the class
and to allow Typed Racket to find the expanded code for these
clauses later.
‚ To support optional type annotations in the class syntax and
propagate the annotations to the typechecker.
After performing its analyses, the typed class macro just expands
to a use of the original untyped macro. This process is complicated
by the binding structure of the class macro. In particular, the class
macro’s body is a so-called internal definition context that allows the
definition of arbitrary value bindings and even macros. For example,
consider the following class expression:
; use of typed class macro
(class object%
(super-new)
; macro definition inside class
(define-syntax-rule (def-m m body)
(begin (: (-> Integer Integer))
(define/public (m x) body)))
(def-m foo (+ 1 1)))
In this example, the class expression body contains a macro definition that is later used in the body. As a result, the class macro must
locally expand the clauses in its body in order to uncover and register
macro definitions that are used later. Since the untyped class macro
already contains all of this machinery, an ideal Typed Racket implementation would reuse the local expansion that the untyped macro
already performs.
Implementing such a typed class macro that cooperates with the
untyped macro requires the use of trampolining, which is a macro
technique that helps cooperate with definition contexts. A trampolining macro works by expanding into sequences of helper macro instances that are spliced into a surrounding definition context. Each of
these helper macros subdivide the analysis and transformation that a
monolithic macro would conduct, but delayed until the surrounding
definition context expands them.
Concretely, the typed class macro expands into a use of the untyped class macro with the add-annotations trampoline macro added

Trampolining
macros are used
elsewhere in Typed
Racket as well.
Typechecking for the
top-level and for
units (Feltey 2015)
use the technique.
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around each sub-expression in the class. Typed Racket also adds several additional macro invocations into the class body that compute
information that is needed by the typechecking backend. To facilitate communication between the add-annotations macro, whose role
is mainly to classify and potentially annotate class clauses such as
methods and fields, and the other macro invocations, a compile-time
binding class-info is inserted into the class body. Thus a one-step
expanded use of a typed class expression looks like this:
(untyped-class superclass
(define-syntax class-info (tr-class-info ()
(add-annotations class-info e) ...
(determine-private-fields class-info)
(make-locals-table class-info))

()

()))

where the define-syntax binding class-info constructs a data structure that is used to facilitate communication between the clauses.
The determine-private-fields and make-locals-table macros compute additional information that cannot be determined until all of
the methods and fields have been processed. For example, it is not
possible to determine whether a given method is public or private
until the entire class body is traversed. Each of the add-annotations
invocations will potentially add syntax properties that communicate to
the typechecker whether a given clause defines a method or field.
The make-locals-table macro also communicates information to
the typechecker. Since the class macro constructs its own unique
identifiers for the internal bindings of methods and field accessors
in the class body, Typed Racket cannot naively correlate the type information from the surface syntax to the actual names it finds in the
expansion. The make-locals-table macro thus creates a series of expressions that are set up to correlate the names in the surface syntax
to the internal names that the class macro chooses. Typed Racket can
then inspect the resulting expanded syntax to determine how to correlate types to internal names. The expansion of make-locals-table
is designed such that the Racket compiler’s optimizations passes will
eliminate the expanded code.
Types to contracts

Soundness calls for run-time checks that enforce the type specifications when a value flows from the typed portion of a program to
an untyped one. All theoretical designs choose either casts or contracts for this purpose. GradualTalk (Allende et al. 2013), Reticulated
Python (Vitousek et al. 2014), Safe TypeScript (Rastogi et al. 2015),
and StrongScript (Richards et al. 2015) rely on the former; research in
this realm focuses on what kind of casts to implement and how this
choice affects the expressiveness of the language and the efficiency
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of programs. In contrast, Typed Racket is the first implementation of
a gradually typed, object-oriented languages that uses higher-order
contracts instead of casts.
Although the homomorphic translation from types to contracts (illustrated above) is easy to use in theory work (see chapter 3), implementing it for practical languages is not easy. For the kinds of
structural types used in the Typed Racket code base, it generates excessively large contracts. To achieve reasonable results, it is critical to
treat the problem of translating types to contracts as a compilation
problem that requires an optimization phase.
Based on several failed attempts, Typed Racket now compiles a recursive type to a recursive declaration of mutually recursive contracts
for each dependency. To create contracts of manageable size, the analysis of the dependencies among the type definitions finds cycles in
the dependency graph. Definitions within these cycles are lifted and
memoized. Definitions that do not participate in cycles incur less overhead. In tandem, Typed Racket’s type to contract compiler also memoizes other contracts that occur in the leaves of these recursive class
types in order to avoid duplicate contract construction.

�����������

Typed Racket currently suffers from a few limitations, which include
some workarounds for our case studies, but rarely prevent the conversion of an untyped module.
��� ������������ �� ������� Our system provides row polymorphic types for supporting mixins, but only class types are allowed
to contain row variables. Unlike most designs with row polymorphism such as OCaml, the types for objects are concrete and support
standard width subtyping. This tradeoff works well for most of our
examples, because Racket programmers are often content with Javastyle use of classes. Our choice rules out row polymorphic functions
that construct an object from a given class or the use of row polymorphism to emulate bounded polymorphism for objects.
In practice, the lack of row polymorphism for objects prevents us
from porting a single module (auto-language.rkt) in the DrRacket
IDE. We conjecture that adding bounded polymorphism to Typed
Racket would fill this gap.
�������� ���� �� ������ Typed Racket supports most idiomatic
uses of mixins, but several interfaces that are provided in Racket’s
standard libraries cannot be supported. A notable example is the
drracket:get/extend:extend-unit-frame function in the DrRacket plugin library. This function is called as follows:
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(drracket:get/extend:extend-unit-frame frame-mixin)
where the frame-mixin argument is a mixin that extends a subclass of
drracket:unit:frame%. The function, however, does not return a class
or object. Instead, it imperatively updates the internal class that is
used for DrRacket’s main editing window. Thus the argument mixin
should have a type that is compatible with the current internal class
that is used by DrRacket. Since plugins may arbitrarily subclass this
internal class, it is impossible to give a precise type for the function
in Typed Racket.
���������� ������ ��� ������-�������� ���� One of the most
important features of functional Typed Racket is its use of occurrence typing (Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen 2008). To accommodate
dynamic type-tag tests, Typed Racket refines the types of variables depending on where they occur. If, say, a dynamic test checks whether x
is a non-empty list or y is a number in a specific interval, their types in
the then and else branches of a conditional reflect the possible results
of these checks. Occurrence typing is crucial for porting untyped programs into the typed world because the former often discriminates
elements from unions of data via predicates.
Sadly, while Typed Racket supports occurrence typing on private
class fields, it cannot support two important uses for object-oriented
constructs: (1) recovering object types from uses of is-a?, which is
like instanceof in Java, and (2) occurrence typing on public fields.
For the first problem, consider the following example:
"my-class.rkt"
#lang typed/racket
(provide my-class%
f)
(define-type MyClass%
(Class [m (-> Integer Integer)]))
(: my-class% MyClass%)
(define my-class%
(class object%
(super-new)
(define/public (m x) (add1 x))))
(define (f obj)
; relies on occurrence typing
(when (is-a? obj my-class%)
(* 15 (send obj m))))
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In this example, when the typechecker encounters the test (is-a? obj
my-class%), we would like to conclude that the value obj has the type
(Instance My-Class%). Unfortunately, this is unsound if obj originates in untyped code, since the untyped code may have subclassed
my-class% and overridden its method m with an ill-typed implementation. The following untyped example illustrates this point:
#lang racket
(require "my-class.rkt")
(define sub%
(class my-class%
(super-new)
(define/public (m x) "invalid result")))
; will error in typed code
(f (new sub%))
In this example, the sub% class overrides m with a method body that
does not uphold the type declared in the typed module above. Now
suppose that the original typed module above typechecks without
any errors. Given that assumption, however, the instance of sub% will
pass the is-a? check in the definition of f, which will cause a runtime
error that the type system should have ruled out.
Allende et al. (2013) point out a workaround in which the untyped
subclass is required to conform to the specialization interface of ther
original typed superclass, even if the subclass is not misused. This
workaround, however, trades sound reasoning for is-a? with the expressiveness of the untyped language. Closing this gap without unduly restricting untyped code requires additional research.
For the second problem, consider the following example which has
a concurrent thread and mutation of public fields:
"my-class.rkt"
#lang typed/racket
(provide my-class%
f)
(define-type C%
(Class (field [f (U #f Integer)])
[m (-> Integer)]))
(: c% C%)
(define c%
(class object%
(super-new)
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(field [f 0])
(define/public (m)
; concurrent mutation
(thread ( () (sleep 1) (set! f #f)))
; this check is potentially invalidated
(when f
(sleep 1)
(add1 f)))))
In the example, the class c% has a method m that accesses a field f
under a when conditional expression. If Typed Racket’s occurrence
typing applied, then the test in when will refine the type of f in the
conditional to Integer from (U #f Integer). Unfortunately, this flowsensitive reasoning may be invalidated by the mutation in the concurrent thread code.
For functional Racket code, Typed Racket can analyze the uses of
a variable to see if there are any mutations. Since variables are not
first-class and cannot flow to other contexts, a local mutation analysis
is sufficient to determine whether occurrence typing is safe. For public fields, however, this is insufficient. Public fields may be mutated
by other contexts that are not locally available (e.g., code in other
modules). Thus it is unsafe to use occurrence typing for public fields.
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Part III
E VA L U AT I N G G R A D U A L T Y P I N G

Dealing with failure is easy: Work hard to improve. Success is
also easy to handle: You’ve solved the wrong problem. Work hard
to improve.
– Epigrams on Programming (Perlis 1982)
Turning principles into reality almost always yields an incomplete, and possibly even flawed, product.
– Racket Manifesto (Felleisen et al. 2015)

Racket
ideas

type system
design
and implementation
(chapter 2, 4)

soundness theorem
(chapter 3)

usability
study
(chapter 5)

how hard
to use?

performance
performance
traps?
evaluation
(chapter 6, 7)

Figure 23: The feedback cycle for Typed Object-Oriented Racket

The design of the system presented in this dissertation takes place
in the context of a feedback cycle. Figure 23 visualizes the feedback
loop. The two evaluatory parts of the feedback loop are the subject of
this part of the dissertation.
There are two kinds of evaluation that this dissertation presents.
The first kind concerns the question of whether Typed Racket effectively accommodates the programming idioms used in object-oriented
Racket programs. This effectiveness evaluation aims to validate the first
half of this dissertation’s thesis and is the focus of chapter 5.
The second kind of evaluation is a performance evaluation, which
concerns the second half of this dissertation’s thesis. It states that a
gradual type system can be “systematically evaluated on its performance characteristics.” Chapter 6 and chapter 7 serve to validate this
claim by presenting an evaluation method for gradual type system
performance overheads.
The method is presented in two phases. First, an initial formative
evaluation in chapter 6 applies the first formulation of the evaluation
method to object-oriented Typed Racket. This evaluation shows that,
after suitable modifications to Typed Racket’s type to contract translation, the overhead of sound interoperation in object-oriented Typed
Racket can be brought to reasonable levels.
Second, chapter 7 presents a summative evaluation of both objectoriented and functional Typed Racket that refines the method of the
formative evaluation. The summative evaluation systematically evaluates the overheads of twelve benchmark programs. No attempt is
made to tune Typed Racket to improve the performance of the benchmarks. The evaluation ultimately leads to a negative result about
Typed Racket. It is not performant given its current implementation.
However, the evaluation does show that a systematic evaluation is
possible and provides numerous hints on how to address performance problems.

We borrow the terms
formative and
summative
evaluation from the
education
community (Scriven
1967). The first
means an on-going
evaluation while the
system is being
developed while the
second means an
evaluation of the
post-intervention
state.
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5

E F F E C T I V E N E S S E VA L U AT I O N

This chapter presents a usability evaluation of the object-oriented portion of Typed Racket. The usability evaluation aims to test three hypotheses:
1. Typed Racket enables programmers to add types in an incremental manner, including for components that dynamically create and compose classes. This hypothesis demands two specific
qualities from the type annotation process: the burden of adding
type annotations must be small, and the program logic should
rarely change.

Our goal is not to
determine whether
static typing per se
contributes to
software
maintenance,
deferring instead to
the existing literature (Hanenberg et
al. 2013).

2. Each theoretical design principle (1–4) from chapter 4 is needed
for realistic programs.
3. Each practical design principle (A–E) from chapter 4 helps annotate realistic programs.

�����

The evaluation was conducted in two stages: one during the initial development of the system and the second after primary development
concluded. For the latter, the evaluator was given no prior knowledge
of Racket’s class system or Typed Racket’s gradual type system.
With two exceptions, the code bases1 in this section come from the
mature Racket distribution. The newest dates from Racket version
5.3.2, released in January 2013; the rest have been shipped in usertested distributions for a minimum of two years and some for nearly
twenty years. The two exceptions are Acquire and Esquire.
Our first stage of evaluation employed four case studies: a tool that
inserts Large Letters into a program text, a Tooltip drawing library,
the functional Big-Bang I/O library (Felleisen et al. 2009), and Esquire.
The Big-Bang case study is about annotating the library’s graphical
core while leaving the remaining pieces untyped. Finally, Esquire is
a graphical REPL that illustrates the essential elements of DrRacket;
some of the code snippets in chapter 4 are taken from Esquire.
The nine cases included in the second stage of evaluation cover the
full range of object-oriented programming idioms in Racket. Several
cases are extracted from a package of games that are included in the

These first four case
studies were
evaluated by the
author of this
dissertation.

Daniel Feltey
evaluated these nine
cases.

1 The code bases described in this chapter are available in an artifact we prepared for
ECOOP 2015: http://www.ccs.neu.edu/racket/pubs/#ecoop15-tfdffthf
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Racket distribution: Mines, a graphical Minesweeper game, Slidey,
a puzzle game, Cards, a library for the standard 52-card deck, and
Aces and GoFish, two games using Cards. The Markdown component is one of several renderers for the Scribble documentation language (Flatt et al. 2009). The DB case study covers a library that provides access to SQLite databases. Finally, the Acquire board game is
a project from a programming course that represents an interactive
system with a user API.
Since the purpose of the case study is to evaluate a gradually typed
system, the addition of type annotations to modules was not exhaustive. Instead, the key modules of each program were ported, with an
emphasis on modules that used objects and classes.

��� �������

Some of the code comes with comments, contracts, or documentation
that describe the “types” of methods and fields. Injecting types into
such pieces of code is often straightforward, though the specifications
can be out-of-sync with the program logic. When the code lacks specifications, the maintainer must reconstruct them from the program
logic. This ranges from easy (e.g., for fields with an initial value) to
difficult (e.g., methods with complicated invocation protocols).
Over the course of the typing process, a developer iteratively acquires an understanding of the code and adds type annotations until
the type-checker is satisfied. In practice, the developer may need to
modify the program logic or add assertions or casts to force type
checking. Even after the type-checker approves the component, the
typing effort is not over. Components that interact with other untyped
components do not run correctly if an impedance mismatch exists between the types specified in an import statement and the run-time
behavior of the untyped components. Hence, the developer runs the
program on its test suite and improves the types at such boundaries
in response to any failures.

������������ �������

Concerning evaluation metrics, we follow the precedent for functional
Typed Racket (Tobin-Hochstadt 2010) and include similar metrics for
each code base below. These metrics are chosen to judge whether a
developer can gradually equip a code base with types: the size of
the code plus the number of type declarations, type annotations, and
type assertions. The latter are important because the annotations are
also software artifacts for which a developer must accept maintenance
responsibility. In addition, we report how many changes to the pro-
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Program
Lines
% Increase
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Figure 24: Case study results

gram logic are needed to accommodate the type system, because such
changes may potentially alter the program’s behavior.
Figure 24 reports the numeric results in a table. The columns, one
for each code base, are sorted by the number of lines. The detailed
interpretations of the rows are as follows. The Lines row indicates the
total number of lines in the ported program while the % Increase row
denotes the percentage of the total added during porting. The Useful
annotations row consists of the number of identifiers given types; for
example, the method type in the following excerpt from Big-Bang
counts as useful:
(: show : Image -> Void)
(define/public (show pict0) ...)
In contrast, annotations added for the sake of the type-checker are not
counted in this category. The : annotations row contains the number
of annotations for function parameters of typed lambda expressions;
these do not count toward the useful category because their types are
often obvious from context, but the type system cannot infer them.
The remaining Other annotations category covers the rest, which are
primarily annotations that are needed to satisfy the typechecker but
may be redundant or otherwise lack value as documentation.
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The type
specifications for the
standard GUI
libraries are
non-trivial, however.
They require about
6,000 lines of code
for libraries that
have around 90,000
lines of code.

The Type definition row describes the number of type definitions
added. As chapter 4 explains, many uses of define-type introduce
names for class types. The Typed require row counts the number of
bindings that are imported from untyped code using require/typed.
The Assertions / casts row counts the number of assertions and casts
used to assure the type-checker. The Ann. / 100L row shows the number of type annotations per one-hundred lines of code, rounded to
the nearest integer.
The Fixes row indicates the number of error corrections due to
types or errors discovered due to the type annotation process while
Problems counts the changes made to circumvent limitations or overapproximations in the type-checker.
The Theoretical/Practical principles rows note principles (1-4) and
(A-E) from figure 19 from chapter 4 that apply to the code base. The
Time row measures the number of hours (rounded up) taken to annotate and modify the code. The time taken was not recorded for the
code bases in the initial stage of the evaluation, which is noted in the
table with dashes. Finally, the Difficulty row describes the subjective
difficulty of porting the code from ‹ (easy) to ‹‹‹ (hard).
All case studies rely on types for Racket’s standard libraries, i.e.,
the base type environment. In addition to the core bindings provided
by functional Typed Racket, our case studies use extra standard libraries such as the GUI libraries, drawing libraries, and core documentation libraries. We do not count the annotations in the base
type environment for the line numbers above because they are shared
across all programs.

����������� �������

���������� Figure 24 lays out which design principles from figure 19 were necessary for porting each code base. While subjective,
we judged each code base with consistent criteria for each principle.
For example, we decided that a code base required principle (1) if it
used both class and object values. If a code base additionally used
Instance type constructors, it fit principle (A). Principles (2) and (3)
applied to any code base that used row polymorphism. Additionally,
we checked (2) for any code base that obviously used structural types.
For (B) and (C), we determined whether the code base directly used
define-type with a #:implements clause or with mutual-recursion, respectively. All of the case studies except Markdown, DB, and Acquire
used mutually-recursive type definitions because of their dependence
on the GUI standard library, but we did not count these indirect uses.
For (4), we included any code bases that exported classes and/or
objects to untyped code or imported them from untyped code. We
recorded (D) if classes in the code base left out type annotations that
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Typed Racket would reconstruct. Only Acquire needed (E) due to exponential proxy layering.
���������� The projects marked with ‹‹‹ in the case studies share
some of the following characteristics: (1) the data definitions and the
code structure pose comprehension problems, (2) the code base uses
language constructs that are difficult to describe with types, or (3)
the control flow of the program makes the synthesis of type annotations difficult. The Markdown program fits the first case due to
the use of 29 nested and recursive data structures in its logic. The
Big-Bang program exemplifies the second characteristic. In Big-Bang,
the primary class uses methods that act as mixins on other class values. Furthermore, the program also uses synchronization constructs
for concurrency, syntactic extensions that construct methods, and I/O
through the graphics layer and the networking library. Finally, the DB
library uses complicated error handling that requires the programmer
to track control flow when adding type annotations.

�������� ��� �����

The case studies identify several pain points in the system. Broadly
speaking, these points take the form of syntactic overhead in type annotations or additional code necessitated by the type-checker. Here
we list the three worst problems and explain how they can be addressed by improvements in Typed Racket or by manual programming workarounds.
First, the #:implements shorthand for writing class types does not
copy the types for constructor argument types because the constructor arguments may change. That is, a subclass does not necessarily
use a superset of its parent constructor arguments. The version of
Typed Racket we used in our evaluation did not come with an alternative syntax that copies the parent constructor types. As a result,
the types written for the evaluation were larger than necessary. More
recent versions of Typed Racket address this issue directly with an
#:implements/inits form that propagates the constructor types.
Second, the lack of occurrence typing for public fields forces a
workaround to satisfy the type-checker. The workaround declares a
local variable that holds the current value of the public field, which
enables type refinement via occurrence typing on the local version.
This works only when the field is not modified concurrently.
Third, the type system cannot propagate occurrence typing information or reason with enough precision about the expansion of syntactic extensions. These cases require re-writes with different functions or syntactic forms. An example of the former occurs in the BigBang library, for which the excerpt (inexact->exact (floor x)) is
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rewritten to (exact-floor x) to accommodate the type-checker. For
the latter, our port of DB modifies a use of the case form, which
provides simple pattern matching, to use cond, a general conditional
form. Fortunately, both rewrites are simple and local.

����������

For the first hypothesis, we consider whether the effort of adding
types to the code bases is reasonable. The overall increase in the number of lines for our object-oriented programs—about 15% across all
code bases—is greater than the 7% increase across all of the programs
ported in the functional world (Tobin-Hochstadt 2010). We conjecture
two explanations: (1) structural type specifications for object-oriented
programs are often larger and more complex than function types, and
(2) the object-oriented part of Typed Racket lacks syntactic support
for formulating concise types. In particular, Typed Racket does not
derive class types from class definitions.
Additionally, the code bases that we could not include in our investigation are relevant for the first hypothesis. We rejected several
code bases from the case study for three reasons: they use Racket’s
first-class modules, they call for the reflection API on records, or they
require row polymorphism for objects. Only the third omission points
to a flaw in our type system design; the first two are general Typed
Racket limitations. The third point prevented the porting of only a
single small module, and we thus consider the first hypothesis validated. After the conclusion of our evaluation, Typed Racket did add
support for first-class modules in a subsequent version (Feltey 2015).
As for the second hypothesis, seven out of the twelve case studies require half or more of the theoretical design principles from figure 19. The ones that require the fewest are Esquire, Go Fish, Aces,
and Slidey, which are all self-contained and do not use mixins. Due
to their self-contained nature, these programs also do not require extensive contract checking.
For the third hypothesis, we also see that most of the case studies
rely on three or more of the practical design principles. The least directly used is mutually-recursive type definitions (C). As noted above,
however, the feature is heavily employed in the common base type environment and is therefore indirectly used everywhere.
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6

F O R M AT I V E P E R F O R M A N C E
E VA L U AT I O N

Gradual typing suggests that a programmer who performs maintenance work on existing code (re)discovers the types behind the
design and adds them to the code base. Each conversion may put
up a new higher-order contract boundary between two components,
which may have negative consequences for the performance of the
overall system. In theory, a completely converted program—without
casts or type assertions—should have the same performance as a completely untyped one, because the type checker simply removes types
in this case after checking them.
A performance evaluation must therefore consider all possible paths
from an untyped system to a completely typed one through the space
of possible additions of type annotations. Thus far, the gradual typing literature has not presented any results for such experiments. This
chapter presents the first results of such a performance analysis and
explains its role as a formative element of Typed Racket’s design
process. Specifically, the chapter explains the methodology in some
detail, presents the results of two experiments, analyzes the performance pitfalls, and explains the fixes. This evaluation method is improved and applied again in chapter 7.

Typed Racket
performs local
optimization on
some simple
datatypes (TobinHochstadt et al.
2011). Thus, some
typed programs are
faster than their
untyped equivalents.

�����������

The runtime cost of a sound gradual type system is a function of
boundaries between typed and untyped pieces of code. As the programmer chooses to create such boundaries via type annotations,
the system migrates through a space of possible boundary configurations. In Typed Racket, these boundary configurations are determined mostly by which modules are typed and untyped. The path
through the space of combinations of typed and untyped modules
starts at the fully untyped program. At each step, one more piece is
annotated with types.
For example, the lattice in figure 25 shows the simplified configuration space (of four modules) for Acquire. Each node in the lattice
contains four boxes whose shading indicates whether it is typed or
untyped. The horizontal bottom box represents an I/O library that
remains untyped throughout the process.

Adding coarse types
to this I/O library is
easy but useless;
adding precise types
is currently
impossible.
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During the formative evaluation, we used the following, modest
working hypothesis based on Safe TypeScript’s experience of 72x
slowdowns (Rastogi et al. 2015, pg.12):
no path through the lattice of configurations imposes an orderof-magnitude degradation of run-time performance at any stage.

The paper on which
this chapter is based
used the same
machine with an
older kernel and
Racket v6.2.0.3.

Pragmatically put, a programmer may add types anywhere in the
program without slowing down the program more than 10x.
We used two of our case studies from chapter 5 to investigate this
hypothesis: Acquire and Go-Fish. For each case study, we converted
the primary modules—excluding infrastructure modules such as the
I/O library mentioned above—and then scripted the generation of
all possible configurations. In some cases, we added additional typed
modules to act as adaptors for other modules. Since these modules
are always typed, we consider them part of the base libraries of the
program and they therefore do not affect the structure of the lattice.
Each configuration was run 30 times on a stand-alone computer
running Linux kernel 4.2.0 with an Intel Core i7-3770K CPU and
32GB of memory. The benchmarks are run on Racket v6.5 with the
addition of a single non-stock patch1 . The patch is included in order
to fix a low-hanging performance bug in the contract system found
in version 6.5. Without the patch, the worst case overhead for Acquire
is around 10x. The Go-Fish results are not affected by the patch. The
benchmark programs and scripts are available in the artifact2 that
accompanied the original publication of this work.

������� ��� ����������� ��������������

We started out with
five modules in the
Go-Fish experiment
but found that one
module was never
run—and thus did
not affect the
benchmark runtime.
We therefore chose to
keep it untyped to
clarify the results.

Each configuration in the lattice of figure 25 comes with an annotation that reports timings normalized to the baseline of the fully
untyped configuration. The figure also displays normalized standard
deviations. An inspection of the lattice reveals that choosing the outermost paths degrades the performance quickly, while some of the
innermost paths reduce the performance in a gradual manner. At the
worst points, a gradually typed program is about 5x slower than an
untyped program; at the top, we find a fully typed program that is
still about 1.5x slower than the fully untyped program.
Earlier versions of Typed Racket would cause even higher overheads. The overhead was brought down to current levels by improving the compilation of object types to contracts.
A large fraction of the additional cost is due to the boundary between the untyped library modules in Acquire (the horizontal white
1 The patch consists of the following commit: https://github.com/racket/racket/
commit/bbac97129e3425bfbea7de1983e991ed587d5ae5
2 http://www.ccs.neu.edu/home/asumu/artifacts/ecoop-2015.tar.bz2
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Figure 25: Lattice results for Acquire
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Figure 26: Lattice results for Go-Fish

box in the figure) and the typed modules. Some of the cost is due
to the boundaries among the four central modules. None of the configurations slow down performance by an order of magnitude, and
the worst case is when only the admin.rkt and player-factory.rkt
modules are typed.
Figure 26 collects the results of evaluating the lattice for the four
modules in Go-Fish. Many paths from bottom to top go through only
one point in which the performance degradation is worse than 10%.
In no case does the timing exceed 1.23x of the baseline. The lattice also
shows which modules add costs when they are typed. For example,
the lattice shows that the typed classes.rkt module adds significant
overhead unless gofish.rkt is also typed.
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The current implementation of object-oriented programming support
for Typed Racket satisfies the working hypothesis of less than an
order-of-magnitude overhead. However, our initial implementation of
object-oriented programming support for Typed Racket did not satisfy even the modest working hypothesis, revealing a major problem
in the language’s run-time infrastructure. Concretely, running some
configurations exhibits exponential degradation in performance, both
in terms of space and time consumption. Indeed, some configurations no longer terminate. This section explains the problem and
sketches how our current implementation of object-oriented programming support for Typed Racket solves it. This solution is an implementation of principle (E) from figure 19.
As mentioned in section 4.1, Typed Racket compiles types for module exports and imports into Racket’s contracts so that untyped modules cannot violate the type invariants. For plain values, a contract
just checks that the value conforms to the type. For higher-order values, e.g., objects and classes, the contract system wraps the value with
a proxy value—called chaperones (Strickland et al. 2012) in Racket—
that interposes on all accesses and method calls. If the proxy wrapper discovers any bad behavior, it blames the module that agreed to
the contract and violated it, which is critical because wrapped values can flow arbitrarily far away from the contract boundary before a
violation shows up.
Given this background, the problem is easily explained. Every time
a higher-order value flows from a typed module to an untyped one or
vice versa, the run-time system wraps it with a proxy layer. A method
call may add another layer because the method’s signature may impose type invariants. If this boundary-crossing occurs in a loop, layers
can quickly accumulate. The growth in layers can become exponential with respect to the number of boundary crossings. In the worst
case, each round-trip corresponds to a doubling in the number of layers, which explains the exponential consumption of space (wrappers)
and time (interposition).
Figure 27 illustrates the problem with a minimal example using
a class with a single method, a distillation of the essential fragment
from Acquire. Method m in obj is defined and exported (to "B.rkt")
with a recursive, higher-order contract—a common phenomenon in
the object-oriented world where classes and objects refer to each other.
The expression (loop obj) kicks off the program, starting a loop that
calls the method m on the object. While this loop uses a finite amount
of space in the absence of contracts, the evaluation of (send obj m
obj) applies the domain contract on m to the argument, which is obj
including its sole method.
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"A.rkt"
#lang racket
; export obj with a recursive contract
(provide (contract-out [obj bubble/c]))
(define bubble/c
(recursive-contract
(object/c [m (->m bubble/c bubble/c)])))
(define obj
(new (class object%
(super-new)
(define/public (m x) x))))
"B.rkt"
#lang racket
; The driver module, kicks off the
; problematic loop below
(require "A.rkt")
(define (loop obj)
(loop (send obj m obj)))
(loop obj)
Figure 27: Exponential wrapping
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When the loop starts up, obj is already wrapped in one proxy layer
due to bubble/c from contract-out. The domain contract of m wraps
another layer around obj, which increases the number of chaperones
to two. Once m returns obj, the range contract on m wraps a final
layer around the object, increasing the number to three. For the next
iteration, obj starts with three layers that enforce bubble/c. Since obj
is both the target and the argument in (send obj m obj), each of the
domain and range contracts are applied three times, once per existing
layer. In short, the number of layers doubles to six. This doubling
occurs on each iteration and thus causes exponential memory use.
Our revised implementation of Typed Racket solves this problem,
loosely based on two theoretical investigations mentioned above. Concretely, Herman et al. (2010) compile the contracts in their surface language to a Henglein-style coercion calculus, in which multiple levels
of coercions can be eliminated—though without respect for blame information. Siek and Wadler (Siek and Wadler 2010) collapse layers of
coercions into a representation that includes the greatest lower bound
of all types involved in a sequence of wrappers—and thus preserve
blame information. Although these theoretical solutions do not apply
to Racket’s contract system directly, the idea of collapsing layers is
applicable to our system.
The current implementation of Typed Racket improves the first one
in two regards. First, Racket’s revised contract system checks whether
an existing contract implies one that is about to be wrapped; if so and
if the blame information is identical, the new wrapper is not created.
Second, Racket’s revised proxy mechanism allows dropping a layer
in special cases. In particular, some proxies can be marked as containing only metadata with no interposition functions. The run-time
system allows such proxy layers to be removed and replaced. By encoding blame information in these metadata proxies, it is possible
to replace layers instead of adding redundant ones. This optimization currently works only for object contracts; we intend to generalize it for other language constructs in the future. Together these two
changes removed all performance obstacles and enable the revised
Typed Racket implementation to validate our modest performance
hypothesis.

The implication
check is exposed by
the contract system
API as the
contract-stronger?
function.

A Soundness Bug

The results presented in the figures above are notably different than
the ones obtained in the original publication (Takikawa et al. 2015)
on which this chapter is based. The primary reason for the difference
is that the optimization that we described in section 6.2 was implemented in an unsound manner due to a bug in Racket versions before
v6.5. As a result of the unsound behavior, the performance of gradual configurations for Acquire were much better than if the correct
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behavior was implemented. Our original publication therefore vastly
overestimated the effectiveness of the space safety optimization on
the Acquire benchmark.
Comparatively, the Go-Fish benchmark performs slightly better in
the updated measurements. This could be due to a number of factors:
both Typed Racket and the contract system have integrated performance improvements in version 6.5, the performance of the Racket
VM may have improved, or the minor changes required to make GoFish typecheck on version 6.5 may have affected performance. Fixing the contract system bug likely did not affect Go-Fish significantly
since it did not experience space efficiency issues to begin with, meaning the optimization is either not triggered or not triggered often.

������� �� ��������

Our formative performance evaluation suffers from some shortcomings that suggest it might not be representative for a summative evaluation. First, the experiments evaluate only the overhead of the contracts created by the typed-untyped boundary and does not consider
casts or other forms of overhead. Second, they ignore the runtime
costs attributable to modifications of the program logic. If a programmer changes the code to accommodate the type checker or inserts a
cast, the current evaluation attributes this cost to the typed/untyped
boundaries. Third, our module boundaries may not be representative because we merged some smaller modules (e.g., 10 lines of code)
in the code bases into larger ones in order to reduce the lattice size.
Since the lattice grows exponentially in the number of modules, exploring the full lattice would take too much time. Fourth, the top of
the lattice does not correspond to a program in which every single
module is exhaustively typed; infrastructure modules and difficultto-type modules are left out. Fifth, the Go-Fish experiment runs in
headless mode because casts in the GUI code are excessively expensive, making the exploration of the whole lattice too costly. Finally,
the experiments suffer from somewhat imprecise measurements. In
particular, they execute untyped module in a typed/no-check mode,
meaning the modules still load Typed Racket’s run-time library.
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7

S U M M AT I V E P E R F O R M A N C E
E VA L U AT I O N

This chapter presents a summative evaluation of Typed Racket’s performance characteristics. It presents a refinement of the lattice-based
method for the formative evaluation in the previous chapter. The formative evaluation was conducted in tandem with the design and implementation of object-oriented Typed Racket, and thus the final results were relatively positive. In contrast, the summative evaluation
was conducted completely independently of Typed Racket’s implementation efforts and evaluates both functional and object-oriented benchmarks. The results were quite negative.

In particular, we
refine the method by
the addition of
metrics and
visualizations that
summarize the
performance lattice.

���������� ������

Let us re-articulate the salient points from the previous chapter:
‚ A (software system) configuration is a sequence of n modules.
‚ Each module in a software system configuration is either typed
or untyped.
‚ A configuration ct is greater than a configuration cu (or equal)
if ct uses a typed module for every position in the sequence for
which cu uses a typed module.
‚ The collection of all configurations of length n forms a complete
lattice of size 2n . The bottom element is the completely untyped
configuration; the top element is the completely typed one.
We speak of a performance lattice to describe this idea.
Benchmarking Software Evolution

For the summative evaluation, we imagine software engineers who
are considering the use of gradual typing for some program and consider what kinds of questions may influence their decision. Based on
this first step, we formulate a small number of parameterized, quantitative measures that capture possible answers to these questions.
When the configuration consists of a small number of modules, the
software engineers might be able to equip the entire program with
type annotations in one fell swoop. Such a fully annotated system
should perform as well as the original, untyped version—and if the
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gradual type system is integrated with the compiler, it may even run
faster because the compiler can apply standard type-based optimization techniques. This motivates the following definition:
Definition (typed/untyped ratio) The typed/untyped ratio of a performance lattice is the time needed to run the top configuration divided by the time needed to run the bottom configuration.

As mentioned in an
earlier chapter, for
the object-based GUI
library these
unchecked types
consist of over 6k
lines of type
definitions.

Unfortunately, this assumption overlooks the realities of Typed
Racket. Some modules simply cannot be equipped with types because they use linguistic constructs that the type system does not
support. Furthermore, completely typed configurations still use the
run-time libraries of the underlying untyped language. In particular,
Typed Racket’s run-time system remains largely untyped. As a result,
even the completely typed configurations of our benchmarks usually
import constants, functions, and classes from an untyped module in
the run-time system. When these values cross this boundary at runtime, the contract system performs checks, and that imposes additional costs. To address this issue, the implementors of Typed Racket
have enlarged their trusted code base with unchecked type environments that cover frequently imported parts of the run-time system.
The next section explains what “completely typed” means for the individual benchmarks.
When the software system configuration consists of a reasonably
large number of modules, no software engineering team can annotate the entire system with types all at once. Every effort is bound to
leave the configuration in a state in which some modules are typed
and some others are untyped. As a result, the configuration is likely
to suffer from the software contracts that the gradual type system injects at the boundaries between the typed and the untyped portions.
If the cost is tolerable, the configuration can be released and can replace the currently deployed version. The run-time costs may not be
tolerable, however, as our formative evaluation observes. In that case,
the question is how much more effort the software engineers have
to invest to reach a releasable configuration, that is, how many more
modules must be converted before the performance is good enough
for the new configuration to replace the running one.
To capture this idea, we formulate the following definition of “deliverable configurations.”
Definition (N-deliverable) A configuration in a performance lattice
is N-deliverable if its performance is no worse than an Nx slowdown
compared to the completely untyped configuration.
We parameterize this definition over the slowdown factor that a
team may consider acceptable. One team may think of a 1.1x slow-
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down as barely acceptable, while another one may tolerate a slowdown of 10x, an order of magnitude.
Even if a configuration is not deliverable, it might be suitably performant to run the test suites and the stress tests. A software engineering team can use such a configuration for development purposes, but
it may not be able to deliver it. The question is how many configurations of a performance lattice are usable in that sense. In order to
formulate this criterion precisely, we introduce the following definition of usable configurations.
Definition (N/M-usable) A configuration in a performance lattice
is N/M-usable if its performance is worse than an Nx slowdown and
no worse than an Mx slowdown compared to the completely untyped
configuration.
Using the first parameter, we exclude deliverable configurations
from the count. The second parameter specifies the positive boundary,
i.e., the acceptable slowdown factor for a usable configuration.
Definition (unacceptable) For any choice of N and M, a configuration is unacceptable if it is neither N-deliverable nor N/M-usable.
Finally, we can also ask the question how much work a team has
to invest to turn unacceptable configurations into useful or even deliverable configurations. In the context of macro-level gradual typing,
one easy way to measure this amount of work is to count the number
of modules that have to be annotated with types before the resulting
configuration becomes usable or deliverable. The following definition
makes this precise.
Definition (L-step N/M-usable) A configuration in a performance
lattice is L-step N/M-usable if it is unacceptable and at most L conversion steps away from a N-deliverable or a N/M-usable configuration.
In other words, the definition covers configurations which are unacceptable (i.e., not N-deliverable nor N/M-usable) but would become
acceptable given the addition of types to L additional modules.
This section proposes an evaluation method based on a systematic
exploration of the performance lattice. The benefit of parameterized
metrics is that every reader can interpret the raw data with his or her
own choices for L, N, and M.
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For our summative evaluation of Typed Racket, we use a suite of
twelve programs. They are representative of actual user code yet
small enough so that an exhaustive exploration of the performance
lattice remains tractable.
Overview

The tables in figure 28, figure 29, and figure 30 list and summarize
our twelve benchmark programs. For each, we give an approximate
measure of the program’s size, a diagram of its module structure, and
a worst-case measure of the contracts created and checked at runtime.
Size is measured by the number of modules and lines of code (LOC)
in a program. Crucially, the number of modules also determines the
number of configurations to be run when testing the benchmark, as
a program with n modules can be gradually-typed in 2n possible
configurations. Lines of code is less important for the evaluation, but
gives a sense of the overall complexity of each benchmark. Moreover,
the Type Annotations LOC numbers are an upper bound on the annotations required at any stage of gradual typing because each typed
module in our experiment fully annotates its import statements.
The column labeled “Other LOC” measures the additional infrastructure required to run each project for all typed-untyped configurations. This count includes project-wide type definitions, typed interfaces to untyped libraries, and any so-called type adaptor modules
(discussed in detail below).
The module structure graphs represent each module in the program with a dot. An arrow is drawn from module A to module B
when module A imports definitions from module B. When one of
these modules is typed and the other untyped, the imported definitions are wrapped with a contract to ensure type soundness. To give
a sense of how “expensive” the contracts at each boundary are, we
color arrows to match the absolute number of times contracts at a
given boundary are checked. These numbers are independent from
the actual configurations.
The colors fail to show the cost of checking data structures imported from another library or factored through an adaptor module.
For example, the kcfa graph has many thin black edges because the
modules only share data definitions. The column labeled “Adaptors
+ Libraries” reports the proportion of observed contract checks due
to adaptor modules and libraries.
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Figure 28: Characteristics of the benchmarks, part 1
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Project name
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Figure 29: Characteristics of the benchmarks, part 2
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Figure 30: Characteristics of the benchmarks, part 3
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Figure 31: Inserting a type adaptor

Adaptor Modules

A design choice for Racket’s structure-type definitions calls for one
twist to an otherwise straightforward setup of benchmark configurations. Consider the following structure-type definition from gregor,
one of the benchmark programs:
(struct DateTime [date time jd])
Its evaluation introduces a new class of data structures via a constructor, a predicate, and a number of selectors. A second evaluation
creates a disjoint class of structures, meaning the selectors for the first
class do not work on the second and vice versa.
If a structure-type definition is exported, a configuration may place
the definition in an untyped module and its clients into the typed
portion of the program. As explained below, importing a struct demands that each client assigns a type to the structure-type definition.
Now, when these typed clients wish to exchange instances of these
structure types, the type checker must prove that the static types
match. But due to the above design choice, the type system assigns
generative static types to imported structure types. Thus, even if the
developers who annotate the two clients with types choose the same
names for the imported structure types, the two clients actually have
mutually incompatible static types.
Figure 31 illuminates the problems with the left-hand diagram. An
export of a structure-type definition from the untyped module (starshaped) to the two typed clients (black squares) ensures that the type
checker cannot equate the two assigned static types. The right-hand
side of the figure explains the solution. We manually add a type adaptor module. Such adaptor modules are specialized typed interfaces
to untyped code. The typed clients import structure-type definitions
and the associated static types exclusively from the type adaptor, ensuring that only one canonical type is generated for each structure
type. Untyped clients remain untouched and continue to use the original untyped file.
Adaptor modules also reduce the number of type annotations needed
at type boundaries because all typed clients can reference a single
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point of control. Therefore we expect type adaptor modules to be of
independent use to practitioners, rather than just a synthetic byproduct of our setup.
Program Descriptions

This section briefly describes each benchmark, noting the dependencies and required adaptor modules. Unless otherwise noted, the benchmarks rely only on core Racket libraries and do not use adaptor modules. We credit program authors in parentheses; except for sieve, all
programs are (or have been) independently used.
����� (��� ��������) This program finds prime numbers using
the Sieve of Eratosthenes and is our smallest benchmark. It contains
two modules: a streams library and the sieve code. We added this
benchmark to illustrate the pitfalls of sound gradual typing.
����� ���� (���� �������� & ���� ��� ����) This script is
adapted from a morse code training program.1 The original program
plays a morse code audio clip, reads keyboard input, and scores the
input based on its Levenshtein distance from the correct answer. Our
benchmark setup generates morse code strings and runs the Levenshtein algorithm on a list of frequently used words.
���� (�������� ���������) The mbta program builds a representation of Boston’s public transit system and answers reachability queries.
It relies on an untyped graph library. The original program responded
asynchronously to queries with a server thread. We instead measure
a synchronous version of the program to ensure compatibility with
Racket’s stack-based profiling tools.
������ (��� ��������) This tool is used for exploring and counting the frequency of Racket bytecode structures. It operates on the
Racket compiler’s untyped zo data structures. Since these data structures are not natively supported in Typed Racket, even the completely
typed program incurs some dynamic overhead.
���������� (����� ���) This library implements a longest common substring algorithm using Ukkonen’s suffix tree algorithm. While
the library has minimal external dependencies, it calls for one adaptor
module for the algorithm’s internal data structures.
��� (��� ��������) This script analyzes the measurements included in this section and generates figure 33 and figure 34. Most
of this benchmark’s running time is spent generating figures using
1 https://github.com/jbclements/morse-code-trainer
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Typed Racket’s plot library, so the untyped version of this program is
noticeably less performant. This program relies on an untyped image
rendering library and uses two adaptor modules.
���� (���� �����) The kcfa program implements a simple control flow analysis for a lambda calculus. The language definitions
and analysis are spread across seven modules, four of which require
adaptors because they introduce new datatypes.
����� (����� ��� ����) This program is based on a contract
verification benchmark2 (Nguyên et al. 2014). It implements a game
where a growing and moving snake tries to eat apples while avoiding
walls and its own tail. Our benchmark runs a pre-recorded history of
moves altering the game state and does not display a GUI. We use
one adaptor module to represent the game datatypes, but otherwise
the program is self-contained.
������ (����� ��� ����) This program is taken from the same
benchmark suite as snake (Nguyên et al. 2014) and implements the
eponymous game. Like snake, the benchmark runs a pre-recorded set
of moves. Using it here requires one adaptor module.
����� (������� ��-����� & ���� �������) The synth benchmark3 is a sound synthesis example from St-Amour et al.’s work on
feature-specific profiling (St-Amour et al. 2015). The program consists
of nine modules, half of which are from Typed Racket’s array library.
In order to run these library modules in all typed-untyped configurations we create an adaptor module for the underlying array data
structure.
������ (��� ��������) This benchmark consists of thirteen modules and stress-tests a date and time library. The original library4
uses a library for ad-hoc polymorphism that is not supported by
Typed Racket. Our adaptation instead uses a mono-typed variant of
this code and removes the string parsing component. The benchmark
uses two adaptor modules and relies on a small, untyped library for
acquiring data on local times.
���� (������� ���������) This code base originates from a project
that implements a type-setting library.5 It depends on an external constraint satisfaction solver library (to divide lines of text across multiple columns) and uses two adaptor modules. The original author pro2
3
4
5

https://github.com/philnguyen/soft-contract
https://github.com/stamourv/synth
https://github.com/97jaz/gregor
https://github.com/mbutterick/quad
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vided both untyped and fully typed variants which we have adapted
to fit our benchmarking setup.

���������� ����� ������

Measuring the running time for the performance lattices of our benchmarks requires compiling, running, and timing thousands of configurations. Each configuration is run 30 times to ensure that the timing
is not affected by random factors; some configurations take several
minutes to run.
Here we present our measurements in terms of the metrics of section 7.1.1. The first subsection discusses one benchmark in detail,
demonstrating how we create the configurations, how the boundaries
affect the performance of various configurations, and how the Typed
Racket code base limits the experiment. The second subsection explains our findings. The last subsection interprets them.
In order to demonstrate the use of the evaluation method in comparing different implementations of the same gradually-typed language, we show results from two versions of Racket below. The newer
version comes with several improvements both in Typed Racket and
the contract system it uses, and thus we would expect the lattice characteristics to be better.
������������ ����� Due to the high resource requirements of
evaluating the performance lattices, the experiments were run in parallel on a machine with multiple cores. The benchmark machine has
32 physical AMD Opteron 6376 cores (on two CPUs) with 128GB
RAM and runs Linux. All benchmarks were run on both Racket v6.2
and v6.4. For each configuration we report the average of 30 runs. All
of our runs use a single core for each configuration.6
Suﬃxtree in Depth

To illustrate the key points of the evaluation, this section describes
one of the benchmarks, suffixtree, and explains the setup and its
timing results in detail.
Suffixtree consists of six modules: data to define label and tree
nodes, label with functions on suffixtree node labels, lcs to compute
longest common substrings, main to apply lcs to data, structs to
create and traverse suffix tree nodes, ukkonen to build suffix trees
via Ukkonen’s algorithm. Each module is available with and without
type annotations. Each configuration thus links six modules, some of
them typed and others untyped.
6 The scripts that we use to run the experiments are available in our artifact: http:
//www.ccs.neu.edu/racket/pubs/#popl15-tfgnvf
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Figure 32: Performance lattice (labels are speedup/slowdown factors)

Typed modules require type annotations on their data definitions
and functions. Modules provide their exports with types, so that the
type checker can cross-check modules. A typed module may import
values from an untyped module, which forces the corresponding
require specifications to come with types. Consider this example:
(require (only-in "label.rkt" make-label ...))
The server module is called label.rkt, and the client imports specific values, e.g., make-label. This specification is replaced with a
require/typed specification where each imported identifier is typed:
(require/typed "label.rkt"
[make-label
(-> (U String (Vectorof (U Char Symbol))) Label)]
...)
The types in a require/typed form are compiled into contracts for
the imported values. For example, if some imported variable is declared to be a Char, the check char? is performed as the value flows
across the module boundary. Higher-order types (functions, objects,
or classes) become contracts that wrap the imported value and which
check future interactions of this value with its context.
The performance costs of gradual typing thus consist of wrapper
allocation and run-time checks. Moreover, the compiler must assume
that any value could be wrapped, so it cannot generate direct field
access code as would be done in a statically typed language.
Since our evaluation setup calls for linking typed modules to both
typed and untyped server modules, depending on the configuration,
we replace require/typed specifications with require/typed/check
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14.9

versions. This new syntax can determine whether the server module
is typed or untyped. It installs contracts if the server module is untyped, and it ignores the annotation if the server module is typed.
As a result, typed modules function independently of the rest of the
modules in a configuration.
����������� �������. Figure 32 shows the performance lattice
annotated with the timing measurements using Racket v6.2. The lattice displays each of the modules in the program with a shape. A
filled black shape means the module is typed, an open shape means
the module is untyped. The shapes are ordered from left to right and
correspond to the modules of suffixtree in alphabetical order: data,
label, lcs, main, structs, and ukkonen.
For each configuration in the lattice, the ratio is computed by dividing the average timing of the typed program by the untyped average.
The figure omits standard deviations as they are small enough to not
affect the discussion.
The fully typed configuration (top) is faster than the fully untyped
(bottom) configuration by around 40%, which puts the typed/untyped ratio at 0.6. This can be explained by Typed Racket’s optimizer,
which performs specialization of arithmetic operations and field accesses, and can eliminate some bounds checks (Tobin-Hochstadt et al.
2011). When the optimizer is turned off, the ratio goes back up to 1.
Sadly, the performance improvement of the typed configuration is
the only good property of this lattice. Almost all partially typed configurations in this lattice exhibit slowdowns of up to 141x. Inspection
of the lattice suggests several points about these slowdowns:
‚ Adding type annotations to the main module neither subtracts
nor adds overhead because it is a driver module.
‚ Adding types to any of the workhorse modules—data, label,
or structs—while leaving all other modules untyped causes
slowdown of at least 40x. This group of modules are tightly
coupled. Laying down a type-untyped boundary to separate
elements of this group causes many crossings of values, with
associated contract-checking cost.
‚ Inspecting data and label further reveals that the latter depends on the former through an adaptor module. This adaptor
introduces a contract boundary when either of the two modules
is untyped. When both modules are typed but all others remain
untyped, the slowdown is reduced to about 18x.
The structs module depends on data in the same fashion and
also on label. Thus, the configuration in which both structs
and data are typed still has a large slowdown. When all three
modules are typed, the slowdown is reduced to about 7x.
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‚ Finally, the configurations close to the worst slowdown case are
those in which the data module is left untyped but several of the
other modules are typed. This makes sense given the coupling
noted above; the contract boundaries induced between the untyped data and other typed modules slow down the program.
The module structure diagram for suffixtree in figure 28 corroborates the presence of this coupling. The rightmost node in
that diagram corresponds to the data module, which has the
most in-edges in that particular graph. We observe a similar
kind of coupling in the simpler sieve example, which consists
of just a data module and its client.
The performance lattice for suffixtree is bad news for gradual
typing. It exhibits performance “valleys” in which a maintenance programmer can get stuck. Consider starting with the untyped program,
and for some reason choosing to add types to structs. The program
slows down by a factor of 40x. Without any guidance, a developer
may choose to then add types to label and see the program slow
down to 95x. After that, typing main (137x), ukkonen (84x), and lcs
(139x) do little to improve performance. It is only when all the modules are typed that performance becomes acceptable again (0.6x).
Reading the Figures

We would expect
that most production
contexts would not
tolerate anything
higher than 2x, if
that much.

Our method defines the number of L-step N/M-usable configurations
as the key metric for measuring the quality of a gradual type system.
For this experiment we have chosen values of 3x and 10x for N and
M, respectively, and allow up to 2 additional type conversion steps.
These values are rather liberal, but serve to ground our discussion.
The twelve rows of graphs in Figures 33 and 34 summarize the
results from exhaustively exploring the performance lattices of our
benchmarks. Each row contains a table of summary statistics (for
Racket v6.2 only) and one graph for each value of L between 0 and 2.
The typed/untyped ratio is the slowdown or speedup of fully typed
code over untyped code. Values smaller than 1.0 indicate a speedup
due to Typed Racket optimizations or due to eliminating overhead
with typed libraries. Values larger than 1.0 are slowdowns caused by
interaction with untyped libraries or untyped parts of the underlying Racket runtime. The ratios range between 0.44x (lnm) and 2.59x
(zordoz).
The maximum overhead is computed by finding the running time
of the slowest configuration and dividing it by the running time of
the untyped configuration. The average overhead is obtained by computing the average over all configurations (excluding the fully-typed
and untyped configurations) and dividing it by the running time of
the untyped configuration. Maximum overheads range from 1.25x
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L=0
sieve
typed/untyped ratio
max. overhead
mean overhead
3-deliverable
3/10-usable

morse-code
typed/untyped ratio
max. overhead
mean overhead
3-deliverable
3/10-usable

mbta
typed/untyped ratio
max. overhead
mean overhead
3-deliverable
3/10-usable

zordoz
typed/untyped ratio
max. overhead
mean overhead
3-deliverable
3/10-usable

suffixtree
typed/untyped ratio
max. overhead
mean overhead
3-deliverable
3/10-usable

lnm
typed/untyped ratio
max. overhead
mean overhead
3-deliverable
3/10-usable

(2 modules)
1.00x
148.75x
69.62x
2 (50%)
0 (0%)

(4 modules)
0.67x
2.61x
1.88x
16 (100%)
0 (0%)

(4 modules)
1.92x
3.51x
2.25x
13 (81%)
3 (19%)

(5 modules)
2.59x
5.07x
3.07x
15 (47%)
17 (53%)

(6 modules)
0.55x
141.25x
63.44x
7 (11%)
8 (12%)

(6 modules)
0.44x
1.49x
1.00x
64 (100%)
0 (0%)

x-axis: overhead
y-axis: # configs
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Figure 33: L-step N/M-usable results for the first six benchmarks
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L=0
kcfa
typed/untyped ratio
max. overhead
mean overhead
3-deliverable
3/10-usable

snake
typed/untyped ratio
max. overhead
mean overhead
3-deliverable
3/10-usable

tetris
typed/untyped ratio
max. overhead
mean overhead
3-deliverable
3/10-usable

synth
typed/untyped ratio
max. overhead
mean overhead
3-deliverable
3/10-usable

gregor
typed/untyped ratio
max. overhead
mean overhead
3-deliverable
3/10-usable

quad
typed/untyped ratio
max. overhead
mean overhead
3-deliverable
3/10-usable

(7 modules)
0.78x
31.08x
10.88x
32 (25%)
28 (22%)

(8 modules)
0.71x
164.29x
48.96x
5 (2%)
9 (4%)

(9 modules)
0.77x
194.47x
47.27x
104 (20%)
24 (5%)

(10 modules)
0.71x
108.33x
48.93x
16 (2%)
50 (5%)

(13 modules)
0.89x
5.85x
3.56x
2212 (27%)
5980 (73%)

(14 modules)
0.91x
4.78x
2.28x
13190 (81%)
3194 (19%)

x-axis: overhead
y-axis: # configs
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Figure 34: L-step N/M-usable results for the remaining benchmarks
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(lnm) to 168x (tetris). Average overheads range from 0.6x (lnm) to
68x (tetris).
The 3-deliverable and 3/10-usable counts are computed for L=0. In
parentheses, we express these counts as a percentage of all configurations for the program.
The three graphs labeled with L display the cumulative function of
the number of configurations that are acceptable for a given overhead.
More precisely, the x-axis represents the slowdown over the untyped
program (from 1x to 20x). The y-axis is a count of the number of
configurations (from 0 to 2n ) scaled so that all graphs are the same
height. The blue line corresponds to Racket v6.2 and the red dashed
line to v6.4. If L is zero, the blue or red line represents the cumulative number of configurations with performance no worse than the
overhead on the x-axis. For example, if the point (3, 10) is on the blue
line that means that there are 10 total configurations with an overhead lower than 3x on Racket v6.2. For L greater than zero, the blue
line gives the number of configurations that can reach a configuration
with performance no worse than the overhead on the x-axis in at most
L conversion steps.
The ideal result would be a flat line at a graph’s top. Such a result
would mean that all configurations are as fast as (or faster than) the
untyped one. The next-best shape is a nearly-vertical line that reaches
the top at a low x-value. The worst scenario is a flat line at the graph’s
bottom, indicating that all configurations are more than 20x slower
than the untyped one. All else being equal, a steep slope anywhere
on the graph is desirable because the number of acceptable programs
quickly increases at that point. Of course, the ideal shape is difficult
to achieve because of the overwhelming cost of the dynamic checks
inserted at the boundaries between typed and untyped code. As a
result, we need to interpret a variety of different shapes for these
cumulative graphs.
Interpretation

For each benchmark, we evaluate the actual graphs against our ideal
expectations. Our approach is to focus on the left column, where L=0,
and to consider the center and right column as rather drastic countermeasures to recover performance. The graphs chart the performance
of both Racket v6.2 and v6.4, and the v6.4 curves are noticeably more
steep in most of the benchmarks. For several benchmarks, including
morse-code, mbta, lnm, and quad, the two curves are very close. These
coincide with the cases in which the v6.2 curve was already steep to
begin with. Despite the improvement, few of the v6.4 curves improve
enough to change the deliverability at 3x.

Increasing L should
remove
pathologically bad
cases.
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����� The flat line at L=0 shows that half of all configurations suffer unacceptable overhead. As there are only 4 configurations in the
lattice for sieve, increasing L improves performance. The v6.4 results
are slightly better than the v6.2, as 3 of the configurations become
acceptable at around 12x overhead.
����� ���� The steep lines show that a few configurations suffer modest overhead (below 2x), otherwise morse-code performs well.
Increasing L improves the worst cases.
���� These lines are also steep, but flatten briefly at 2x. This coincides with the performance of the fully-typed configuration. As one
would expect, freedom to type additional modules adds configurations to the 2-deliverable equivalence class.
������ Plots here are similar to mbta. There is a gap between the
performance of the fully-typed configuration and the performance of
the next-fastest lattice point.
���������� The wide horizontal areas are explained by the performance lattice in figure 32: configurations’ running times are not
evenly distributed but instead vary drastically when certain boundaries exist. Increasing L significantly improves the number of acceptable configuration at 10x and even 3x overhead.
��� These results are ideal. Note the large y-intercept at L=0. This
shows that very few configurations suffer any overhead.

���� The most distinctive feature at L=0 is the flat portion between
1x and 6x. This characteristic remains at L=1, and overall performance
is very good at L=2. The curve for v6.4 is much steeper than for v6.2
and reaches 100% of the configurations quickly even at L=0. The curve
gets close to the 3-deliverable line, but most configurations are still
not deliverable.
����� The slope at L=0 is low. Allowing L=1 brings a noticeable
improvement above the 5x mark, but the difference between L=1 and
L=2 is small.
������ Each tetris plot is essentially a flat line. At L=0 roughly
1/3 of configurations lie below the line. This improves to 2/3 at L=1
and only a few configurations suffer overhead when L=2.
����� Each slope is very low. Furthermore, some configurations
remain unusable even at L=2. These plots have few flat areas, which
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implies that overheads are spread evenly throughout possible boundaries in the program.
������ These steep curves are impressive given that gregor has 13
modules. Increasing L brings consistent improvements. The curve for
v6.4 here is notable since all of the configurations are 3-deliverable
whereas most of the v6.2 configurations are not.
���� The quad plots follow the same pattern as mbta and zordoz,
despite being visually distinct. In all three cases, there is a flat slope
for overheads below the typed/untyped ratio and a steep increase
just after.

��� ����� ����� ������� ������?

Unsound type systems are useful. They document the code, find
bugs at compile-time, and enable the IDE to assist programmers.
Sound type systems are useful and meaningful. A soundly typed program cannot go wrong, up to a well-defined set of run-time exceptions (Wright and Felleisen 1994). When a typed program raises an
exception, the accompanying message usually pinpoints the location
of the problem in the program source.
From this description it is clear why programmers eventually wish
to annotate programs in untyped languages with types and, ideally,
with sound types. Types directly and indirectly increase a programmer’s productivity, and sound types help with testing, debugging,
and other maintenance tasks. In short, sound gradual typing seems
to be a panacea.
The problem is that, according to our measurements, the cost of enforcing soundness in the context of gradual typing is overwhelming.
Figures 33 and 34 clarify just how few partially typed configurations
are usable by developers or deliverable to customers. For almost all
benchmarks, the lines are below the (red) horizontal line of acceptability. Even with extremely liberal settings for N and M, few configurations are N-deliverable or N/M-usable. Worse, investing more
effort into type annotation does not seem to pay off. In practice, converting a module takes a good amount of time, meaning that L=2 is
again a liberal choice. But even this liberal choice does not increase
the number of acceptable configurations by much; worse, it unrealistically assumes those two modules best-suited to improve performance.
Put differently, the number of L-step N/M-acceptable configurations
remains small with liberal choices for all three parameters.
To compound matters, even with the improvements made to Racket
and Typed Racket in version 6.4, the dashed red lines in the plots
generally do not improve enough to affect the 3-deliverable crite-
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rion. While this sounds quite negative, the plots do show that the
performance improves significantly after the 3-deliverable mark on
the newer version. This showcases that the evaluation method may
be useful for evaluating improvements to gradual type systems. It
also shows that there is a possibility to incrementally improve gradual typing performance.
Overall, the application of our evaluation method projects an extremely negative image of sound gradual typing. While we are confident that the method captures the spirit of the goals of gradual typing, our particular application of the method and its results must be
put in perspective. Section 7.4.1 explains why the evaluation of Typed
Racket may look overly negative. Section 7.4.2 presents an analysis of
the worst elements in the twelve lattices and highlights those kinds
of contracts that impose the most significant cost.
Threats to Validity

We have identified four threats to the validity of our evaluation. First,
our benchmarks are relatively small due to constraints on our computing infrastructure, but even those consume considerable resources. To
obtain results for these benchmarks in a reasonable amount of time,
they are run using multiple cores and the configurations are divided
amongst the cores. Each configuration is put into a single process
running a separate instance of the Racket VM pinned to a single core.
This parallelism may introduce confounding variables due to, e.g.,
shared caches or main memory.
Second, several of our benchmarks import some modules from
Racket’s suite of libraries that remain untyped throughout the process, including for the fully typed configuration. While some of these
run-time libraries come in the trusted code base—meaning Typed
Racket knows their types and the types are not compiled to contracts—
others are third-party libraries that impose a cost on all configurations. In principle, these interfaces might substantially contribute to
the running-time overhead of partially typed configurations. Regardless, given the low typed/untyped ratios, these libraries are unlikely
to affect our conclusions.
Third, the feasible set of type annotations for a program component is rarely unique in a gradually typed system. Since types are
translated into contracts in Typed Racket, the choice of type annotations may affect performance. All of our case studies use reasonable
type annotations, but type annotations with superior performance
may exist. For example, one class-based benchmark exhibits noticeable differences though the overall result remains the same. Generally
speaking, our results may not be fully representative. Then again, it
is still a failure of gradual typing if a programmer must divine the
best possible type annotations to obtain reasonable performance.
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Finally, our results reflect the state of current implementation technology. Typed Racket compiles to Racket, which uses rather conventional JIT compilation techniques. The compiler makes no attempt to
specifically reduce contract overhead or to exploit contracts for optimizations. There is on-going work using our evaluation method (Bauman et al. 2016) to investigate how tracing JIT compilation can reduce
gradual typing overheads. We conjecture that even if the magnitude
of the slowdowns are reduced, some pathologies will remain.
What are the Bottlenecks?

To analyze the cost of contract checks, we used the feature-specific
profiler (St-Amour et al. 2015) on each benchmark’s slowest configuration. Figure 35 summarizes our findings.
The leftmost data column (%C) gives the percent of each benchmark’s total running time that was spent checking contracts. These
percentages are the average of ten trials; the numbers in parentheses (S.E.) represent the standard error. Except for the short-running
benchmarks (gregor, morse-code, and mbta), we see little variability
across trials. As expected, the programs spend a substantial proportion of their running time checking contracts.
The remaining columns of figure 35 report what percentage of each
benchmark’s contract-checking execution time is spent on a particular
variety of contract:

We found no
statistically
significant difference
in the proportion of
runtimes spent in
garbage collection
between the untyped
& slowest
configurations of
any benchmark.

‚ Adaptor contracts separate a typed module from an untyped
module with data structures.
‚ Higher-order contracts are function contracts with at least one
function in their domain or co-domain.
‚ Library contracts separate an untyped library from typed modules or vice versa (in the case of lnm).
‚ The shape (-> T any/c) refers to contracts with a protected
argument and an unchecked co-domain. Contracts of this shape
typically guard typed functions called in untyped modules.
‚ Conversely, (-> any/c T) guards functions with (any number of) unchecked arguments and protected co-domains. For
example, if a typed module calls an untyped function with immutable arguments, Typed Racket statically proves that the untyped function is given well-typed arguments but must insert a
contract to verify the function’s result.
‚ The (-> any/c boolean?) column measures the time spent
checking functions that take a single argument and returning
a Boolean value. It is thus a subset of the (-> any/c T) column.
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Project
%C
sieve
92
morse-code
29
mbta
39
zordoz
95
suffixtree
94
lnm
81
kcfa
91
snake
98
tetris
96
synth
83
gregor
83
quad
80

(S.E.) adaptor higher-order library (-> T any/c) (-> any/c T) (-> any/c boolean?)
(2.33)
0
46
0
0
54
31
(6.8)
0
0
0
0
100
0
(3.65)
0
0
65
0
65
0
(0.1)
0
55
45
0
99
43
(0.18)
98
†1
0
2
94
18
(0.73)
0
9
99
91
0
0
(0.26)
100
0
0
0
54
31
(0.21)
93
0
0
1
99
49
(0.35)
89
0
0
11
89
44
(1.22)
51
90
0
29
20
0
(4.01)
78
0
3
7
85
31
(0.96)
†1
1
0
3
†1
†1
Figure 35: Profiling the worst-case contract overhead

Other columns overlap as well. The mbta benchmark in particular
spends 65% of its contract-checking time on first-order library functions. These checks are always triggered by a typed module on immutable arguments, so Typed Racket optimizes them to (-> any/c T)
contracts.
Most strikingly, the (-> any/c boolean?) column suggests that
on average twenty percent of the time our benchmarks spend on
contracts goes towards checking that predicate functions satisfy the
trivial (-> any/c boolean?) contract. Moreover, nearly all of these
predicates are generated by Racket structure definitions, so their type
correctness might be assumed. Removing these contracts or optimizing the cost of indirection seems like a clear place for Typed Racket
to improve.
In contrast, the adaptor and library columns suggest that the apparently high cost of predicate contracts may just be a symptom of
placing a typed/untyped boundary between a structure type definition and functions closely associated with the data. One example
of this is zordoz; indeed, the purpose of that code is to provide an
interface to native compiler data structures. In nearly all worst-case
measurements for benchmarks using adaptor modules the adaptor
and (-> any/c boolean?) contracts seem to account for a huge proportion of all contracts. The quad benchmark in fact spends 93% of its
contract-checking time validating data structures, which are stored
in fixed-length lists rather than in structure types. These lists do not
require an adaptor, but their types translate to contracts that are far
more expensive than plain structure type predicates. The only exception is synth. It spends much more time creating structured data from
raw vectors than accessing the data.
Higher-order contracts show up in only a few of the benchmark
programs. Specifically, only synth, sieve, and zordoz make heavy use
of higher-order functions across contract boundaries. Unlike the cost
of first-order contracts, the costs of these higher-order contracts is
quite apparent in these programs.
Finally, the (-> T any/c) and (-> any/c T) columns give a rough
impression of whether untyped or typed modules trigger more contract checks. We confirmed these findings by inspecting the individual programs. For all but three benchmarks, the high-cost contracts
are triggered by calls from a typed module into an untyped library or
data definition. This includes kcfa, although half its calls from typed
to untyped code used mutable arguments and hence could not be
reduced to any/c. The exceptions are lnm, synth, and quad, which suffer from slowdowns when untyped modules import definitions from
typed ones.
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Given the current implementation, we conclude that the current implementation of Typed Racket is not performant. We support this hypothesis with benchmarking results for all possible gradual typing scenarios for a dozen Racket/Typed Racket benchmarks of various sizes
and complexities. Even under rather liberal considerations, few of
these scenarios end up in deliverable or usable system configurations.
Even allowing for additional conversions of untyped portions of the
program does not yield much of an improvement.
Yet despite the performance issues, Typed Racket does have commercial users, suggesting that users either tolerate or can get around
performance degradations in practice. One recent addition in Typed
Racket that directly facilitates this is the addition of the unsafe-provide
and unsafe-require/typed forms that allow the programmer to selectively turn contract checking off. This addition was inspired by the
performance evaluation ideas described in this dissertation.
Despite this negative result, the summative evaluation shows how
our evaluation method can be used to systematically evaluated the
performance of gradually-typed programs. The results on Racket v6.4
also suggest that the evaluation method is useful for evaluating improvements to the run-time system/compiler for a gradually-typed
language. Along these lines, our hope is that better compiler technologies will make gradual typing overheads more tolerable. We make
further remarks on potential future work in chapter 9.
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Part IV
R E L AT E D W O R K

8

R E L AT E D W O R K

This chapter presents the related work, expanding on the brief history presented in chapter 1. The first section describes alternatives
to gradual typing in the space of typed-untyped language interoperation. The second one explains the related work in type systems
for object-oriented programming. The third section explores the literature on contracts for polymorphism and on sealing. The last section
contrasts Typed Racket with other concrete implementations of gradual typing, focusing particularly on evaluation methodology.

����� ���������� �� ��������������

The history in chapter 1 covers soft typing, optional typing, and the
interoperation of distinct languages. The research literature contains
several other type disciplines that mix dynamic and static typing,
such as pluggable typing and hybrid typing.
Pluggable type systems allow the programmer to use multiple distinct type systems to reason about programs (Bracha 2004). They do
so by using a plugin architecture in which each constituent type systems is optional. Bracha defines an optional type system for a pluggable type system based on two characteristics: that the type system
have “no effect on the run-time semantics” and that the type annotations are not mandatory (Bracha 2004). Papi et al. (2008) instantiate
pluggable typing for Java, allowing the programmer to strengthen an
existing typed language with more stringent types.
Hybrid type systems, exemplified by the Sage language (Gronski
et al. 2006; Knowles et al. 2007), allow the programmer to mix untyped code with typed code with rich specifications expressed as
refinement types. Sage uses the Dynamic type to allow localized untyped programming, inserting casts to ensure sound interoperation.
This makes hybrid typing quite similar to the Siek and Taha style
of gradual typing. Unlike gradual type systems, Sage also integrates
expressive refinement types that are checked with an automated theorem prover. When the automation fails, Sage inserts casts that check
the refinements dynamically.
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Our work follows a long line of research on semantics and type systems for mixins and objects. The literature on mixins focuses on classbased languages, many taking inspiration from Java or Smalltalk. In
the object world, classes desugar to object-based encodings, e.g., in
the -calculus (Abadi and Cardelli 1996) or ML-ART (Rémy 1994).
Many of these calculi use row polymorphism to model object extension or inheritance. Wand originally proposed row polymorphism in
the context of a type inference algorithm for a simple object-oriented
language based on recursive records (Wand 1987, 1994). Type systems
for extensible records later adopt the idea (Cardelli and Mitchell 1991;
Gaster and Jones 1996; Harper and Pierce 1991).
Subsequent publications integrate row polymorphism into designs
for programming languages with extensible objects. One such example is ML-ART (Rémy 1994), which can encode first-class classes with
objects, and therefore does not provide primitive classes. ML-ART
does not allow subsumption on objects, thus disallowing the familiar
polymorphism over objects. In the same vein, Fisher (1996) presents
a calculus with typed extensible objects using row polymorphism.
Bono and Fisher (1998) build on this line of work, and include classes
and mixins as primitives in their calculus. Their calculus expresses
mixins, but does not allow the use of general first-class classes. These
row polymorphic models predate gradual typing and are thus not
designed with typed-untyped interoperation in mind.
The literature includes many models of mixins and first-class classes:
MixinJava (Flatt et al. 1998), Jam (Ancona et al. 2000), Jiazzi (McDirmid
et al. 2001), MixGen (Allen et al. 2003), McJava (Kamina and Tamai
2004), and MetaFJig (Servetto and Zucca 2010). Other designs instead
provide traits (Schärli et al. 2003; Smith and Drossopoulou 2005),
which emphasize non-linear composition using rich operations on
trait members. OCaml’s addition of first-class modules (Frisch and
Garrique 2010) enables a kind of run-time class composition as well.
These designs provide flexible class composition, but few of them provide run-time composition and none are designed for gradual typing.
Strongtalk implements an optional type system that is compatible
with Smalltalk idioms. While Strongtalk provides an idiomatic type
system for Smalltalk, it only offers “downward compatibility” (Bracha
and Griswold 1993), i.e., Strongtalk code elaborates to valid Smalltalk.
Several ideas in Strongtalk, e.g., “brands” and “protocols”, could potentially be adapted for a nominally typed extension to Typed Racket.
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James H. Morris, Jr. (1973) proposes sealing as a linguistic mechanism
to prevent access to private pieces of code. In subsequent work, sealing is used to protect datatype abstraction (Pierce and Sumii 2004).
Guha et al. (2007) investigate parametricity guarantees in untyped
languages via a combination of contracts and sealing They use socalled coffers—an opaque datatype for sealing—to wrap arguments
to contracted parametric functions. Matthews and Ahmed (2008) provide a formal validation of this approach in a multi-language system
combining the untyped -calculus and System F, in which sealing is
applied at language boundaries to ensure parametricity. Ahmed et
al. (2011) present a finer-grained sealing mechanism that associates
seals with type abstractions. Our approach extends this line of work
by adding partial seals that allow code to see some aspects of classes
rather than blocking out all class features. However, our proof technique for type soundness differs significantly. Instead of the logical relation of Matthews and Ahmed or the subtyping-based simulation of
Ahmed et al., we base our proof on complete monitoring (Dimoulas
et al. 2012b). This enables a modular proof structure and the use of
standard subject reduction for establishing type soundness.

��������������� & ����������� �� �������
������

Implementations of gradual typing exist for a number of languages:
Python (Vitousek et al. 2014), Smalltalk (Allende et al. 2013), and
JavaScript (Rastogi et al. 2015; Richards et al. 2015). This section describes the status of these implementations and how they differ from
Typed Racket. It also discusses the kinds of performance evaluations
that accompany these implementations.
Gradualtalk

Typed Racket differs from Gradualtalk (Allende et al. 2013), a gradually typed dialect of Smalltalk, in two major ways. First, Typed Racket
implements macro-level gradual typing using higher-order contracts
as the enforcement mechanism at module boundaries. Meanwhile,
Gradualtalk uses the micro-level approach (Siek and Taha 2006), meaning that Gradualtalk programmers can freely omit type annotations.
When they do, Gradualtalk injects the value into the Dyn type and
downcasts it from there later.
Second, Gradualtalk does not require row polymorphism because
Smalltalk programmers rarely use dynamic inheritance with mixins;
classes are declared statically instead. In contrast, Typed Racket nec-
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essarily places more emphasis on structural types and row polymorphism to support the numerous dynamic uses of inheritance in Racket.
Due to the differences in the fundamentals, Typed Racket and Gradualtalk’s effectiveness evaluations are necessarily dissimilar. Gradualtalk’s evaluation consists of porting an impressive corpus of nearly
19k lines, with the largest typed component consisting of over 9k lines.
These Gradualtalk components make significant use of the Dyn type,
which we conjecture makes porting large numbers of lines easier than
in Typed Racket, but with the cost of reduced type precision. More
precisely, for every difficult-to-type phrase, a programmer can use
Dyn and avoid the hard work of developing a precise type; conversely,
replacing uses of Dyn may trigger non-local program changes. Qualitatively, the difference in type precision manifests itself at run-time.
With Dyn types, the dynamic portions may be deeply intertwined with
typed portions and thus more code paths may emit a coercion failure.
In addition, the flavor of ported components differs. Gradualtalk’s
evaluation includes the Kernel project, which contains the core classes
of Smalltalk. Racket’s use of classes in the core is limited to those few
places where extensibility or GUI hierarchies are needed. Our case
studies therefore focus on GUI programs or those, such as Markdown
or DB, which are built for extensibility.
On the performance evaluation front, Allende et al. (2013) investigate the overhead of several cast-insertion strategies on Gradualtalk
microbenchmarks and on two macrobenchmarks. In addition, Allende
et al. (2014) examine the effect of confined gradual typing—an approach in which the programmer can instruct the type system to
avoid higher-order wrapping where possible—in Gradualtalk on microbenchmarks. These efforts evaluate the cost of specific features,
but do not represent the cost of the whole gradual typing process.
Reticulated Python

Like Gradualtalk, Reticulated Python (Vitousek et al. 2014) (henceforth Reticulated) implements micro-level gradual typing with Dyn
types. The authors of Reticulated recognize the potential performance
issues of gradual typing and thus adopt a design that allows them
to explore distinct casts mechanisms. Reticulated implements three
styles of cast semantics with different design tradeoffs. The guarded
semantics is most similar to Typed Racket’s use of proxy objects to implement higher-order casts. Unlike the latter, Reticulated uses “threesomes” (Siek and Wadler 2010) to avoid repeated proxying. Typed
Racket does not use “threesomes” because Racket’s underlying contract language is more expressive than Reticulated’s cast language.
Furthermore, the runtime support for contracts (i.e., chaperones) enforces more stringent restrictions than Reticulated’s proxies. Like Typed
Racket, the Reticulated evaluation points to object identity as a chal-
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lenge for porting programs in the guarded semantics. The monotonic
semantics (Siek et al. 2015) avoids proxying while maintaining blame,
at the cost of potentially introducing extra errors when interacting
with untyped code. It has not yet been fully evaluated in Reticulated.
For recursive type aliases, Reticulated uses a fixpoint computation
over its class declarations to determine the recursive object types to
substitute into class bodies (Vitousek et al. 2014, §2.1.3). Meanwhile,
TR’s define-type allows the encoding of general mutual recursion
between any type declarations.
Reticulated’s mostly qualitative evaluation does not analyze performance concerns in detail. However, the authors note that “Reticulated programs perform far worse than their unchecked Python implementations” and that their slowSHA program exhibits a “10x slowdown” (Vitousek et al. 2014, §3.2.7) compared to Python.
Thorn and StrongScript

Thorn combines a sound type system with an optional type system,
allowing programmers to choose between so-called concrete types
and like types (Bloom et al. 2009; Wrigstad et al. 2010). A like type
expression like T constructs a type that is statically checked as if
it were an instance of T. The difference between the two is that the
former allows any value at run-time, with a dynamic check in place
to enforce that the value conforms to T. In that sense, a like type is the
opposite of a Dyn type since the latter triggers a dynamic check when
a value flows to a more concretely typed position while the former
triggers a dynamic check when a value flows into it. While Thorn
is not gradually-typed in either the traditional micro-level or macrolevel sense, its style of interoperation provides more guarantees than
optional typing.
Thorn chooses to embed design elements of untyped languages in
a statically-typed language instead of gradually layering typed reasoning on an untyped language. The uses of a variable annotated
with a like type are statically checked, but at run-time any value
may flow into such variables. While Thorn’s design goals include
providing the “flexibility of dynamic languages,” its design explicitly leaves out the “most dynamic features” such as dynamic class
composition (Wrigstad et al. 2010). In contrast, we aim Typed Racket
specifically at augmenting existing code bases, and thus it necessarily
supports the dynamic features that are in use.
In addition, the goals of Typed Racket and Thorn differ in their
treatment of blame and when run-time errors may occur. In Typed
Racket, most run-time checks occur at module boundaries and thus
most mismatches are signaled when a module is imported. Thus, if an
untyped object imported with a type is missing any specified methods, the contract system immediately blames the untyped module.
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Thorn, on the other hand, checks method presence only when the
object flows into an expression in which the method is used. Thus, a
tradeoff is made between flexibility and immediate checking of specifications. Furthermore, Thorn provides no equivalent of blame tracking, trading precision of debugging information for performance.
Thorn comes with a minimal performance evaluation which shows
that the addition of type annotations to their benchmark programs
result in speed-ups between 3x and 6x (Wrigstad et al. 2010). Due to
the lack of true gradual interoperation, their performance evaluation
is incomparable to Typed Racket’s.
StrongScript follows Thorn’s lead by adding a sound type system (with a limited form of higher-order wrappers) to TypeScript.
Richards et al. use the same microbenchmark suite as Safe TypeScript
and compare the runtimes of type-erased and fully-typed versions using their optimizing compiler. They report “no benchmarks demonstrated slowdown outside of noise” (and up 20% speed ups) on the
fully-typed versions (Richards et al. 2015, pg. 97). In the lattice terminology of chapter 7, the StrongScript comparison is again about the
typed/untyped ratio. The performance of intermediate states were
not evaluated.
Safe TypeScript and StrongScript

Two implementations of gradual typing exist for JavaScript: Safe TypeScript (Rastogi et al. 2015) and the previously mentioned StrongScript.
Both implement micro-level gradual typing in the Siek and Taha style.
Unlike Typed Racket, Gradualtalk, and Reticulated Python for their
respective languages, both Safe TypeScript and StrongScript do not
directly add type annotations to JavaScript. Instead, both are based
on TypeScript, which is an (unsound) optionally typed dialect of
JavaScript.
Safe TypeScript’s approach differs from Typed Racket in using runtime type information for casts whereas Typed Racket erases all types
after compiling to contracts. Safe TypeScript comes with an evaluation on the Octane benchmarks ported to TypeScript. Unlike the
lattice-based approach of chapter 7, their evaluation determines only
the typed/untyped ratio. For Safe TypeScript, Rastogi et al. report
slowdowns in unannotated programs in a “range from a factor of
2.4x (splay) to 72x (crypto), with an average of 22x” (Rastogi et al.
2015, pg. 178). On fully typed programs, the overhead is “on average only 6.5%" (Rastogi et al. 2015, pg. 178). Their overheads are not
directly comparable with Typed Racket’s because Safe TypeScript incurs a heavy (up to 72x) overhead with no type annotations while
untyped Racket code does not incur any overhead until it interacts
with a typed module.
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Evaluations of Optional Typing

The type annotations in optional type systems are unsound for typeduntyped interoperation and incur no runtime overhead from proxying or dynamic checks. This means that there is no need for a comprehensive evaluation such as the one suggested in this dissertation.
Previous publications have investigated the performance impact of
optional typing with respect to compiler optimizations. Intuitively
one would expect that a compiler could use these annotations as hints
for generating more performant code. This intuition is borne out by
Chang et al. (Chang et al. 2011) who reported significant speed up
for partially and fully typed ActionScript code over untyped code.
Richards et al. (2015) report at most 20% speed up for fully typed
JavaScript. They ascribe this result to the quality of the optimizations
implemented in V8. In other words, V8 is able to guess types well
enough that providing it with annotations does not help much.
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Part V
FINAL REMARKS

9

CONCLUSION

Gradual typing has come a long way since its inception in 2006 (Siek
and Taha 2006; Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen 2006). During the intervening years, implementations for several dynamically-typed base
languages emerged. This dissertation describes further progress and
ideas on how future progress can be made. My work first demonstrates that gradual type systems can support the flexible object-oriented
features that are found in dynamically-typed languages. The results
of the second half of my dissertation made it possible to understand
and reduce the performance implications of gradual typing in a systematic fashion. Practically, my thesis is supported via an extension
of Typed Racket and its evaluation on both expressiveness and performance fronts.
The implementation techniques used to realize the system described
in this dissertation have already made an impact on further Typed
Racket extensions. Daniel Feltey’s implementation (Feltey 2015) of
typechecking for units (Flatt and Felleisen 1998) re-uses the implementation strategy used for the typed class macro. Some of the design ideas developed for gradually typed object-oriented programming have been found to have independent utility, such as the now
established mutually-recursive type aliases.
The key idea of the performance evaluation, the performance lattice, is applicable beyond Typed Racket. The method readily applies
to any macro-level gradual type system. For a micro-level gradual
type system, the method will likely require modifications. In a microlevel setting, there are many more possible configurations because
the boundaries between typed and untyped code are fluid. We conjecture that the method will still apply to micro-level languages, but
care will be needed to ensure that a reasonable subset of possible
configurations are chosen to make the lattice explorable.
An important ancillary benefit of the evaluation method is that it
will enable the developers of a gradual type system to evaluate the
efficacy of particular contract/cast optimizations. Based on our comparisons between Racket version 6.2 and 6.4 using the method, we
see promising results that show that contract system optimizations
in the new version do indeed yield dramatic improvements in slowdown factors. Further comparisons using Racket v6.5 are under way.
The developers of Pycket (Bauman et al. 2015) are also using our
method to compare their re-implementation of Racket to the standard
one (Bauman et al. 2016).
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Many challenges remain concerning both the effectiveness and performance sides of gradual type system design. These challenges are
out of scope for this dissertation, but they do pose research questions
for future work.
Typed Racket with Object-Oriented Programming

Although Typed Racket already supports several real-world projects,
including an object-oriented code base,1 several limitations prevent a
smooth transition from the untyped to typed world. There are several
fronts on which Typed Racket could be improved. First, the system
lacks the expressiveness required to support some Racket idioms.
Examples of the expressiveness issue include the lack of support for
occurrence typing with is-a? tests, the lack of support for interfaces,2
and the lack of support for row-polymorphic objects. The occurrence
typing issue, explained at the end of chapter 4, is particularly problematic because it necessitates the use of casts, which tend to make
typed code slower.
Second, the combination of features in Typed Racket leads to performance overheads in some cases. For example, the lack of nominal types exacerbates the performance issues of gradual typing since
structural types require expensive higher-order contract wrappers.
While nominal types could help, it is not obvious how to integrate
them in a sound fashion. The literature on combining structural and
nominal typing mostly predates gradual type systems. The few systems that do integrate nominal types (i.e., Gradualtalk) do not come
with a formal account of how their interoperation is achieved and it
is unclear whether such approaches are sound.
Third, the system should provide more assistance to the user in
adding type annotations, both through improved syntactic features
and through better tooling. Anecdotal evidence based on using Typed
Racket with objects suggests that the syntactic overhead of defining
types is a major burden on programmers. This could potentially be
solved with more syntactic support, perhaps inspired by Brands and
Protocols in Strongtalk (Bracha and Griswold 1993), for deriving class
types from class definitions. Alternatively, Typed Racket users could
benefit from tools that can infer types from tests (à la DRuby by Furr
et al. (2009)) or other sources.

1 Burns, RacketCon, St. Louis 2015. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoYJfA7cq2I
2 http://docs.racket-lang.org/reference/createinterface.html
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Performance of Gradual Type Systems

The performance evaluation in this dissertation helps us understand
the performance pitfalls of gradual type systems, but does not suggest how to eliminate them or how to help developers avoid them.
Progress can be made on both the language design and tooling fronts.
From a linguistic point of view, gradually typed languages can improve in at least two directions. One is to improve the runtime systems that support such languages in order to bring out better performance. This may take the form of JIT compilation techniques that are
specialized for the checks used in gradual type systems. Another direction is to implement optimizations in contract/cast libraries, e.g.,
better space efficiency for higher-order contracts. Some progress on
these fronts is already reflected in Racket versions 6.4 and newer,
which include several compiler improvements3 that were motivated
by our benchmark results.
Tool support may also help developers navigate around performance pitfalls. For example, programmers may use specialized profiling tools that pinpoint gradual typing overheads or suggest particular configurations. Such tools could help programmers stay in the
good parts, if any exist, of performance lattices. Feature-specific profilers (St-Amour et al. 2015), which we used to obtain the results in
section 7.4, that target contracts/casts may provide a basis on which
to build such tools.

Relaxing the
debugging
guarantees provided
by blame reporting
may also allow some
optimizations, as the
StrongScript
results (Richards et
al. 2015) suggest.

3 https://github.com/racket/racket/commit/592ae853e39934df17141fff5808d2798e4f3649
https://github.com/racket/racket/commit/db0a6de1d2d5d3059ec971275b287860c5bda6e2
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Part VI
APPENDIX

A

APPENDIX

This appendix adds some details to our formal model from chapter 3 and the proofs of our theorems. This material is directly adapted
from the appendix of the original paper on gradually-typed first-class
classes (Takikawa et al. 2012), and thus its syntax is slightly different
from the version in chapter 3.
Definition 1. (Complete monitoring) A reduction relation Ñ for TFCC
is a complete monitor if given H; l0 e0 the following hold:
‚ xe0 , Hy Ñ˚ xv, Sy or,
‚ xe0 , Hy Ñ˚ xerrork , Sy or,
‚ for all e1 such that xe0 , Hy Ñ˚ xe1 , S1 y, there exists xe1 , S1 y Ñ
xe2 , S2 y or,
‚ if xe0 , Hy Ñ˚ xe1 , S1 y Ñ˚ xblamek
j , S2 y then

k
– there exists e1 = monk,l
j (tflat(op)u , v) and for all such e1 ,
v = |v1 |k and k P k,

– there exists
‚
k
e1 = monk,l
j (tclass/c ([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ])u , v) and for all such
e1 , v = |v1 |k and k P k or,
– there exists
k
e1 = monk,l
j (tobject/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ])u , v) and for all such
e1 , v = |v1 |k and k P k or,
– there exists

⇢=+

k
e1 = monk,l
j (tunseal/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], )u , v) and for all such
e1 , v = |cv|k and k P k or,

– there exists

⇢=´

k
1
e1 = monk,l
j (tseal/c(m , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], )u , v) and for all such
e1 , v = |cv|k and k P k or,

– there exists e1 = send(o, m, v) where
OwnerLimit(o, m, K, K, K) = (k, j).

– there exists
e1 = class(cv) tfi – vi mp xp . ep mo xo . eo u and where
LocateBarrier(cv, m) = (k, j), and m = mp ‘ mo
Theorem 1. ãÑ is a complete monitor for TFCC.
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Source Syntax
e

Terms

::=
|
|
|
|
Values
v
::=
Class Values
cv
::=
Pr. Operations op
::=
Contracts
c
::=
|
|
|
|
Key Terms
::=
Field Terms
f˚
::=
˚
ClassPreIds
◆
::=
RowVariables
⇢
P
Variables
x
P
Method Names m
P
Labels
l, k, j P

v | x | (e e) | op(e) | if e e e
˚
send(e, m, e) | iget◆ (f˚ , e)
˚
iset!◆ (f˚ , e, e) | new(e)
monl,l
l (c, e)
class(e) tf – v mp x. e mo x. eu
cv | #t | #f | n | x. e
object%
num? | bool?
flat(op) | c ﬁÑ c | @c (⇢zm).(c ﬁÑ c)
class/c‚ ([m c ﬁÑ c])
object/c([m c ﬁÑ c])
seal/c([m c ﬁÑ c], m, )
unseal/c([m c ﬁÑ c], )
⇢
f
⇤
RV
V
M
L

Syntax for Ownership and Obligations
Terms
Values
Class Values
Contracts

e
v
cv
c

::=
::=
::=
::=
|
|
|
|

... | | e |l
... | |v|l
... | |cv|l
tflat(op)ul̄ | c ﬁÑ c | @c (⇢zm).(c ﬁÑ c)
tclass/c‚ ([m c ﬁÑ c])ul̄
tobject/c([m c ﬁÑ c])ul̄
⇢=´

tseal/c([m c ﬁÑ c], m, )ul̄
⇢=+

tunseal/c([m c ﬁÑ c], )ul̄

||e||l = |...| e |l ...|l where forall k, e1 e ‰ | e1 |k
Figure 36: Source Syntax and Syntax for Ownership and Obligations
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G; l

e

n

G; l

#t

G; l

e1
G; l e2
G; l
G; l if e1 e2 e3

G; l

G; l

e3

e

G; l
G; l

#f

G; l

G; l e
G; l op(e)

G(x) = l
G; l x

iget

⇤

e)

e1
G; l e2
G; l (e1 e2 )

G; l e1
G; l e2
G; l send(e1 , m, e2 )
e1

G; l

(f˚ ,

G Z tx : lu; l e
G; l
x. e

G; l

iset!

⇤

G; l

e2

(f˚ ,

e1 , e2 )

object%

G; l

G; l vi
G Z tf : l, mp : l, mo : l, this : l, xp i : lu; l
G Z tf : l, mp : l, mo : l, this : l, xoi u : l; l

ep i
eoi

class(e) tf – v mp xp . ep mo xo . eo u

G; l

G; l e
G; l | e |l

e

G; k

G; l

H; tku; tlu B c
monk,l
j (c,

| e |k )

k‰l

D; k; l B c
Negate(D); l; k B c1

D; k; l B c2

D; k; l B c1 ﬁÑ c2

D; k; l B tflat(op)uk

D; kl; kl B c1i ﬁÑ c2i

D; k; l B tclass/c‚ ([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ])uk
D; kl; kl B c1i ﬁÑ c2i

D; k; l B tobject/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ])uk
D Z t⇢ : (+, m)u; k; l B c1i ﬁÑ c2i
D; k; l B @c (⇢zm).(c1 ﬁÑ c2 )

D; kl; kl B c1i ﬁÑ c2i

D(⇢) = (+, m1 )

⇢=+

m Ñ m1

D; k; l B tunseal/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], ⇢)uk
D; kl; kl B c1i ﬁÑ c2i

⇢=´

D(⇢) = (´, m1 )

m Ñ m1

D; k; l B tseal/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m1 , ⇢)uk
Figure 37: Well Formed Source Terms and Contracts
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Terms
e
::= ... | blamell | errorl
Values
v ::= ... | o | @Gl,l
l (⇢zm).(c ﬁÑ c)tvu
Class Values cv ::= ... | class/v◆ (cv) t(f, v) mx. eu
| Gl,l
l tcv, [m c ﬁÑ c]u
| SGl,l
l tcv, [m c ﬁÑ c], m, u
Objects
o ::= ... | |o|l | object/v(cv) t(f, ◆, a)u
| OGl,l
l to, [m c ﬁÑ c]u
Class PreIds ◆˚ ::= ... | ◆
KeyTerms
::=
| ⇢
˚
Field Terms f
::= f | a
Class Ids
◆
P
I
Keys
P
K
Figure 38: Full Syntax

E.Contexts Elo

El

::=
|
|
|
|
|
::=
|
|
|
|
|
|

[ ] | (Elo e) | (v Elo ) | op(Elo ) | if Elo e e
send(Elo , m, e) | send(v, m, Elo )
iget(f, Elo )
iset!(f, Elo , e) | iset!(f, e, Elo )
new(Elo )
class(Elo ) tf – v mx. e mx. eu
[ ] | (El e) | (v El ) | op(El ) | if El e e
send(El , m, e) | send(v, m, El )
iget(f, El )
iset!(f, El , e) | iset!(f, e, El ) | new(El )
class(El ) tf – v mx. e mx. eu
lo
monk,l
j (c, E )
1
l
lo l
l l1
monk,l
j (c, E ) | |E | | |E |

Figure 39: Evaluation Contexts
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Top Rules
xEl [errork ], Sy
xEl [blamek
j ], Sy

ãÑ
ãÑ

xerrork , Sy
xblamek
j , Sy

xEl [¨ ¨ ¨ ], Sy

ãÑ

xEl [¨ ¨ ¨ ], Sy

Functional Rules

(|| x. e||l ||v||l )
op(||v||l )
if ||#t||l e2 e3
if ||#f||l e2 e3

⇥

.
.
.
.

⇤
|v|l /x | e |l
(op, v)

e2
e3

Classes Rules
xEl [¨ ¨ ¨ ], Sy

ãÑ xEl [¨ ¨ ¨ ], Sy

class(cv) tf – v mp xp . ep mo xo . eo u . class/v◆ (cv) t(f, v) mx.eu
if mp X Methods(cv) = H, mo Ñ Exposed(cv), mp Ñ NotSealed(cv)
and where ◆ is fresh and mx.e = mp xp . [⇤/id ◆] ep ‘ mo xo . [⇤/id ◆] eo
class(cv) tf – v mp xp . ep mo xo . eo u . blamelj
if HasBarrier(cv, m), mp X Methods(cv) = H, mo Ñ Methods(cv)
and where m = mp ‘ mo and (l, j) = LocateBarrier(cv,
m)i
h
send(||o||l , m, ||v||l )

.

( this/ eo , a/f e |v|l )

if m P Methods(o) and SameOwner(o, m, K, K)
and where e = Pull(|o|l , m) and eo = ProtectThis(|o|l , m, |o|l )
and (f, a, ◆) = ObjectFields(o)
send(||o||l , m, ||v||l )
. blamek
j
if m P Methods(o), and not SameOwner(o, m, K, K)
and where (k, j) = OwnerLimit(o, m, K, K, K)
Figure 36: Top, Functional and Classes Reduction Rules
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Contracts and Guards Rules
xEl [¨ ¨ ¨ ], Sy

ãÑ xEl [¨ ¨ ¨ ], Sy

k
l
monk,l
j (tflat(op)u , ||v|| )
monk,l
j (c1 ﬁÑ c2 , v)
‚
l
monk,l
j (tclass/c ([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ])u , cv)
if m = Exposed(cv)
‚
l
monk,l
j (tclass/c ([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ])u , cv)
if m = Exposed(cv)

.
.
.

if op(v) v blamek
j
l,k
x.monk,l
(c
,
(v
mon
2
j
j (c1 , x)))
k,l
Gj tcv, [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u

.

blamek
j

⇢= ´ 1
k,l
monj (tseal/c([m

1
c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m1 , )ul , cv) . SGl,k
j tcv, [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m , u
if m Ñ Exposed(cv) and m1 zm X Exposed(cv) = H
⇢= ´

1

l
1
monk,l
. blamek
j
j (tseal/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m , )u , cv)
if m * Exposed(cv) or m1 zmi Ñ Exposed(cv)
⇢=+

1

⇢=+

1

l
monk,l
j (tunseal/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], )u , cv)
if Sealed(cv, ) and m Ñ Exposed(cv)

.

Gk,l
j tUnseal(cv, ), [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u

l
monk,l
j (tunseal/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], )u , cv)
if not Sealed(cv, ) or m * Exposed(cv)
l
monk,l
j (tobject/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ])u , o)
if m Ñ Exposed(o)
l
monk,l
j (tobject/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ])u , o)
if m * Exposed(o)
c
monk,l
j (@ (⇢zm).(c1 ﬁÑ c2 ), v)
(e v)
where e = @Gk,l
j (⇢zm).(c1 ﬁÑ c2 )tv1 u and

.

blamek
j

.

OGk,l
j to, [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u

.

blamek
j

.
.

@Gk,l
j (⇢zm).(c1 ﬁÑ c2 )tvu
(monk,l
j (c1 ﬁÑ c2 J⇢/ K, v1 ) v)
is fresh.

Objects Rules
xEl [new(cv)], Sy
ãÑ xEl [object/v(cv) t(f, a, ◆)u], [v/a] Sy
where (f, v, ◆) = Fields(cv) with a X dom(S) = H
xEl [iget◆ (a, o)], Sy
ãÑ xEl [v], Sy
if (f, a, ◆) P ObjectFields(o) and where v = S(a)
xEl [iset!◆ (a, o, v)], Sy ãÑ xEl [v], S [a/v]y
if (f, a, ◆) P ObjectFields(o)
Type Error Rule
xEl [e], Sy
ãÑ
xEl [errorl ], Sy
if e is a redex not covered by any other case except for
reasons of ownership or obligations mismatches

Figure 37: Contracts, Guards, Objects and Type Error Reduction Rules
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HasBarrier(||o||l , m)
1
HasBarrier(||o||l , m1 )
HasBarrier(||object%||l , m)
HasBarrier(||cv||l , m1 )
1
HasBarrier(||cv||l , m1 )
1

= HasBarrier(cv, m)
= HasBarrier(os , m1 )
= #f
= HasBarrier(cvs , m1 /m)
= #t

HasBarrier(||cv||l , m1 )

= HasBarrier(cvs , m1 )

HasBarrier(cv, m1 )

= HasBarrier(cv, m)

LocateBarrier(||o||l , m)
1
LocateBarrier(||o||l , m1 )
LocateBarrier(||cv||l , m1 )
1
LocateBarrier(||cv||l , m1 )

= LocateBarrier(cv, m)
= LocateBarrier(os , m1 )
= LocateBarrier(cvs , m1 /m)
= (l, j)

1

LocateBarrier(||cv||l , m1 ) = LocateBarrier(cvs , m1 )
LocateBarrier(cv, m1 )

= LocateBarrier(cv, m)

where
where

o = object/v(cv) t(f, a, ◆)u
o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

where
where
if
where
if
where

cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m, u
1
m Xm ‰ H
cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m, u
1
m Xm = H
cv = Gl ,k tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]uj

where
where
where
where
if
where
if
where

o = object/v(cv) t(f, a, ◆)u
o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c ﬁÑ c]u
cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m, u
1
m Xm ‰ H
cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m, u
m1 X m = H
cv = Gl ,k tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]uj

Figure 38: The HasBarrier and LocateBarrier Metafunctions

SameOwner(||o||l , m, K, K) = SameOwner(cv, m, K, K)
1
SameOwner(||o||l , m, k, l) = SameOwner(cv, m, k, l)
1
SameOwner(||o||l , m, K, K) = SameOwner(os , m, k, k)
if m P m
l1
SameOwner(||o|| , m, K, K) = SameOwner(os , m, k, l)
if m R m
l1
SameOwner(||o|| , m, l, k) = SameOwner(os , m, k, k)
if m P m
l1
1
SameOwner(||o|| , m, l, k ) = #f
if m P m and k1 ‰ k
1
1
SameOwner(||o||l , m, l, k1 ) = SameOwner(||o||l , m, l, k1 )
if m R m and k1 ‰ k
l1
SameOwner(||o|| , m, l, k1 ) = #f
if m P m and k1 ‰ k

where
where
where

o = object/v(cv) t(f, a, ◆)u
o = object/v(cv) t(f, a, ◆)u
o = OGk,l
ﬁ c]u
j tos , [m c Ñ

where

o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

where

o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

where

o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

where

o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

where

o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

Figure 39: The SameOwner Metafunction for Objects
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SameOwner(||cv||l , m, K, K)
SameOwner(||cv||l , m, l, l)
SameOwner(||cv||l , m, k, l)
SameOwner(||cv||l , m, K, K)
SameOwner(||cv||l , m, k, l)
1

SameOwner(||cv||l , m, l, k1 )
1

= #t if m P m
where cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
= #t if m P m
where cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
= #f if m P m and k ‰ l
where cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
= SameOwner(cvs , m, ´, ´) if m R m
where cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
= SameOwner(cvs , m, k, l) if m R m
where cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
= #f if m P m and k1 ‰ k
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

SameOwner(||cv||l , m, K, K) = SameOwner(cvs , m, k, k) if m P m
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c]u
1

SameOwner(||cv||l , m, K, K) = SameOwner(os , m, k, l) if m R m
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c]u
1

SameOwner(||cv||l , m, l, k)
1

SameOwner(||cv||l , m, l, k1 )
1

SameOwner(||cv||l , m, l, k1 )
1

= SameOwner(cvs , m, k, k) if m P m
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c]u
= #f if m P m and k1 ‰ k
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c]u
1

= SameOwner(||cv||l , m, l, k1 ) if m R m and k1 ‰ k
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

SameOwner(||cv||l , m, K, K) = #f if m R m
1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c], m , u
1

SameOwner(||cv||l , m, k1 , l1 ) = #f if m R m
1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c], m , u
1

SameOwner(||cv||l , m, l, k1 )
1

= #f if m P m and k1 ‰ k
1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c], m , u

SameOwner(||cv||l , m, K, K) = SameOwner(cvs , m, k, k) if m P m
1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c], m , u
1

SameOwner(||cv||l , m, l, k)

= SameOwner(cvs , m, k, k) if m P m
1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c], m , u

Figure 40: The SameOwner Metafunction for Class Values
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OwnerLimit(||o||l , m, K, K, K) = OwnerLimit(cv, m, K, K, K)
1
OwnerLimit(||o||l , m, k, l, j)
= OwnerLimit(cv, m, k, l, j)
l1
OwnerLimit(||o|| , m, K, K, K) = OwnerLimit(os , m, k, k, j)
if m P m
l1
OwnerLimit(||o|| , m, K, K, K) = OwnerLimit(os , m, k, l, j)
if m R m
l1
1
OwnerLimit(||o|| , m, l, k, j )
= OwnerLimit(os , m, k, k, j)
if m P m
l1
1
1
OwnerLimit(||o|| , m, l, k , j ) = #f
if m P m and k1 ‰ k
1
l1
OwnerLimit(||o|| , m, l, k1 , j1 ) = OwnerLimit(||o||l , m, l, k1 , j)
if m R m and k1 ‰ k
1
OwnerLimit(||o||l , m, l, k1 , j1 ) = (k1 , j)
if m P m and k1 ‰ k

where
where
where

o = object/v(cv) t(f, a, ◆)u
o = object/v(cv) t(f, a, ◆)u
o = OGk,l
ﬁ c]u
j tos , [m c Ñ

where

o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

where

o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

where

o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

where

o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

where

o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

Figure 41: The OwnerLimit Metafunction for Objects

Proof Sketch. Direct consequence of progress and preservation together with an inspection of the reduction sequence for each sub-case
of the last case.
Proposition 1. If H; l0

e0 then H; H; H; l0

e0 .

Proof Sketch. Apply lemma 6, setting G = H and l = l0 .
Lemma 6. If G; l

e then H; G; H; l

e.

Proof Sketch. By induction on the size of the derivation tree of G; l
e. The induction hypothesis is that @i, G, l if G; l
e and the size of
the derivation tree is less than i then H; G; H; l e.
The proof begins by case analysis on the base cases in which the
size is 1. These cases are trivially satisfied. In the inductive case, the
only interesting cases are for state manipulation and monitoring. For
state, since the store S is empty, the cases proceed by straightforward
applications of the induction hypothesis.
The monitor case proceeds by an application of lemma 7 and the
induction hypothesis.
Lemma 7. If D; tku; tlu B c then Hk,l ; D; tku; tlu B c.
Proof Sketch. By induction on the size of the derivation tree of
D; tku; tlu B c. Note that the key environment K = H and does not
need to be generalized since the contract c in the premise always has
a row variable ⇢ rather than a sealing key due to the rules for the
judgment D; tku; tlu B c.
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OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, K, K, K)
OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, l, l, j)
OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, k, l, j)
OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, K, K, K)

= #t if m P m
where cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
= #t if m P m
where cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
= (l, j) if m P m and k ‰ l
where cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
= OwnerLimit(cvs , m, K, K, K) if m R m
where cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
= OwnerLimit(cvs , m, k, l, j) if m R m

OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, k, l, j)
where cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
1
OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, l, k1 , j1 )
= (k1 , j) if m P m and k1 ‰ k
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c]u
1

OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, K, K, K)
1

OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, K, K, K)
1

OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, l, k, j1 )
1

OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, l, k1 , j1 )
1

OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, l, k1 , j1 )
1

OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, K, K, K)
1

OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, k1 , l1 , j1 )
1

OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, l, k1 , j1 )
1

OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, K, K, K)
1

OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, l, k, j1 )

= OwnerLimit(cvs , m, k, k, j) if m P m
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c]u
= OwnerLimit(os , m, k, l, j) if m R m
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

= OwnerLimit(cvs , m, k, k, j) if m P m
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c]u
= #f if m P m and k1 ‰ k
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c]u
1

= OwnerLimit(||cv||l , m, l, k1 , j) if m R m and k1 ‰ k
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c]u

= (l, j) if m R m
1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c], m , u

= (l1 , j) if m R m
1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c], m , u
= (k1 , j) if m P m and k1 ‰ k
1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c], m , u

= OwnerLimit(cvs , m, k, k, j) if m P m
1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c], m , u

= OwnerLimit(cvs , m, k, k, j) if m P m
1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c ﬁÑ c], m , u

Figure 42: The OwnerLimit Metafunction for Class Values
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Pull(||o||l , m)
l1

Pull(||o|| , m)
l1

Pull(||o|| , m)

= ||Pull(cv, m)||l
ˇˇ
ˇˇl1
ˇˇ
ˇˇ
= ˇˇmonk,l
(c
Ñ
ﬁ
c
,
Pull(o
,
m))
ˇˇ
s
1
2
j
= Pull(o, m)

Pull(||cv||l , m)

= || x. e||l

Pull(||cv||l , m)

= ||Pull(cvs , m)||l

ˇˇ
ˇˇl1
1
ˇˇ
ˇˇ
Pull(||cv||l , m) = ˇˇmonk,l
(c
Ñ
ﬁ
c
,
Pull(cv
,
m))
ˇˇ
s
1
2
j
l1

Pull(||cv|| , m) = Pull(cvs , m)

ˇˇ
ˇˇl1
1
ˇˇ
ˇˇ
Pull(||cv||l , m) = ˇˇmonk,l
(c
Ñ
ﬁ
c
,
Pull(cv,
m))
ˇˇ
1
2
j
l1

Pull(||cv|| , m) = Pull(cvs , m)

ProtectThis(||o||l , m, v)
1
ProtectThis(||o||l , m, v0 )

= ProtectThis(||cv||l , m, e)
= ProtectThis(os , m, v1 )

where
where
and
where
and
where
and
where
and
where
and
where
and
where
and
where
and
where
where
and

l

ProtectThis(||cv|| , m, v)

l

where
and
l
l
ProtectThis(||cv|| , m, v)
= ProtectThis(cvs , m, ||v|| ) where
and
l1
ProtectThis(||cv|| , m, v0 ) = ProtectThis(cvs , m, v1 )
where
= ||v||

and
l1

ProtectThis(||cv|| , m, v0 ) = ProtectThis(cvs , m, v1 )

where
and

o = object/v(cv) t(f, a, ◆)u
o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u

m c1 ﬁÑ c2 P [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]
o = OGk,l
j to, [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u
m Rm
cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
if mx. e P mx. e
cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
if m R m

1
cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m , u

m c1 ﬁÑ c2 P [m c ﬁÑ c]
1
cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m , u
mRm
cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u
m c1 ﬁÑ c2 P [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]
cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u
mRm
o = object/v(cv) t(f, a, ◆)u
o = OGk,l
tos , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u
ˇˇ j
ˇˇl1
ˇˇ l,k
ˇˇ
v1 = ˇˇOGj tv0 , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]uˇˇ

cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
if m P m
cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
if m R m
cv = SGk,l
tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m1 , u
ˇˇ j
ˇˇl1
ˇˇ
ˇˇ
[m
]u
v1 = ˇˇOGl,k
tv
,
c
Ñ
ﬁ
c
0
1
2 ˇˇ
j
cv = Gk,l
tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u
ˇˇj
ˇˇl1
ˇˇ
ˇˇ
[m
]u
v1 = ˇˇOGl,k
tv
,
c
Ñ
ﬁ
c
0
1
2 ˇˇ
j

Figure 43: The Pull and ProtectThis Metafunctions
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Unseal(||cv||l , )

ˇˇ
ˇˇl
ˇˇ
ˇˇ
= ˇˇclass/v◆ (Unseal(cvs , )) t(f, v) mx. euˇˇ

where cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
ˇˇ
ˇˇl1
1
ˇˇ
ˇˇ
[m
]u
Unseal(||cv||l , ) = ˇˇGk,l
tcv
,
c
Ñ
ﬁ
c
s
1
2 ˇˇ
j

1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m , u
ˇ
ˇ
ˇˇl1
1
ˇˇ
1 , 1 uˇˇˇˇ
[m
],
Unseal(||cv||l , ) = ˇˇSGk,l
tUnseal(cv
,
),
c
Ñ
ﬁ
c
m
s
1
2
j
1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m ,
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
1
1
ˇˇ
ˇˇl
[m
]u
Unseal(||cv||l , ) = ˇˇGk,l
tUnseal(cv
,
),
c
Ñ
ﬁ
c
ˇ
ˇ
s
1
2
j

1u

where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u

Exposed(||o||l )

= Exposed(cv)
where o = object/v(cv) t(f, a, ◆)u
1
Exposed(||o||l )
= Exposed(os )
where o = OGk,l
j tos , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u
l
Exposed(||object%|| ) = H
Exposed(||cv||l )
= m Y Exposed(cvs )
where cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
1
Exposed(||cv||l )
=m
1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m , u
1

Exposed(||cv||l )

= Exposed(cvs )
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u

NotSealed(||object%||l ) = H
NotSealed(||cv||l )
= m Y NotSealed(cvs )
where cv = class/v◆ (cvs ) t(f, v) mx. eu
1
NotSealed(||cv||l )
= m1
1
where cv = SGk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m , u
1

NotSealed(||cv||l )

= NotSealed(cvs )
where cv = Gk,l
j tcvs , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u

Figure 44: The Unseal, Unsealed and Exposed Metafunctions
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K; G; S; l

K; G; S; l

e

n

K; G; S; l

K; G; S; l

e1
K; G; S; l e2
K; G; S; l
K; G; S; l if e1 e2 e3

K; G; S; l e
@a s.t. (a, ◆˚ ) P dom(S), S(a, ◆˚ ) = l

K; G; S; l

˚

K; G; S; l e1
K; G; S; l e2
K; G; S; l send(e1 , m, e2 )

˚

iset!◆ (f˚ , e1 , e2 )

K; G; S; l

K; G; S; l vi
K; G Z tf : l, mp : l, mo : l, this : l, xp i : lu; S; l ep i
K; G Z tf : l, mp : l, mo : l, this : l, xoi : lu; S; l eoi
K; G; S; l es
K; G; S; l class(es ) tf – v mp xp . ep mo xo . eo u

object%

Kk,l ; H; tku; tlu B c

K; G; S; k |= e

K; G; S; l e
K; G; S; l | e |l

e3

e2

K; G; S; l
(e1 e2 )

K; G; S; l e1
K; G; S; l e2
@a s.t. (a, ◆˚ ) P dom(S), S(a, ◆˚ ) = l

iget◆ (f˚ , e)

K; G; S; l

#f

K; G; S; l e1
K; G; S; l

K; G; S; l e
K; G; S; l op(e)

G(x) = l
K; G; S; l x
K; G; S; l

#t

K; G Z tx : lu; S; l e
K; G; S; l
x. e

K; G; S; l

monk,l
j (c,

| e |k )

k‰l

K; G; S; l vi
K; G Z tf : l, m : l, this : l, xi : lu; S; l ei
K; G; S; l cvs
K; G; S; l class/v◆ (cvs ) tf – v mx. eu
Kk,l ; H; tk, lu; tk, lu B c1i ﬁÑ c2i
K; G; S; l

K; G; S; l
K; G; S; l

K; G; S; k

k
SGk,l
j t||cv|| , [m

cv

object/v(cv) t(f, a, ◆)u

K; G; S; l

cv

c1 ﬁÑ c2

K(s) = k
u

K; G; S; l

k
1
@Gk,l
j (⇢zm ).(||v|| )tc1

blamek
j

], m1 ,

Kk,l ; H; tklu; tklu B c1i ﬁÑ c2i

Kk,l ; t⇢ : (+, ‹, m1 )u; tku; tlu B c1i ﬁÑ c2i
K; G; S; l

cv

Gk,l
j t||cv|| , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u

Kk,l ; H; tklu; tklu B c1i ﬁÑ c2i
K; G; S; l

K; G; S; k

k

K; G; S; l

K; G; S; k

K; G; S; k

k
OGk,l
j t||o|| , [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u

cv

ﬁÑ c2 u
errork

Figure 49: Well Formed Terms, Part 1
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o

K; G; S; l |= e
K; G; S; l |= e1

K; G; S; l |= e2

K; G; S; l |= (| e1 |l e2 )
G(x) = l
K; G; S; l |= x
K; G; S; l |= e

K; G; S; l |= | e |l
Figure 50: Well Formed Terms, Part 2

Main Lemma 1. (Progress) If K; G; S; l0
e0 and K
S „ S0 then
k
xe0 , S0 y ãÑ xe1 , S1 y or e0 = v or e0 = error or e0 = blamek
j.
Proof Sketch. By case analysis on the form of e0 . From lemma 8, we
conclude that we only need to consider cases that match the conclusion of lemma 8.
Main Lemma 2. (Preservation) If K; H; S; l0
e0 , K
S „ S0 and
1
1
xe0 , S0 y ãÑ xe1 , S1 y then there exist K ,S such that K Ñ K1 , S Ñ S1 ,
K1 ; H; S1 ; l0 e1 and K1
S1 „ S1 .
Proof Sketch. By case analysis on the shape of
xe0 , S0 y ãÑ xe1 , S1 y.
Each case requires a use of lemma 9 to focus in on the redex of e0 .
Then we apply the reduction, and reason about the well-formedness
of the result of the reduction step on the redex using the well-formed
rules and lemmas 13 to 20 as necessary and finally derive the desired
conclusion by plugging the result of the reduction back in the evaluation context using lemma 14 or lemma 12.
Note that the the environment G = H in the lemma statement and
does not need generalization because evaluation proceeds on closed
terms and the evaluation contexts do not decompose under lambda
terms or other binding forms. This reasoning applies to the subsequent lemmas as well.
Lemma 8. (Unique Decomposition) For all terms e there exist either unique
El and e1 such that e = El [e1 ], e = v, e = errork , or e = blamek
j.
Proof Sketch. By induction on the size of e.
Lemma 9. If K; H; S; l0

e and e = El [e1 ] then
K; H; S; l

e1 .

Proof Sketch. By induction on the size of e’ with the help of lemma 10
for the inductive case.
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Kk,l ; D; k; l B c
k Ñ k1

Kk,l ; D; k; l B tflat(op)uk
Kl,k ; Negate(D); l; k B c1

1

Kk,l ; D; k; l B c2

D; k; l B c1 ﬁÑ c2
Kk,l ; D; kl; kl B c1i ﬁÑ c2i

k Ñ k1

Kk,l ; D; kl; kl B c1i ﬁÑ c2i

k Ñ k1

Kk,l ; D; k; l B tclass/c‚ ([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ])uk

1

Kk,l ; D; k; l B tobject/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ])uk

1

Kk,l ; D Z t⇢ : (+, m)u; k; l B c1 ﬁÑ c2
Kk,l ; D; k; l B @c (⇢zm).(c1 ﬁÑ c2 )

Kk,l ; D; kl; kl B c1i ﬁÑ c2i

D(⇢) = (+, m1 )

⇢=+

k Ñ k1
1

Kk,l ; k; l; tunseal/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], ⇢)uk B
Kk,l ; D; kl; kl B c1i ﬁÑ c2i

D(⇢) = (´, m 1 )

k Ñ k1

⇢=´

Kk,l ; D; k; l B tseal/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m 1 , ⇢)uk
Kk,l ; D; kl; kl B c1i ﬁÑ c2i
⇢=+

k Ñ k1

K( ) = l
1

Kk,l ; k; l; tunseal/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], )uk B
Kk,l ; D; kl; kl B c1i ﬁÑ c2i
⇢=´

k Ñ k1

K( ) = k

Kk,l ; D; k; l B tseal/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m 1 , )uk
K

S„S
@a P dom(S). D !(f, ◆) s.t. (f, a, ◆) P dom(S) and
K; H; S; S(f, a, ◆) S(a)
K
S„S
Figure 51: Well Formed Contracts and Well Formed Stores
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Lemma 10. If K; H; S; l

e and e = El0 [e1 ] then
e1 .

K; H; S; l

Proof Sketch. By induction on the size of e.
Lemma 11. If K; H; S; lo
then

e1 and not K; H; S; l |= e

El [e], K; H; S; l
K; H; S; l

El [e1 ].

Proof Sketch. By induction on the size of El .
Lemma 12. If K; H; S; lo

El [e], K; H; S; l
K; H; S; l

e1 and K; H; S; l |= e then

El [| e1 |l ].

Proof Sketch. By induction on the size of El .
Lemma 13. If K; tx : lu; S; l

e and K; H; S; l

K; H; S; l

v then

[x/v] e .

Proof Sketch. By induction on the size of e.
Lemma 14. If K; H; S; l

El [e] and K; H; S; l
K; H; S; l

e then

El [e1 ].

Proof Sketch. By induction on the size of El .
Lemma 15. If K; G; S; l

e and G1 X FV(e) then
K; G Y G1 ; S; l

e.

Proof Sketch. By induction on the size of e.
Lemma 16. If K; G; S; l

e then K; G X FV(e); S; l

e.

Proof Sketch. By induction on the size of e.
Lemma 17. If Kk,l ; t⇢ : (+, m)u; k; l B c1 ﬁÑ c2 and
K Z t : kuk,l ; H; k; l B [⇢/ ] (c1 ﬁÑ c2 )

R dom(K) then

Proof Sketch. By induction on the height of c1 ﬁÑ c2 . For the base
case that occurs when the contract is first-order, we use the rules for
well-formed flat target contracts.
Lemma 18. If K; H; S; l o, SameOwner(o, m, K, K) and m P Methods(o)
then K; tthis : ku; S; l Pull(|o|l , m) where ProtectThis(|o|l , m, |o|l ) =
|o1 |k .
Proof Sketch. By induction on the distance in the hierarchy between
the entry point of o and the implementation of m.
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TJtflat(int?)uk KK = Int

TJtflat(bool?)uk KK = Bool

TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK = TJc1 KK Ñ TJc2 KK

TJ@c (⇢zm).(c1 ﬁÑ c2 )KK = @⇢zm.TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK

TJtclass/c‚ ([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ])uk KK = Class t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK )u
⇢= ´

TJtseal/c([m c ﬁÑ c], m1 , ⇢)uk KK = Class t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK ) | ⇢u
⇢= ´

TJtseal/c([m c ﬁÑ c], m1 , )uk KK = Class t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK ) ‘ K( )/mu
⇢= +

TJtunseal/c([m c ﬁÑ c], ⇢)uk KK = Class t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK ) | ⇢u
⇢= +

TJtunseal/c([m c ﬁÑ c], )uk KK = Class t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK ) ‘ K( )/mu
TJtobject/c([m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ])uk KK = Object t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK )u
Figure 52: The Contracts-Types Correspondence

Lemma 19. If K; H; S; l o, SameOwner(o, m, K, K) and m P Methods(o)
then there exists k such that
K; H; S; k

ProtectThis(|o|k , m, |o|l ).

Proof Sketch. By induction on the distance in the hierarchy between
the entry point of o and the implementation of m.
Lemma 20. If K; H; S; l

cv and Sealed(cv, ) then

K; H; S; l

Unseal(cv, ).

Proof Sketch. By induction on the distance in the hierarchy between
the entry point of cv and the superclass sealed with .
Theorem 2. (Blame Theorem) If H |H |H $ e, xe, Hy ãÑ˚ xerrort , Sy
and xe, Hy ãÑ˚ xblametj , Sy.
Proof Sketch. Direct consequence of mixed preservation. The main
lemma states that mixed programs remain well-typed throughout
evaluation. From complete monitoring, we conclude that the typed
and untyped code communicate only via contracts. Thus
1. errort occurs only due to type errors in the typed portion of
the code,
2. blametj occurs only from first-order contract failures on typed
values.
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K |G |S $ e : ⌧
K |G |S $ e

K
K |G |S $ monu,t
j (c, e) : TJcK

K |G |S $u cv „ r

K
K |G |S $ Gu,t
j tcv, [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u : Class t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 K ) ‘ r/mu

K |G |S $

SGu,t
j tcv, [m

K |G |S $

OGu,t
j to, [m

K |G |S $

K |G |S $ cv

c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m1 , u : Class t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK ) ‘ K( )/mu
K |G |S $u o „ r

c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u : Object t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK ) ‘ r/mu
K |G |S $ v

@Gu,t
j (⇢zm).(v)tc1

ﬁÑ c2 u : @⇢zm.TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK

Figure 53: Well Typed Mixed Programs, Part 1

However the first point is not possible since the typed portion of
the code is well-typed and the second point is not possible due to
the contract-type correspondence imposed by the judgment for welltyped mixed terms.
Main Lemma 3. (Mixed Preservation) If K0 |H |S0 $ e0 , H | S0 $ S0
and xe0 , S0 y ãÑ xe1 , S1 y then there exist K1 ,S1 such that K0 Ñ K1 ,
S0 Ñ S1 , K0 |H |S1 $ e1 and H | S1 $ S1 .
Proof Sketch. By case analysis on the shape of
xe0 , S0 y ãÑ xe1 , S1 y.
We extend the keys to types map upon mixin application. When a
typed code uses an untyped mixin we map the newly generated key
to the row provided with type application. In the reverse case we map
the key to the empty row.
Cases that do not involve monitors or guards are trivial: when
they involve untyped redexes, the subject is preserved in any case,
while when they involve typed redexes type soundness guarantees
that types are preserved. For each case involving monitors or guards
we consider two sub-cases, one where the positive label is t and the
negative label is u and the reverse. Most of these cases are straightforward and can be concluded using the judgments for well-typed
mixed terms. The method invocation cases are more involved and
there we employ lemmas 21 and 22 to obtain the desired result.
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K |G |S $ e
K |G |S $ e : TJcKK

K |G |S $ mont,u
j (c, e)
K |G |S $ cv : Class t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK ) ‘ ru
K |G |S $ Gt,u
j tcv, [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u

K |G |S $ cv : Class t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK ) ‘ K( )/mu
1
K |G |S $ SGt,u
j tcv, [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m , u

K |G |S $ o : Object t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK ) ‘ ru
K |G |S $ OGt,u
j to, [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u

K |G |S $ v : @⇢zm.TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK

K |G |S $ @Gt,u
j (⇢zm).(v)tc1 ﬁÑ c2 u
K |G |S $u cv „ r
K |G |S $ cv : Class t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK ) ‘ ru
K |G |S $u Gt,u
j tcv, [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u „ r

K |G |S $ cv : Class t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK ) ‘ K( )/mu
1
K |G |S $u SGt,u
j tcv, [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ], m , u „ K( )/m

K |G |S $u object% „ H
K |G |S $u cv „ r

K |G |S $u class(cv) tf – v mp xp . ep mo xo . eo u „ r
K |G |S $u o „ r
K |G |S $u cv „ r

K |S |G $u object/v(cv) t(f, a, ◆)u „ r
K |G |S $ o : Object t(m : TJc1 ﬁÑ c2 KK ) ‘ ru
K |G |S $u OGt,u
j to, [m c1 ﬁÑ c2 ]u „ r

Figure 54: Well Typed Mixed Programs, Part 2
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Lemma 21. If K |G |S $ send(o, m, v) : ⌧ and
send(o, m, v) ãÑ ([eo /this] e |v|l )
where e = Pull(|o|l , m), eo = ProtectThis(|o|l , m, |o|l ) then K |G |S $
([eo /this] e |v|l ) : ⌧.
Proof Sketch. By induction on the distance in the hierarchy between
the entry point of o and the implementation of m.
Lemma 22. If K |G |S $ send(o, m, v) and
send(o, m, v) ãÑ ([eo /this] e |v|l )
where e = Pull(|o|l , m), eo = ProtectThis(|o|l , m, |o|l ) then K |G |S $
([eo /this] e |v|l ).
Proof Sketch. By induction on the distance in the hierarchy between
the entry point of o and the implementation of m.
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[T-Num]

 |   int : Num

 |   bool : Bool

[T-Bool]

, [x t1] |   e : t2
 |   ( (x : t1) e) : ( t1 t2)

[T-Lam]

 |   ef : ( t1 t2)
 |   ea : t1
 |   (ef ea) : t2

[T-App]

 |   e0 : bool
 |   e1 : t

 |   e2 : t

 |   (if e0 e1 e2) : t

[T-If]

, [ (m ...)] |   e : t
 |   ( ( #:lacks m ...) e) : ( ( #:lacks m ...) t)
 |   e : ( ( #:lacks m ...) t)
 |   (e [row]) : t [

  row \ (m ...)
row]

[T-RowAbs]

[T-RowApp]

 |   e0 : (Object row)
m : ( t1 t2) row
 |   e1 : t3
t3 <: t1
 |   (send e0 m e1) : t2
t = (x)
|x:t

[T-Send]

[T-Var]

Figure 45: Well-typed programs, part 1
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 |   object% : (Class {})

[T-Root]

 |   es : (Class e-rows)
e-row = e-rows  {[mp ( tp1 tp2)] ...}
tobj = (Object Re-row)
  e-rows \ (mp ...)

  e-rows  (mo ...)

self = , [this tobj], [f tf], ...
self, [xp tp1] |   ep : tp2

...

self, [xo to1] |   eo : to2
 |   vf : tf ...

...

 |   (class es ([f tf vf] ...)
([mp (xp : tp1) : tp2 ep] ...)
([mo (xo : to1) : to2 eo] ...))
: (Class e-row)

[T-Class]

 |   cvs : (Class rows)
row = rows  {[mp ( tp1 tp2)] ...}
tobj = (Object row)
  rows \ (mp ...)   rows  (mo ...)
self = , [this tobj], [f tf], ...
self, [xp tp1] |   ep : tp2

...

self, [xo to1] |   eo : to2

...

 |   vf : t f

...

 |   (class/v cvs ([f tf vf] ...)
([mp (xp : tp1) : tp2 ep] ...)
([mo (xo : to1) : to2 eo] ...))
: (Class row)

[T-ClassV]

 |   cv : (Class row)
(t ...) = (a) ...
([f t] ...) = FieldTypes cv
 |   (object/v cv ([f a ] ...)) : (Object row)
Figure 46: Well-typed programs, part 2
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[T-Object]

 |   e : (Class row)
 |   (new e) : (Object row)
t = (f)
 |   (get-field  f o) : t
t = (a)
 |   (get-field  a o) : t

[T-New]

[T-GetF]

[T-GetA]

t = (f)
|v:t
 |   (set-field!  f o v) : t
t = (a)
|v:t
 |   (set-field!  a o v) : t

[T-SetF]

[T-SetA]

Figure 47: Well-typed programs, part 3

e-row  {}
= e-row
e-row  (Row [m t] row) = (Row [m t] e-row)  row
Figure 48: Row concatenation
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